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ABSTRACT 
This thesis analyzes computer simulations as a learning tool and assesses their impact on 
students' understanding of chemistry. To get an in-depth understudying of the use of 
computer simulations, a qualitative approach was adopted. The literature review section 
explores the use of computer animations and simulations in chemistry and presents the 
results of various studies in the areas of visualization, conceptual understanding, and 
conceptual problem-solving. The study section seeks to extend research on the 
representational and computational capabilities of computerized environments to improve 
students' conceptual understanding in chemistry and related practical applications. 
lV 
Effects of design of simulation and structure of the learning activity in enhancing 
student understanding of thermochemistry concepts were explored. Observations and 60-
minute interview sessions with six undergraduate general chemistry students explored 
student thought processes while engaging in problem-solving and inquiry activities. The 
learning environment addressed a number of challenges in student understanding of 
thermochemistry concepts. Students were able to transition from algorithmic problem-
solving to identifying concepts and justifying their answers. Interactions with the simulations 
helped students investigate concepts through the process of scientific experimentation and 
enhanced connections between lecture and laboratory sessions. 
INTRODUCTION 
The abstract nature of chemistry poses many challenges to students at the 
introductory college level. Chemical processes that take place at the molecular level are 
inaccessible to direct visual observation and are difficult for students to understand. 
Subsequently, symbolic systems such as equations, molecular diagrams, and graphs have 
been developed in order to depict and communicate understanding of the chemistry language 
(Hoffmann & Laszlo, 1991; Kozma & Russell, 1997; Kozma, Chin, Russell, & Marx, 2000). 
A growing research base shows that the use of pictorial forms of representation facilitates 
learning and understanding of chemical processes (Kozma & Russell, 1997; Sanger & 
Greenbowe, 1997, 2000; Williamson & Abraham, 1995). The utility of visualization has 
initiated many attempts to provide illustrations of molecular level phenomena; these 
illustrations range from ball-and-stick diagrams/models to information technology tools 
(Illman, 1994 ). This need has led to the development of several computer-based tools like 
CaChe (Crouch, Holden, & Samet, 1996) and eChem (Wu, Krajcik, & Soloway, 2001) to 
enhance dynamic visualization of ongoing molecular level processes. 
Students' inability to observe and visualize chemical processes at the molecular level 
may lead them to develop incorrect models of such processes. Many studies have highlighted 
student misconceptions and difficulty in conceptual problem-solving as significant 
challenges in learning chemistry (Nakhleh, 1992; Nakhleh & Mitchell, 1993; Nurrenbern & 
Pickering, 1987; Sawrey, 1990). While research in chemical education has analyzed 
technological tools to enhance molecular level visualization, other factors that hinder 
learning such as misconceptions and problem-solving have received less focus. Many of 
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these studies that use technological tools are based on student overall performance in quizzes, 
exams, and laboratory practicals. In-depth analysis of student understanding and thought 
processes while problem-solving have not been fully explored. This qualitative study intends 
to investigate the use of computer simulations in laboratory-like learning environments and 
its impacts on visualization, conceptual understanding, and problem-solving through an in-
depth analysis using think-aloud interviews and observations of student interactions with the 
simulation. 
Laboratory settings provide a significant resource for analyzing students' problem-
solving skills and conceptual understanding. Laboratory activities can support exploration 
and experimentation leading to understanding the processes of science. Integrating laboratory 
activities with theory and content gained from the textbook, lecture, or other sources, can 
help students understand chemistry and its applications in real-life situations. Laboratory 
activities can be structured to provide the researcher in-depth analysis of students' thought 
processes examining prior knowledge, retrieval of concepts from long-term memory, 
problem-solving skills and their ability to link concepts from lecture to explain the 
phenomena observed. Despite these potential positive features of laboratory experiments, 
many studies have questioned their effectiveness. Factors that reduce laboratory effectiveness 
include disconnection between lab and lecture and time constraints (Hegarty-Hazel, 1990; 
Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994). Much of this ineffectiveness can be attributed to the style of 
implementation of traditional laboratories. In traditional laboratories, students work alone 
and follow a cookbook style approach to experimentation (Adams, 1998). Amend and 
Furstenau (1992) argue that in traditional laboratory settings, students rarely have time to 
engage in detailed analysis and exploration of concepts resulting in a ''. .. tedium of repetitive 
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calculations and graphing that" lead them to "lose sight of why they were doing the lab in the 
first place!" (p. 112). 
Simulations are imitations of a system and allow the user to enter or alter certain 
parameters in order to study resulting consequences or changes. Some random or uncertain 
elements are involved in simulations. Computer simulations have sufficient similarities to 
actual laboratory experiences that students can engage in experimentation processes and 
inquiry similar to what they would experience in a real laboratory. "The simulation itself 
constitutes a kind of laboratory, enabling experimentation with various states of the system 
under study" (Mintz, 1993, p. 76). Thus they can be used as pre- or post-lab sessions for 
practice and remedial activities. The appropriate use of computer simulations can address 
many of the problems associated with traditional laboratories like time-constraints and 
isolated experimentation and understanding of concepts. Increasingly, these simulations are 
available online, providing flexible access and exploration. Increased availability reduces 
time constraints frequent in traditional laboratory sessions and shifts the focus of the 
laboratory activity from finishing routine lab procedures to experimenting and analyzing 
data, verification processes, and interpretation of results. Computer simulations can be 
programmed to provide an environment for exploration and testing, incorporating meaningful 
and creative inquiry into the scientific process. Moreover, while traditional laboratories 
concentrate on macroscopic and symbolic representations, simulations can incorporate 
multiple representations presenting a holistic picture of the concept under study. 
COMPUTER ANIMATIONS AND SIMULATIONS IN CHEMISTRY EDUCATION: A 
REVIEW 
Introduction 
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A separate line of research has demonstrated typical difficulties students face in learning 
chemistry; these include representation of chemical concepts, developing conceptual 
understanding that promotes problem solving and transfer of principles to new situations, 
problems, or examples. With the advent of innovations such as microcomputer-based 
learning tools, interactive video discs, and CD-ROMs, computers as tools in aiding chemistry 
instruction have been explored increasingly over the past two decades. Because 
microcomputers can present animated visual representations of chemical concepts and 
processes that are not normally visible and because simulations of chemical processes and 
experiments can be developed, microcomputers and associated software have been explored 
to facilitate student learning. Over the last decade, research on microcomputer-based 
solutions to facilitating learning of chemistry has emphasized using multimedia tools 
(Greenbowe, 1994; Mayer & Gallini, 1990) ranging from modeling software to computer 
animations and simulations (Crouch, Holden, & Samet, 1996; Douglas, 1990; Lewis, 1993; 
Russell et al., 1997). Such research has focused on the impact of visualization methods in 
chemistry education. Subsequently, visualization tools gradually have been incorporated into 
all aspects of the chemistry curriculum such as lectures, laboratory inquiry, and textbook 
accessories. This paper reviews the empirical research on the use of computer animations and 
simulations in chemistry education. It describes the difficulties in learning the studies sought 
to address, the educational theories and epistemological beliefs that support the use of 
computer animations and simulations, the results of these studies, and the theoretical and 
practical conclusions that can be drawn from this research. 
What Students Face When Leaming Chemistry 
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Chemistry as a field of study is inherently abstract because most of it takes place at the 
molecular level. To represent the underlying abstractions and to help students learn those 
abstractions, chemistry uses multiple forms of representations such as diagrams, language, 
and symbolic representations. Understanding chemistry involves making sense of and 
integrating underlying chemical concepts and principles with chemical processes that take 
place at the molecular level. Some of the results of these chemical processes can be perceived 
through the senses like color changes, temperature differences, and pH changes, while most 
reactions are difficult to detect. While students in the novice stages of their learning process 
make meaning relying mostly on sensory information through observations (Ben-Zvi, Eylon, 
& Silberstein, 1986; Kozma & Russell, 1997), they fail to visualize the microscopic level 
chemical processes taking place. This paper focuses on three types of student difficulty: 
improper visualization of processes, theoretical misconceptions, and difficulties in 
conceptual problem-solving. 
Visualization 
Chemistry mostly is taught through representations that can be classified broadly into three 
levels: macroscopic, symbolic, and microscopic (Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; Johnstone, 
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1993). Macroscopic representations simulate the actual settings of a reaction, e.g. drawings 
of a burette and beaker to represent the titration procedure, or depictions of observations like 
color changes or changes in state. Such equipment and phenomena are easily observed by the 
learner. Symbolic representations use symbols and signs, e.g. reaction processes, chemical 
symbols, graphs/energy level diagrams etc. Microscopic representations are depictions of 
interactions of atoms, molecules or ions; these phenomena cannot be observed with the naked 
eye. An illustration of the multiple forms of representations from a general chemistry 
textbook (Silberberg, 1996) is depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Multiple representations of a chemical reaction (Silberberg, 1996). 
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Though many college-level teaching methods have tried to adopt all three levels of 
representations by using symbols, pictures, movies, and physical models, these approaches 
fail to capture the dynamic nature and interactivity of microscopic processes. Reeves (2000) 
describes the complexity of visualization that the college curriculum expects from students as 
"We ask them to precisely determine the mass of carbon dioxide that will be produced by 
reacting, 12.01 grams of carbon with excess oxygen, while picturing in their minds the clash 
of squishy molecular billiard balls of probability and electron density that collectively have 
the look and feel of burning charcoal". Not surprisingly, studies on understanding of 
representations have shown that students find it difficult to comprehend and translate 
between various chemical representations and their chemical and physical forms (Ben-Zvi, 
Eylon, & Silberstein, 1986; Keig & Rubba, 1993). For example, Yarroch (1985) examined 
verbal protocols of high school chemistry students and found that although students 
successfully balanced chemical equations, most of them could not draw diagrams that were 
reasonably consistent with the equations. Students treated equations as mathematical puzzles 
in which the numbers on the two sides of the equation have to be equal, rather than 
visualizing them as representation of a dynamic and interactive chemical process (Krajcik, 
1991). 
Conceptual Understanding and Misconceptions 
Another area of difficulty students' face that has been the topic of many studies is conceptual 
understanding, that is, the scientific understanding and application of chemical concepts. In 
the process of trying to understand concepts and relate them to prior knowledge and 
experience, especially phenomena that are not easily perceivable or relatable to real world 
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observations, students tend to incorporate misconceptions that may not conform to 
scientifically accepted explanations. Students rely on real world experiences and surface or 
physical features that do not conform to chemical principles while encountering a problem. 
For example, students tend to perceive the state of equilibrium in reaction processes as static, 
while equilibrium is essentially dynamic with equal reaction processes taking place in both 
forward and backward directions. 
Conceptual change in learning science is described as a process of dissatisfaction with 
the existing mental model caused by a discrepant event in relation to a concept, requiring the 
learner to realign existing misconceptions or misconceptions to accommodate new models 
(Cho, Kahle, & Nordland, 1985; Smith, Blakeslee, & Anderson, 1993). For students to 
modify these misconceptions and accept a scientifically-accepted concept requires four 
conditions as proposed by Posner, Strike, Hewson, and Gertzog (1982): learners must 
experience dissatisfaction with their existing conception; they must be able to understand the 
new conception; the new conception must seem plausible to them; and the new conception 
must appear to be better at explaining their experiences and observations than their previous 
conception. Conceptual change instruction has had many positive results in changing 
concepts relating to chemical process (Basili & Sanford, 1991; Ebenezer & Gaskell, 1995; 
Hameed, Hackling, & Garnett, 1993; Rogan, 1988; Sangers & Greenbowe, 2000). However 
studies have shown the effectiveness of conceptual change instruction to be short-term. 
Students revert to previous misconceptions over time (Basili and Sanford, 1991; Happs, 
1985). 
Conceptual Problem-solving 
Nurrenbem and Pickering (1987) found that students successful in chemistry 
problem-solving did not necessarily understand the concepts and principles entailed in the 
problem, but used algorithmic formulas and patterns in solving problems. As part of a class 
examination, students solved traditional algorithmic problems on gases that could be 
answered using "plug-and-chug" strategies, and a multiple-choice question that addressed 
conceptual understanding of the properties of gases. A majority of the students lacked 
conceptual knowledge of the behavior of gases as applied to problems, but could solve them 
algorithmically using related formulae. 
This study sparked research in the area of student understanding of the particulate 
nature of matter and its representations (Gabel et al., 1987; Nakhleh, 1992; Sawrey, 1990) 
and the differences between concept learning and mathematical problem-solving (Nakhleh, 
1993; Nakhleh & Mitchell, 1993; Pickering, 1990). 
Theoretical Underpinnings of Computer Animated and Simulated 
Leaming Environments 
Student problems in chemistry education are analyzed in the light of various 
theoretical perspectives; in addition, a framework for the design of learning environments 
incorporating technological tools is discussed. Computer animations and simulations are 
increasingly being used to promote and aid student learning due to their capabilities such as 
rendering the visualization of chemical processes, user interactivity and feedback, and their 
ability to support inquiry activities that enhance conceptual change. 
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Theories Supporting Student Problems in Chemistry Learning 
Visualization 
Paivio' s ( 1986) dual coding theory provides a theoretical perspective for 
understanding visualization in learning chemistry and acts as a lens to examine student 
difficulties in comprehending the various representations of chemistry. Paivio posited that 
knowledge is composed of two complex networks that are associated -- a verbal system and 
an imagery (non-verbal) system -- that function both independently in structure and function, 
and are also interconnected to each other (Paivio, 1986; Sadoski, Paivio, & Goetz, 1991 ). 
Information stored in both the verbal and non-verbal systems is said to be dual coded, 
enabling better comprehension and retention than information stored in only one system. 
The two systems have different organizational and processing characteristics. 
Information in the verbal system is organized in a way that favors sequential, 
syntactic processing, whereas non-verbal information (especially in the visual 
modality) is organized more in the form of holistic nested sets with information 
available for processing in a synchronous or parallel manner. Interconnections 
between the systems allow for great variety in cognitive activity. (Sadoski et al. 1991: 
473) 
Paivio (1991) claims that three different types of cognitive processing --
representational, associative, and referential -- leads to three different types of learned 
representations. Representational processing is the direct activation and creation in memory 
either of verbal representations by textual stimuli or non-verbal representations by spatial or 
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pictorial stimuli. Associative processing establishes connections between representations 
within each system such as spreading association among words or among images. Referential 
processing refers to cross-system activation and creation of links between verbal and imagery 
representations. 
Paivio (1986) explains that "performance is mediated by the joint activity of verbal 
and nonverbal systems, with the relative contribution of each system depending on 
characteristics of the task and cognitive abilities and habits of the performer. The more 
concrete and nonverbal the task, the greater the contribution of the imagery system; the more 
abstract and verbal the task, the greater the contribution of the verbal system" (p. 201 ). The 
contribution of each mode to information processing was explained based on the organization 
and retrieval of information. The imagery system is synchronously organized, that is, 
portions of images are retrieved in no particular order because an image is perceptually 
available in its entirety (Paivio, 1991). Therefore, retrieved information is simultaneously 
available, and there is flexibility in processing content promoting creative thinking abilities. 
On the other hand, information from the verbal system is sequentially retrieved. The 
interaction of spatial and verbal information facilitates learning by increasing the number of 
relevant cues during information processing providing more opportunities to build referential 
connections and enhancing both retrieval and problem-solving capabilities. 
Mayer's and Sims's (1994) work on the dual coding theory extends Paivio's ideas 
proposing that for students to construct understandings of scientific theories that support 
problem solving, instruction must guide them to develop adequate representations in both the 
visual and verbal systems, and most importantly, referential connections between the 
systems. In relation to teaching chemistry, application of dual coding theory supports the use 
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of multiple forms of representations (specifically macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic) to 
enhance learning by building mental connections that develop retention, problem-solving 
abilities, and retrieval and transfer of concepts. Technology allows for presenting these 
representations as inter-connected rather than isolated events, thus enabling transfer between 
depictions and a structured understanding of chemical concepts. 
Visualizing representations of abstract and microscopic processes is difficult for 
many students at the novice level. Students can observe and relate with surface features and 
physical changes accompanying chemical phenomena like color changes or temperature 
differences. Computer animations and simulations potentially can enhance traditional 
classroom teaching methods by presenting the dynamic processes and 
spatial/multidimensional aspects of microscopic structures thereby facilitating development 
of mental models and linked representations. These features of computer animations and 
simulations is evidenced by a number of studies that aimed at enhancing visualization, as 
summarized in the review of empirical studies section. 
Conceptual Understanding and Misconceptions 
Some constructivist theories argue that learners always attempt to "construct" 
knowledge by interpreting new phenomena by using old mental structures. Only when 
experiences produce disconfirming evidence do learners begin to change or develop new 
knowledge by developing new mental structures. Piaget's theory of cognitive development 
(Piaget, 1983) provides a framework that can be used to analyze the processes of student 
learning, conceptual understanding, and misconceptions as applied to the chemistry 
curriculum. 
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Herron (1975, 1978) discusses Piaget's theory of intellectual development as applied 
to chemistry. Herron (1975) explores difficulties in student understanding of chemistry 
concepts and misconceptions in relation to Piaget's four primary cognitive structures or 
development stages: sensorimotor, preoperations, concrete operations, and formal operations. 
Most college chemistry curriculum involves understanding of concepts that require formal 
operational levels of intellectual development like abstractions and logical reasoning, but the 
majority of students entering college chemistry courses still function at the concrete 
operational level (Chiappetta, 1976). At this level, students are oriented toward concrete 
events, finding it difficult to grasp abstract concepts or apply them in different situations. 
Also, many of the introductory college chemistry courses are not an extension of what 
students have experienced in their prior education. In instances where students are faced with 
new or unfamiliar concepts, formally operating students use concrete operational levels 
strategies in learning (Herron, 1975). Herron (1975) suggests the need for changes in 
chemistry curricula and instructional methods to help students in becoming formal 
operational. The changes he suggests include using models that depict concepts via 
visualization tools like films and animations. Most chemistry content is taught abstractly. 
Students have many misconceptions regarding unseen chemical processes and reactions. 
Visualization of these processes should help students in developing conceptual understanding 
of chemistry principles and aid in transfer of concepts to different problem situations 
enabling formalization of concrete concepts. 
According to Piaget (1983), change in mental structures are derived from the dynamic 
interaction of the student and the environment by means of a process called self-regulation or 
equilibration. When new experiences or new information that is assimilated cannot be 
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interpreted using existing knowledge and ideas, the student experiences cognitive conflict or 
disequilibration. Cognitive conflict motivates construction of new cognitive structures to 
accommodate the new experience, leading to a new state of equilibrium. The processes of 
assimilation, cognitive conflict, and accommodation to make sense of the environment lead 
to changes in cognitive structure or cognitive development. When a student develops a 
cognitive structure or explanation that explains a phenomenon, but that structure or 
explanation is different from the scientifically accepted structure or explanation, the student 
is described as having an misconception or misconception. While there are philosophical or 
theoretical differences in the use of the terms misconception or misconception, this 
difference is not critical to the present paper. 
According to Posner et al. (1982), educational conditions that promote conceptual 
change can be broadly categorized as follows (in Windschitl & Andre, 1998): 
1. The student must experience dissatisfaction with an existing conception. Without 
a sufficient level of dissatisfaction, students tend to assimilate conflicting 
information into a widening web of misconceptions rather than go through the 
process of conceptual change (Anderson & Smith, 1987; Perkins & Simmons, 
1988). 
2. The new conception must be intelligible. If this condition is not met, the learner 
has no option but to internalize the conception through rote memorization, which 
means there are no propositional linkages formed, and reconciliation with existing 
schema does not occur. 
3. The new conception must be plausible. The new conception must also be 
congruent with personal standards of knowledge. Students, however, may be 
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socialized to believe that the teacher is always right or that authors are infallible; 
thus, ideas directly transmitted from these sources may carry a predetermined 
level of plausibility. 
4. The new conception must be fruitful. The candidate conception should have the 
power to solve problems or predict phenomena more decisively than the 
conception it will replace. 
Experience plays a role in knowledge construction, interacting with the learner's 
cognitive structure and the inherent desire to create cognitive structures that "understand" or 
assimilate experience. But the type of knowledge will depend on the type of experiences the 
individual is engaged in -- concrete experiences such as laboratory work that precede 
introduction of abstract concepts can promote cognitive growth. Technological tools aid in 
building concrete experiences by the creation of learning environments and problem-solving 
situations that promote conceptual development and conceptual change. Computer 
animations and simulations help students develop a visual representation of chemical 
reactions, contradict or rectify their naive conceptions, and facilitate learning of concepts. 
Simulations model complex processes and systems. They can provide ways for students to 
interact with the model underlying the simulation in ways that enhance conceptual 
understanding and inquiry (Windschitl, 1996). 
Conceptual Problem-solving 
Cognitive load theory by Sweller (1988, 1994) deals with working memory load or 
cognitive load and corresponding changes in long term memory associated with schema 
acquisition. Schemas are structures that allow us to perceive, think, and solve problems and 
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make up the knowledge base (Sweller, 1988). In an unfamiliar situation, elements of material 
that require processing is considered as a discreet element in working memory because no 
schema is available and cognitive load will be high. Through experience, these elements are 
combined as a single schema reducing processing load in the working memory. Schemas 
allow many elements to be treated as a single element in working memory. The cognitive 
load associated with a task consists of two parts: the intrinsic or natural cognitive load, i.e. 
the inherent aspects of the mental task that must be understood for the learner to be able to 
carry out the task and extraneous cognitive load - the range of extraneous matters associated 
with the way the instructional material is taught, that may add to the inherent nucleus of the 
intrinsic cognitive load. Intrinsic cognitive load is determined by levels of interactivity of 
task elements. Leaming occurs when based on experience a change takes place in the 
schematic structures of long term memory. For the change to happen, perceived information 
is first processed in the working memory and then integrated into existing schemas in long 
term memory. This process of learning is consistent with Piaget's (1983) theory of the 
process of assimilation and accommodation. 
This theory has implications for knowledge acquisition in chemistry. Most chemistry 
courses are structured to cover a lot of material in a very short period of time (1 semester). 
Students have very little time to process and understand concepts and their corresponding 
applications through problem-solving. While problem-solving, students are faced with 
simultaneously considering various components or elements that have high interactivity, 
which increases cognitive load. Hence while solving problems of a quantitative nature, 
students try to extract a pattern from the numerous problems they solve during assignments, 
homework and exams. Most of the time they are successful in these attempts from an 
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examination perspective; but as shown by studies that probe their conceptual understanding, 
students fall short of providing a scientific explanation to conceptual problems (Nakhleh, 
1993; Nakhleh & Mitchell, 1993; Pickering, 1990). 
Teaching strategies that reduce cognitive load and result in the building of schematic 
connections promote better learning experiences. Presenting information in multiple modes 
i.e. text, visual, auditory, can reduce cognitive load based on dual coding theory perspectives. 
In this aspect, animations and simulations provide learning environments addressing 
cognitive load issues. 
Designing Constructivist Learning Environments 
While constructivist theories of learning provide a framework of how know ledge 
development and learning takes place through a process of construction and schematic 
integration, what students construct may not be what is intended in the instruction or teaching 
strategy. Constructivist theories of education purport to inform teachers and instructional 
designers how to create learning environments that will promote the learning that is desired 
with the support of constructivist theories of learning. Constructivist approaches to teaching 
and learning create environments where learners interact and participate in interpreting and 
constructing their knowledge facilitated by the teacher. 
Chemistry can be a difficult subject to learn, not only because students often have 
negative preconceptions about chemistry, but it is a molecular science in which many of the 
concepts and processes are not visible to the eye (Jones, Jordan, & Stillings, 2001). Extensive 
work in the area of visualization in chemistry have been undertaken to incorporate multiple 
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representations into chemistry with the aid of technology -- through molecular models, 
computer animations and simulations. The use of such visualization tools entails an 
understanding of the rudimentary concepts of chemistry as well as basic principles of visual 
literacy and chemical conventions to conceive the mapping between the simulated models 
and the concepts represented by the models. For the purposes of this paper, computer 
animations are defined as step-wise sequences of diagrams or images to illustrate dynamic 
chemical processes at the molecular level. Interactivity functions are limited to surface tools 
like magnifications, sequencing, or viewing options. Computer simulations are imitations or 
model of a system incorporating some random or uncertain elements. They allow for user 
interactions with the model to enter or alter certain parameters, enabling the study of the 
resulting consequences or changes. Simulations can incorporate animations and use multiple 
representations such as symbols, molecular animations, and graphs to define the underlying 
model 
Mayer ( 1997) proposed a cognitive theory of multimedia learning encompassing three 
cognitive processes in learning: 
The first cognitive progress, selecting, is applied to incoming verbal information to 
yield a text base and is applied to incoming visual information to yield an image 
base. The second cognitive process, organizing, is applied to the word base to create a 
verbally-based model of the to-be-explained system and is applied to the image base 
to create a visually-based model of the to-be-explained system. Finally, the third 
process, integrating, occurs when the learner builds connections between 
corresponding events (or states or parts) in the verbally-based model and the visually-
based model. 
Mayer's (1997) studies based on this model have identified five major principles of how to 
use multimedia to help students understand a scientific explanation. 
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1. Multiple Representation (Modality) Principle: It is better to present an explanation in 
words and pictures than solely in words. 
2. Contiguity Principle: When giving a multimedia explanation, present corresponding 
words and pictures contiguously rather than separately. 
3. Split-Attention Principle: When giving a multimedia explanation, present words as 
auditory narration rather than as visual on-screen text. 
4. Individual Differences Principle: multimedia effects, contiguity effects, and split-
attention effects depend on individual differences in the learner (prior knowledge; 
spatial ability). 
5. Coherence Principle: When giving a multimedia explanation, use few rather than 
many extraneous words and pictures. The fifth principle is that students learn better 
from a coherent summary which highlights the relevant words and pictures than from 
a longer version of the summary. 
These principles provide a framework for the design of animations and simulations. 
The principles that affect problem-solving in chemistry are: the individual differences 
principle that showed increased effects of multimedia in students who have low prior 
knowledge and/or high spatial and abstracting abilities, and the contiguity principle where 
corresponding words and pictures presented contiguously rather than separately enhanced 
learning and transfer. 
Visualizing computer animations helps students understand what they once might 
have struggled to imagine leading to deeper learning; but more active learning or interactivity 
is required for students to apply and transfer the concepts learned. Previous studies have 
shown that students using technology learn more independently and have expert-like active 
learning strategies like connecting to prior knowledge, organizing and reviewing concepts 
through inquiry, and monitoring their understanding, when they have control over the 
learning process (Dori & Barak, 2001; Jones, 1996; Wu, Krajcik, & Soloway, 2001). 
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Computer-based instruction enables transformation of information into various 
representations - pictorial, graphical, motion, etc. - and this process of experiencing a 
concept in multiple forms helps the learner build from a concrete understanding to formalize 
and transfer that knowledge to situations that require formal operational thought. Jonassen, 
Peck, and Wilson (1999) describe constructivist learning environments as designed to 
provide a "question or issue, a case, a problem or a project that learners will attempt to solve. 
Students must be provided with interesting, relevant and engaging problems to solve." His 
idea and work on mindtools - technology-based learning environments like multimedia, 
microworlds, expert systems - engages students while creating a collaborative approach to 
facilitate critical thinking and higher-order processing (Jonassen, 1999). These tools can 
provide a framework for structuring concept-based and inquiry problems leading to 
knowledge flexibility and application in varied contexts. In a study by Mokros and Tinker 
(1987), microcomputer-based labs helped students in gathering and analyzing data, 
generating questions, and sharing their opinions and results with advanced interpretations of 
the findings when they use real-time data collection. 
One example of an interactive curriculum is the ChemDiscovery project targeted at 
the secondary school level, in which students construct their own learning pathways using 
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highly interactive CD-ROM lessons (Jones, 1999). Such activities are in line with the 
National Science Education Standards that describe scientific inquiry as: 
When engaging in inquiry, students describe objects and events, ask questions, 
construct explanations, test those explanations against current scientific knowledge, 
and communicate their ideas to others. They identify their assumptions, use critical 
and logical thinking, and consider alternative explanations. In this way, students 
actively develop their understanding of science by combining scientific knowledge 
with reasoning and thinking skills. (National Research Council [NRC], 1996). 
Based on various empirical studies in different subject domains, some aspects of the uses of 
computer animations and simulations that can aid design processes in chemistry curriculum 
are: 
1. Computer simulations as models: Computer simulations can capture models of 
complex processes, in which user interactivity can be built in to gauge student prior 
knowledge, make predictions, or present concrete aspects as a foundation for more 
formal operations. The fidelity or similarity of the simulation to the domain is a 
critical motivating factor for learning as shown by various studies (Alessi, 1988; 
Resnick, 1987; Thurman, 1993). Appropriate interaction with the simulation can lead 
to more accurate conceptualization and understanding of the underlying scientific 
process (Windschitl, 1996) portrayed by a concept. Interaction with the simulation 
can lead to the building of sophisticated mental representational models (Gabel & 
Sherwood, 1980; Mayer, 1989) and inter-connected schema structures to reduce 
cognitive load of working memory. 
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2. Design of the learning environment: Analysis of specific design features like 
sequencing, feedback, interactivity, and layout of a simulation provide valuable 
information regarding the impact of design on learning. Computer simulations used as 
a stage setting activity before instruction can enhance motivation, reveal existing 
misconceptions (Siegler, 1983; White, 1993b), provide a basic cognitive structure, 
and create concrete models of abstract concept. Brant, Hooper, and Sugrue (1991) 
studied the effects of using a computer simulation before or after instruction on the 
learning of animal science college students. Simulations used before instruction led to 
better performance. This study stresses the importance of the sequence of a 
simulation in the overall design of the instructional activities. Rieber and Parmley 
( 1995) conducted a study of the effects of structured simulated environments as 
compared to unstructured ones on the science learning in adults. The structured 
environments defined guidelines and instructions in using the simulation, whereby 
participants used deductive reasoning to understand a principle. The unstructured 
simulations followed learning a principle by a discovery approach using inductive 
reasoning strategies. This study showed improvements in learning under settings that 
promoted deductive reasoning in structured simulated environments as compared to 
the unstructured ones. The authors concluded that discovery-based activities might 
need to be scaffolded with structural and guiding components for successful 
implementation. Both the simulations were used to study the same concept. As 
different concepts might require a particular approach in learning, the authors suggest 
that the study setting and its assessment may have been mismatched complicating the 
evaluation of learning in the unstructured setting. Windschitl's and Andre's (1998) 
study also showed that epistemological beliefs of learners interact with the type of 
learning environment in determining achievement that has important considerations 
for designing simulated environments. 
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3. Hypothesis prediction and testing: According to Perkins and Simmons (1988), 
hypothesis prediction and testing in simulated environments encourages "internal 
discourse" to take place in the mind of the student stimulating conceptual change. 
Testing of hypotheses and predictions can be built as part of the simulation inquiry 
process to activate prior knowledge and articulate explanations that are in tune with 
scientific explanations (Windschitl & Andre, 1998). Rivers and Vockell (1987) 
studied the effect of computer simulations on high school biology student's scientific 
problem-solving skills. They found that students who use simulations emphasizing a 
guided discovery format better understood scientific principles. Students while 
interacting with the simulation showed better information and data management, 
hypothesis testing, and developed a logical understanding of concepts. They 
concluded that computers can be efficiently used to perform peripheral tasks while 
students concentrate on higher order processing tasks in inquiry based activities. 
Ruppert's, Lomask's, and Lazarowitz's (2002) research study in the field of 
microbiology showed that, through the use of computer simulations, concrete and 
transition operational students in the experimental group which used simulations 
attained significantly higher academic achievement than their counterparts in the 
control group. While conducting experimental studies using simulations, students 
showed improved understanding of the logic of "all other things being equal" 
possibly due to the visualization cues in the problem. 
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Promotion of conceptual change can be accomplished by dissatisfaction when, 
within the computer simulation, the learner is faced with results that conflict with 
what was predicted. Tao and Gunstone (1999b) in the area of physics analyzed 
conceptual change of participants in computer-supported environments. They 
concluded that the multiple contexts made possible by the computer's capabilities for 
representing concepts helped participants generalize their knowledge to new and 
varied situations. The simulations provided discrepant events for students working in 
small groups and encouraged them to alter their misconceptions about science. 
4. Feedback: Design of feedback in computer-based simulations and animations are 
critical aspects to consider as shown by Rieber' s ( 1996) study that revealed positive 
effects when given graphical feedback compared to textual ones. The author suggests 
that design of feedback with multiple representations can have varying effects on the 
learning outcomes. 
Computer Animation and Simulation Research in Chemistry 
The following section reviews empirical studies using computer-based animations and 
simulations in teaching chemistry. A framework for this review is based on an earlier review 
by Rieber (1989) in teaching various subject areas using computer animations. Rieber (1989) 
categorized the use of computer animations in education for various purposes: 
o Cosmetic: To make a learning activity more attractive in between content using 
special effects and advertisements 
o Attention-gaining: To arouse of maintain a learner's attention by emphasizing 
content through prompts, transitions, etc. 
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o Motivation/reinforcement: To provide feedback to student responses and reinforce 
learning 
o Presentation: As an adjunct or alternative presentation strategy of content 
o Conceptualization: To clarify abstract or complex concepts through visual 
representations 
o Interactive dynamics: Interactivity for discovery and hypothesis testing of concepts, 
with variable parameters 
The Rieber (1989) review focused on the use of computer animations as an adjunct or 
alternate presentation strategy. Rieber's (1989) review on animated visuals concluded 
that empirical studies that used computer animations have not proved to be effective in 
controlled experimental settings. The basis for the review was that animations should aid 
recall and transfer more than the static counterparts (pictures) due to greater elaboration 
and information contained in the visual. Rieber' s general conclusions can be categorized 
as follows: 
1. Little research exists that have studied animations systematically apart from static 
visuals. 
2. While animations showed improved effects for a younger age group (elementary 
students), no significant differences were seen in adult learners and college students. 
Rieber argued that this difference could occur because college-level students have the 
capability to visualize abstract processes and only needed to be prompted to think 
about these processes at the molecular level. Therefore, only minimal exposure to 
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computer animations would be needed to affect students' conceptions and more 
exposure would not necessarily be expected to have greater effects. Further, empirical 
evidence suggested that novice learners may have to be prompted to attend to relevant 
cues provided by animations to benefit from its use. 
3. Rieber concluded that the use of computer animations has not been proven to be an 
effective presentation strategy when studied in controlled experiments and that any 
effects attributed to animations may be dependent on other lesson components (lesson 
organization, practice, etc.). He also concluded that incorporating animations in 
instruction is supported only if the demands of learning involve the attributes of 
visualization, motion, or trajectory. 
4. The importance of instructional design and learning theory was emphasized in 
designing animations. 
In terms of participants, most ofRieber's work involved students from introductory 
psychology classes participating for extra credit in situations where learning did not count 
towards their grades (Yang et al. 2003). Reviewed studies in Rieber (1989) spanned various 
subject areas like math, physics, science, and geography and participants from different age 
groups. In comparison, the present review provides an analysis of studies in the use of 
computer animations and simulations with a focus on undergraduate students trying to learn 
chemistry in a course in which they are enrolled for credit. Thus this review accounts for 
learner motivation in the study and a consistent student population. The review explores 
aspects of study design, design of learning activities, and design of simulations. 
This review focuses on studies conducted following Rieber (1989) review, 
concentrating on the field of chemical education and conclusions that can be drawn from 
them regarding the future of instructional effectiveness of computer animations and 
simulations in chemistry. 
Visualization 
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A number of research studies concentrated on using computer animation to enhance 
visualization of chemical processes and to help students create multiple representations in 
order to enhance student learning of chemistry concepts. The studies examined whether 
computer-based visualization led to improvements in achievement. 
Williamson and Abraham (1995) compared first-year university students who 
received black-and-white computer animated visualizations and static representations to 
students who only receive static representations. Three groups of students received 
instruction using static drawings that represented the particulate nature of matter. The two 
treatment groups also viewed computer animations of chemical processes at the molecular 
level as part of their instruction. One treatment group only viewed the animations in the 
lectures while the other treatment group viewed the animations again in discussion sections 
and answered worksheet questions focusing on the critical aspects of the animations. 
Responses of three sets of students to the properties of solids, liquids, and gases and the 
reaction chemistry sections of the Particulate Nature of Matter Evaluation Test (PNMET) 
were compared. Williamson and Abraham (1995) reported that students who viewed 
animations performed better on the PNMET than students who received instruction using 
static particulate drawings only. The additional work done in the discussion sections did not 
enhance the effect; there were no significant differences between treatment groups on the 
PNMET. 
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The particulate nature of matter is an area in chemistry where students have many 
misconceptions regarding concepts. Williamson's and Abraham's (1995) study relates to 
Rieber's (1989) analysis that only ifthe demands of learning involve the attributes of 
visualization will animations have any significant impact. Also, only minimal exposure to 
computer animations would be needed for an adult population to affect conceptions and more 
exposure would not necessarily be expected to have greater effects. The animations were 
used as a "visualization" tool only with no student interaction with the tool; but the 
discussion treatment group may have shown faster processing time on the PNMET, but this 
aspect was not analyzed. 
Russell et al. (1997) used a prototype multimedia computer program called 
Multimedia and Mental Models in Chemistry (4M:CHEM) to enhance lectures by providing 
visualizations intended to help students build accurate mental models of chemical concepts. 
4M:CHEM utilized a computer split-screen design to simultaneously display videos of real 
experiments, molecular-level animations of these experiments, symbolic representations, and 
graphs or diagrams of macroscopic properties or chemical processes. The visualizations were 
developed to augment student understanding of chemical equilibrium concepts. A pre-post 
test study was designed to evaluate the 4M:CHEM in two college-level general chemistry 
lecture sections. The pretests and posttests consisted of five open-ended questions for which 
students were asked to give brief answers, calculate answers, and draw diagrams. Post-test 
results showed an increase in students' understanding of characteristics of systems at 
equilibrium and the effects of temperature on these systems. 
Russell et al.' s study shows positive results in student learning using simulataneous 
presentations of various representations, including animations. One factor contributing to the 
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positive results can be Rieber's conclusions that incorporating animations in instruction is 
supported only if the demands of learning involve the attributes of visualization, motion, or 
trajectory, all of which are applicable in learning chemistry concepts. Russell et al.'s multiple 
representations approach is also consistent with dual coding theory in learning. Russell et 
al.' s study shows that incorporating multiple representations of chemistry concepts builds 
understanding in students. Animations formed a part of other representational forms 
incorporating macroscopic, symbolic, and microscopic levels of representations. The findings 
are consistent with Mayer's (1997) theory of multimedia design where multiple modes help 
in building superior mental connections promoting recall. According to cognitive load theory 
(Sweller, 1988), presenting information in multiple sensory modalities (textual, visual and 
auditory) increases the available working memory resources decreasing the cognitive load 
caused by the instruction. In Russell et al.'s 4M:CHEM, cognitive processing load is 
decreased by the simultaneous presentation of multiple representations of relevant 
information, and is integrated easily into long-term memory allowing for retention and 
transfer of concepts. 
Sanger, Phelps, and Fienhold (2000) investigated, in an introductory college level 
chemistry course, the effect on students' learning of an animation dealing with kinetic 
molecular theory and the behavior of gases. The instruction involved a can-crushing 
demonstration - a soda can containing a small amount of water was heated to boiling on a 
hot plate, removed from the heat, and sealed by inverting the can over a container of cold 
water. Both the control and experimental groups viewed this demonstration and received 
instruction about the particulate nature of gases. During the instruction, the control group 
also received static chalkboard drawings of the chemical processes underlying the 
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demonstration; in contrast, the treatment group viewed a computer animation of the can 
crushing demonstration that illustrated the kinetic behavior of gases. Both sets of students 
were asked to explain the macroscopic and microscopic processes occurring when a toner 
can with water in it is subjected to the same process. Students who viewed the animations 
were more likely to correctly predict the can would crush and less likely to blindly apply gas 
law formulas in their predictions. They were also more likely to explain the condensation of 
gaseous water and the resulting decreased inner pressure and constant outer pressure. These 
observations depicted better understanding of concepts at the particulate level. Sanger et al.' s 
study shows that animations provide more information than static drawings, and students 
receiving animations were better able to explain the underlying concepts and transfer their 
knowledge to a similar setting. In the field of chemistry, animations seem to provide 
visualization effects of microscopic processes that comply with Rieber' s conclusion that 
animations show a positive effect only if the demands of learning involve the attributes of 
visualization, motion, or trajectory. 
Wu et al. (2001) investigated how students developed their understanding of chemical 
representations with the aid of a visualizing tool called eChem that allowed students to build 
molecular models and view multiple representations simultaneously. The study was 
conducted with high school students and the empirical data collected included both 
qualitative data and pre- and post- test scores. The use of the tool, eChem, was integrated into 
a six-week project called the Toxin Project, during which students worked in small groups 
and investigated one toxin from a list of known toxins. The project was designed to have 
students explore three main actions of eChem, learn the definitions of hydrocarbons and 
IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) nomenclature of organic 
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compounds, and be able to visualize two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) 
chemical representations. The quantitative data indicated that students' conceptual 
understanding of chemical representations improved after using eChem as shown by 
significant differences in pre- and post-test scores. Evidence from interviews indicated that 
the higher the engagement with the use of eChem, the deeper the conceptual understanding 
of chemical representations and that some features of the visualizing tool like model rotation 
and chemical formula helped students construct mental models, translate representations, and 
describe structural differences. 
The eChem activity had interactivity built into the tool that students could use to 
build, explore, and analyze compounds; use of these tools may have enabled students in 
constructing representations and translating between them. Jonassen's (1999) work on active 
learning that enables student learning through a process of model building and inquiry 
supports learning in the eChem setting. 
Yang, Andre, and Greenbowe (2003) assessed the impact of computer animations 
illustrating the chemical reactions that occur inside a battery on students enrolled in a college 
introductory chemistry course. Two lectures on electrochemistry in battery operations were 
given -- one utilized animations and the other used still diagrams to promote visualization. A 
pre-post test method was used in assessing student achievement and gains in learning. Two 
post tests assessing retention (post-test 1) and transfer (post-test 2) of electrochemical 
concepts were used. Use of animations facilitated improved retention of electrochemistry 
compared to static visuals as shown by analysis post-test 1, consistent with prior research that 
exists in science education. The animations were visually more interesting than static 
pictures, as they were in color, while the visuals were black-and-white. Post-test 2 displayed 
no main effect of treatment, but saw a relatively small interaction effect between treatment 
and spatial ability suggesting spatial ability may be more relevant for transfer problems. 
Animations seem to be more helpful to students higher in spatial ability. More research is 
needed to identify conditions that promote spatial ability. 
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The Yang et al. (2003) study extended Williamson and Abraham (1995) study on 
comparison of animations and static visuals to analysis of spatial abilities of students in 
science learning, especially in areas that require transfer of concepts. The findings were 
consistent with Mayer and Sims (1994) study that showed enhanced animation effects for 
students with higher spatial abilities. An analysis of increases in student learning effects may 
have shown improved effects for low spatial learners as these students may be functioning in 
the concrete or transitional operational levels; more research is required to analyze this effect 
and to design instruction that can help reduce cognitive load in students with low spatial and 
abstracting abilities. 
Ardac and Akaygun (2004) used a computerized environment created using software 
called Toolbook, to enable simultaneous display of molecular representations that correspond 
to observations at the macroscopic level. The aim was to enhance student understanding of 
the particulate nature matter and its relationship with macroscopic nature and properties. 
Eighth graders receiving this instruction in the topic area of chemical reactions outperformed 
students from the regular instruction group in terms of the resulting test scores and the ease 
with which they could represent matter at the molecular level. Student interaction was 
reinforced through the use of links to other pages, simple animations, or questions with 
immediate feedback. 
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This study extended Russell et al. (1997) study and Wu et al.'s (2003) study by 
analyzing immediate and long-term effects of using a multimedia instructional unit 
incorporating multiple representations. The study sought to understand how students progress 
toward the more scientifically acceptable particulate model through an understanding of the 
particulate nature as well as the macroscopic effects and properties. Instead of treating atoms 
or molecules individually, the software integrated opportunities to view a chemical reaction 
at the molecular level as molecules move collectively. 
Misconceptions 
Sanger and Greenbowe ( 1997) investigated the use of dynamic animations in a 
college chemistry lecture class. Initial exploration of students' conceptual understanding of 
salt bridges and electrochemical cells found many students held misconceptions about these 
topics. Computer animations emphasizing that electrons do not flow in aqueous solutions 
were used in a lecture to provide college general chemistry students with dynamic views of 
the chemical processes occurring in the salt bridge and the electrolytes of an electrochemical 
cell system. On the post test, the percentages of students who held misconceptions after 
receiving the lecture using the visual animation was compared to a no-animation lecture. A 
significantly lower percentage of students who received the animation-enhanced lecture 
showed misconceptions as compared to students who did not view the animations. Sanger 
and Greenbowe (1997) claimed that the detailed visual presentation provided by the 
computer animation helped most students overcome their misconceptions. Their animations 
helped students visualize complicated chemical reaction processes and led them to change 
their misconceptions to a scientifically more acceptable conception. 
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This study addressed the ability of computer animations to alter misconceptions held 
by students about the particulate matter of chemistry and understanding of dynamic 
processes. Consistent with Posner et al.' s ( 1982) model of conceptual change, by rendering 
visible the abstract nature of processes, computer animations provided an environment that 
appeared to help students alter existing misconceptions. The animations may have helped 
students build representational connections between visual stimuli and mental representations 
that facilitated overcoming misconceptions and increased understanding. 
In order to determine factors that affect conceptual change, Sanger and Greenbowe 
(2000) investigated the effects on students' conceptions of current flow in electrolyte 
solutions of both computer animations depicting microscopic chemical processes occurring 
in a galvanic cell and conceptual change instruction. The study was conducted with students 
enrolled in an introductory college chemistry course. The study used a nonequivalent control 
group design; the two independent variables investigated were the use of computer 
animations and conceptual change instruction. Student performance on the delayed post tests 
of several verbal and visual conceptual multiple-choice questions was compared. For the 
verbal conceptual questions on the immediate post-test, a significant treatment effect was 
measured for conceptual change instruction and a significant interaction effect. The 
interaction effect for the verbal questions suggests that, among students who did not receive 
conceptual change instruction, computer animations were effective at confronting this 
misconception; but for the students who received conceptual change instruction, there 
appeared to be a negative effect associated with the animations. This interaction implied that 
both animations and conceptual change instruction may have been helpful in confronting the 
misconception; however, when both methods were presented the animations may have been 
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distracting to the students. Williamson and Abraham (1995) postulated that college students 
may only need to be prompted to think about dynamic chemical processes on the molecular 
level. This argument could also explain why animation effects were not observed among the 
participants. 
Rieber (1989) concluded that using animations for instructional tasks that do not 
specifically relate to the attributes of visualization or motion may distract learners from the 
purpose of the lesson. Based on Rieber's conclusions, it is possible that students who viewed 
the animations and the conceptual change instruction focused their attention on the identities 
and motions of the aqueous ions depicted in the animations instead of focusing on the 
concept that ions, not electrons, migrate in solution. Also, regarding assessment questions, 
students who were unfamiliar with these types of questions may have had difficulty 
interpreting them leading to a non-effect in the visual questions. 
The Sanger and Greenbowe (2000) study is consistent with Rieber's (1989) review of 
computer animations in instruction. The study also brings to light issues regarding designing 
and sequencing of instruction and assessment criteria of the study. 
Conceptual Problem-solving 
Suits and Lagowski (1994) conducted a study to explore the effect of inductive and 
deductive instructional simulations on chemistry achievement and gain in problem-solving 
reasoning ability. The three types of learning methods tested were: a) computer tutorials that 
provided problem-solving practice, b) deductive simulations that afforded application of a 
chemistry principle to a specific problem situation, and c) inductive simulations that provided 
a setting for exploring situations and discovering the underlying. Undergraduates in a general 
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chemistry course participated in this study. The dependent variables in this study were 
chemistry achievement and gain in reasoning ability. Chemistry achievement was measured 
by the score on the comprehensive final exam in the course, on questions that emphasized 
three levels of cognition: knowledge and comprehension (lower cognitive), middle cognitive 
(application), and higher cognitive (analysis, synthesis and evaluation). Gain in reasoning 
ability was assessed based on differences in post- and pre-test raw scores on the reasoning 
instrument. Participants were classified in different reasoning levels - concrete, transitional, 
and formal -- based on the reasoning instrument scores. 
In the pilot study that consisted of 254 students, gain in reasoning ability among the 
concrete-level students was significantly higher than transitional- and formal-level students. 
An analysis of the instructional method showed that concrete-level students in the inductive 
simulation group showed a greater gain in reasoning ability than students in the deductive or 
tutorial group. Based on the pilot study, the simulations were modified to increase their 
effectiveness as "self-instructional" units by enhancing practice and student participation in 
problem-solving. The structure was modified from a loosely structured problem-solving 
mode to a more explicit one with smaller instructional steps and clearer organization of the 
instructional components. More feedback and parametric options were built into the system. 
In the main study, the inductive and deductive simulations were compared for 
learning effects. On gain in reasoning ability, concrete-level students outgained transitional-
level subjects, who in tum, outgained formal-level students. Based on chemistry achievement 
levels, instructional method (deductive or inductive) did not produce significant effects in 
either study. While males outperformed females in the pilot study, females scored higher 
than males on higher cognitive items in the main study. 
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Higher-level problem-solving in chemistry is associated with formal-level reasoning 
processes. These studies show that simulations in problem-solving help enhance problem-
solving abilities among concrete-level students. The studies also bring to light the importance 
of the design of instruction (deductive or inductive) within the simulation as a factor in 
student learning. The difference in performance between females in the pilot and main 
studies indicates the effect of design of the components of simulations on learning. The study 
concluded that females and concrete reasoners may benefit from a more explicit and flexible 
instructional structure with enhanced learner options and feedback built into the system. This 
is consistent with Rieber (1989) results that animations can cue learners for specific details in 
content aiding concrete learners. 
This study brings to light several factors that need to be considered while designing 
computer-based simulations with regard to reasoning levels, gender differences, and content. 
The study is consistent with constructivist learning environments with user control and 
decision-making supported by feedback for enhanced achievement of learners - especially 
females and concrete-level students, who have traditionally found chemistry difficult. The 
study extends Rieber' s ( 1989) review by using simulations as interactive agents in problem-
solving. Factors that affect instruction such as simulation design, instructional design 
(inductive/deductive) were explored. 
Stieff and Wilensky (2003) investigated a modeling and simulation package 
environment called Connected Chemistry that provides students with the opportunity to 
observe and explore patterns and interactions in a simulated environment. The basic 
framework used in this Connected Chemistry model is the concept of emergent phenomena --
patterns observed on a macro-level "emerge" from the interactions between many agents on a 
micro-level according to specific rules that govern individual micro-level agents' behavior. 
This inquiry-based environment purports to enable students to develop a deeper 
understanding of chemistry concepts and processes by connecting classroom concepts to 
observable phenomena depicted by the simulation. 
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To explore the benefits of the Connected Chemistry environment, Stieff and Wilensky 
(2003) conducted a study with six undergraduate students. The study focused on student 
understanding of the concept of chemical equilibrium. The study protocol consisted of in-
depth interviews of three segments. The first segment focused on recall and understanding of 
chemical equilibrium concepts. The second part looked at application of chemical 
equilibrium concepts to traditional textbook questions. The final part required students to 
make predictions about the equilibrium state of a reaction and to demonstrate the condition 
using the Connected Chemistry simulation. The simulation allowed for manipulations of 
various parameters for analysis based on the interviewer's questions. In the first two stages, 
students depended on rote memorization and facts for definitions and traditional problem-
solving. Observations and interviews revealed that, prior to their interaction with Connected 
Chemistry, these students relied on memorized facts to explain the equilibrium process and 
rigid procedures to solve chemical equilibrium problems. As a result of interacting with the 
Connected Chemistry simulations, this procedural thought process gave way to more 
thorough attempts ate conceptual reasoning and logical justification of answers. While 
interacting with the Connected Chemistry environment during the interviews, each student 
came to depend less on algorithms and rote facts and more on conceptual approaches to 
problem solving and answer justification. A shift was seen in the latter part of the interview, 
from an acceptance of facts from texts and lectures to a need to validate personally the 
observations in the simulation when it varied from their initial hypothesis. Students 
demonstrated this shift by relating the results observed to chemical concepts and trying to 
provide logical scientific explanations. 
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The Stieff and Wilensky (2003) study takes visualization further by employing 
inquiry based approaches combined with student interactivity with the animation. The 
combination of inquiry and interactivity led to enhanced problem-solving skills and learning. 
Interactivity was provided through the ability to change values of various parameters that 
affect chemical equilibrium and to observe the resulting effects, thus providing a 
constructivist environment to promote conceptual change. Connected Chemistry provided a 
learning environment where students were able to shift their dependence on rote facts and 
procedures and to provide a scientific explanation of the process under consideration. Thus 
the environment was able to reduce cognitive load issues while problem-solving as shown by 
the final interview sections, compared to the traditional methods adopted during the second 
section of the interviews. Due to the small number of participants, the approach needs to be 
explored with a larger group of students and with students who have low spatial skills or 
prior knowledge. 
The study extends Rieber's (1989) work to include parameters that can be changed to 
observe related effects. Thus the learning activity becomes more of an inquiry learning 
experience rather than passive observation of the phenomenon. Interactions with the 
animation provided a more effective learning environment in chemical problem-solving than 
using animations as a presentational tool. Rieber (1989) concluded that computer animations 
were not an effective presentation strategy and that incorporating animations in instruction is 
supported only if the demands of learning involve the attributes of visualization, motion, or 
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trajectory. In contrast, Stieff and Wilensky (2003) showed that using simulations that 
included animations and interactivity with inquiry capabilities promoted conceptual 
understanding of chemical concepts and application of these concepts while problem-solving. 
The work reviewed in the present review has extended and built upon Rieber's work 
in several aspects, in particular, the study designs and design of learning activities. With 
respect to research design, studies have adopted multiple ways of assessing the effects of 
learning using animations and simulations-quantitative (Sanger & Greenbowe, 1997, 2000), 
qualitative (Stieff & Wilensky, 2003), and mixed designs (Wu et al., 2001), while Rieber 
(1989) reviewed mainly control group quantitative experimental studies. This use of multiple 
modes of evaluation allowed for exploring how students progressed in their understanding 
levels of a particular concept using a learning medium (in Stieff & Wilensky, 2003), rather 
than simply comparing the effects of alternative media based on the same set of assessment 
questions (e.g. Williamson and Abraham, 1995). 
The design of learning activities considered across these studies included not only 
animations, but simulations with enhanced interactivity, feedback, and student control. These 
designs have resulted in a shift from using animations as a presentation strategy to a more 
constructivist approach to instructional design by incorporating conceptualization and 
interaction sequences to address learning challenges in chemistry. 
In general, chemistry education research on animations and simulations has 
demonstrated that instruction including these tools has had a positive effect on students' 
conceptual understanding, has led to changes from misconceptions to more accurate 
conceptions, and improved problem-solving in chemistry. Where some instances have shown 
computer animations have had either no effect or negative effects, these results can be 
attributed to incompatible research design or problems with the design of the tool. For 
example, in Sanger & Greenbowe (2000), assessment questions for traditional teaching 
modes varied from the questions used with animations due to demands of the learning 
experience. The variance in questions is a challenging factor in comparing and interpreting 
results. Alternative forms of research designs may be needed to assess long-term impacts. 
Design of the learning activity itself may be a major factor impacting results. 
Conclusions 
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The above review brings to light several factors that affect student learning using 
computer animations and simulations in chemistry. The reviewed studies have concentrated 
on visualization aspects and more studies are needed in the conceptual problem-solving 
areas. These bring to light limitations of research design when investigating interactive 
environments like computer simulations and the different learning experiences they provide. 
Experimental studies can have their limitations in terms of assessment measures because the 
treatment conditions differ in terms of approach/method. Some assessment measures that are 
used as learner outcome measures may be more congruent with the objectives and content of 
one treatment than with those of the other. Also, comparative studies may not clarify what 
features of the treatment are critical for producing the desired effects. These limitations call 
for new modes of research designs and assessments of interactive environments. For 
example, Krajcik, Simmons, and Lunetta (1988) used the structured observation 
methodology to study student's concepts and problem solving strategies using technology. 
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Think aloud protocols, videos, and in-depth interviews aided understanding students' 
affective and cognitive behaviors while problem-solving as they interacted with the software. 
The design of an animation or simulation also plays an important role in creating the 
desired effects in student learning. Use of instructional design principles and applications of 
current technological innovations can aid in effective design of a learning environment 
congruent with constructivist methods. Examples of such environments are the Jasper project 
(Pellegrino, Hickey, Heath, Rewey, & Vye, 1992) and the CSILE project (Bryson & 
Scardamalia, 1991). Studies are needed in exploring various factors of the design that impact 
student learning like fidelity of the simulation to actual settings, feedback mechanisms, 
screen layouts, interactivity, etc. 
Though the reviewed studies show a positive effect of uses of computer animations 
and simulations in learning chemistry, the long-term impacts on learning, gender, spatial 
ability, and age also need to be explored further. 
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THE CASE FOR COMPUTER SIMULATIONS IN CHEMISTRY 
Research into multimedia environments that use a combination of media such as 
hypertext, image, sound, animation, and video has shown positive impacts in student learning 
through interaction with various capabilities that media provide (Jonassen, 1994; Kozma, 
1994 ). Mayer's (2001) extensive series of studies on comparing multiple modes of presenting 
information to presentation in a single medium have demonstrated increased levels in 
knowledge retention and transfer among learners exposed to multiple media (text, pictures, 
animations, verbal). These studies originated from Paivio's dual coding theory that describes 
knowledge as composed of two complex associated networks -- a verbal system and an 
imagery (non-verbal) system -- that operate independently in structure and function but are 
also interconnected to each other (Paivio 1986; Sadoski, Paivio, & Goetz, 1991). Information 
stored in both the verbal and non-verbal systems are said to be dual coded, enabling better 
comprehension and retention than information stored in only one system. 
The abstract nature of chemistry has entailed the development of many systems of 
representations helping chemists and students to understand chemical phenomena. 
Representations in chemistry can be broadly classified into macroscopic, symbolic, and 
microscopic (Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; Johnstone, 1993). Macroscopic representations 
simulate the actual settings of a reaction - drawings of a burette and beaker to represent the 
titration procedure, or depictions of observations such as color changes or changes in state -
processes that are observed and easily associated with by the learner. The symbolic level uses 
symbols and signs in representation - reaction processes, chemical symbols, graphs/energy 
level diagrams etc. Microscopic representations are depictions of interactions of atoms, 
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molecules or ions; these are processes that cannot be observed with the naked eye. In relation 
to chemistry, application of dual coding theory supports use of multiple forms of 
representations (specifically macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic) to enhance learning 
(Gabel, 1998; Johnstone, 1993; Kozma & Russell, 1997; Kozma, Russell, Jones, Marx, & 
Davis, 1996). Dual coding theory argues that presentation of content in multiple modes 
(verbal, visual) promotes increased retention, retrieval and transfer of concepts. The standard 
lecture and laboratory settings emphasize a particular type of representation - for example, 
lectures focus mostly on the symbolic level to describe chemical interactions and processes, 
while the laboratory has macroscopic learning experiences, in which students apply various 
concepts learned in lecture sessions. While computer software has enabled the demonstration 
of microscopic processes in lectures, student interaction and exploration of multiple aspects 
of a concept has been minimal. These inherent emphases of a particular kind of 
representation result in a disjointed understanding of concepts, mainly due to the separation 
of lecture and laboratory sessions. Technology such as computer simulations can allow for 
presenting these representations simultaneously so that they become inter-connected rather 
than isolated events. Simultaneous presentation better enables transfer between depictions 
and a structured understanding of chemical concepts (Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; 
Johnstone, 1993) as seen in the studies described below. 
Jonassen, Peck, and Wilson (1999) describe constructivist learning environments as 
designed to provide a "question or issue, a case, a problem or a project that learners will 
attempt to solve. Students must be provided with interesting, relevant and engaging problems 
to solve." Jonassen, Peck, and Wilson (1999) describe mindtools, which are technology-
based learning environments including multimedia, microworlds, expert systems, that engage 
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students in constructing knowledge by emphasizing a collaborative approach to facilitate 
critical thinking and higher-order processing. Computer simulations potentially can be used 
as mindtools by combining the simulations with problem-solving or inquiry tasks or activities 
to provide the opportunity for students to create or construct concepts, principles, and inter-
relationships that lead to deeper understanding and transferable knowledge. Such learning 
experiences potentially allow knowledge to be used flexibly and intelligently in new 
situations. In addition, a simulation environment might reduce the complexities of reality in 
order to focus student attention on important concepts. Clariana (1989) supports the use of 
computer simulation of laboratory experiences to help focus students on critical aspects - "A 
simulation omits certain distracting variables which are irrelevant or unimportant for the 
particular instructional goals" (p. 14). 
In the study by Russell et al. (1997) a prototype multimedia computer program called 
Multimedia and Mental Models in Chemistry (4M:CHEM) was used to enhance lectures by 
providing visualizations intended to help students build accurate mental models of chemical 
concepts. 4M:CHEM utilized a computer split-screen design to simultaneously display 
videos ofreal experiments, molecular-level animations of these experiments, symbolic 
representations, and graphs or diagrams of macroscopic properties or chemical processes. 
Students interacted with the 4M:CHEM simulation by viewing videos on experiment 
processes and the desired window of representation. A pre-post test study was designed to 
evaluate the 4M:CHEM in two college-level general chemistry lecture sections. The pretests 
and posttests consisted of five open-ended questions which asked students to give brief 
answers, calculate answers, and draw diagrams. Their post-test results showed an increase in 
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students' understanding of characteristics of chemical systems at equilibrium and the effects 
of temperature on these systems. 
Using a software called Toolbook, Ardac and Akaygun (2004) created a 
computerized environment created that enabled simultaneous display of molecular 
representations that correspond to observations at the macroscopic level. Their aim was to 
enhance student understanding of the particulate nature matter and its relationship with 
macroscopic nature and properties. Eighth graders receiving this instruction in the topic area 
of chemical reactions outperformed students from the regular instruction group in terms of 
the resulting test scores and the ease with which they could represent matter at the molecular 
level. Student interaction consisted of links to other pages, simple animations, or questions 
with immediate feedback. 
The present study seeks to extend research on the representational and computational 
capabilities of computerized environments designed to improve students' conceptual 
understanding in chemistry and related practical applications and problem-solving. The aim 
is to explore the use of such environments in the application of chemistry concepts to 
practical settings and to identify the implications of that usage for the design of such 
environments. Using multiple representations as the base, computer simulations depicting 
laboratory-like inquiry environments were designed, in which students interact with the 
simulations to plan and conduct experiments and investigate the factors that affect reaction 
outcomes. The present study is a formative evaluation of the simulations designed to guide 
future design and development. 
Computer simulations were used as a supplement to lectures in the area of 
thermochemistry to provide laboratory-like inquiry environments. The computer simulations 
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and their associated inquiry tasks were designed to help students build connections among 
concepts learned in lecture and their applications in the laboratory. In the present study, a 
qualitative analysis consisting of observations and interviews with participating students was 
designed to permit exploration of student thought processes while engaging in inquiry and 
problem-solving activities. This in-depth analysis will lead to a better understanding of the 
difficulties students encounter while attempting to learn chemistry and the ways in which 
such simulations are used. The results should have implications for how computer 
simulations should be designed and applied to enhance student learning of chemistry. 
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS IN UNDERSTANDING THERMOCHEMISTRY 
CONCEPTS 
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Introductory thermochemistry poses many challenges in terms of conceptual 
understanding and problem-solving with many students leaving introductory 
thermodynamics courses with only a "dim understanding of this subject" (Ochs, 1996). Prior 
studies have identified several student difficulties and misconceptions in this area 
(Greenbowe & Meltzer, 2003; Thomas & Schwenz, 1998). Studies have shown that although 
students were successful in applying algorithmic techniques to traditional problem solving 
questions such as balancing chemical equations, application of formulae to quantitative 
questions, little understanding of the basic concepts ofthermochemistry were evidenced in 
solving conceptual problems (Greenbowe & Meltzer, 2003; Nakhleh & Mitchell, 1993). 
Though many studies have addressed and focused on technological solutions to 
address learning difficulties in visualization of chemical equilibrium concepts, the use of 
interactive computer simulations to understand thermochemistry principles and concepts that 
have been identified as challenging in research literature has not been explored. Common 
student difficulties in thermochemistry that the simulations sought to address include (T. G. 
Greenbowe, personal communication, June 17, 2005): 
1. Understanding of heat exchange process during a chemical reaction 
2. Identification of "mass" to be included in calculations involving heat of solution 
3. Experimental design and the use of appropriate amounts of reagents 
4. Distinction between heat and temperature 
5. Visual representation of hydration of the salt process 
6. Determining the chemical equation for the reaction process 
7. Distinguish between endothermic and exothermic reactions 
This study has two general goals, to evaluate the effectiveness of the design of the 
computer simulations as a learning tool and to study how the various features of the 
simulation link practical application with the theoretical concepts in chemistry. To 
address these goals, the study has been divided into the following categories. 
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o Study of surface features of the simulations: How did the students use/navigate 
the simulation and the guiding worksheet? What patterns do they generate in 
terms of their processing of information while working with this tool? How do 
they create and use visual representations like equations, drawings, graphs while 
working the simulation? Which aspects of the simulation design worked in terms 
of student learning, and which aspect could be improved?-To address this 
question, data was collected about specific options students selected while using 
the simulation, notes, drawings, and equations they made on paper while using 
the program, and pluses and confusions they expressed about aspects of the 
simulation. 
o Study of learning features provided by the activity: How did the design of the 
activity through experimental design, guided inquiry, analysis of graphs and 
microscopic animations, worksheet guidance, and peer interaction help students 
understand concepts in thermochemistry and in building relations between 
concepts through scientific experimentation?-To address this question, data 
was collected about decisions of students on designing, conducting and verifying 
experiments, graph analysis, equations and results on paper, peer discussions 
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about specific concepts, confusions while solving problems, and relationship of 
the concepts with what was taught in lecture. 
o Study of impact on typical problems in learning thermochemistry: Did working 
on computer simulations address areas of student difficulty in understanding the 
application of concepts previously identified by research literature on 
thermochemistry - Data was collected on specific aspects of thermochemistry 
conceptual understanding like sign of the chemical process, explanation of the 
chemical process involved, mass of solution used while solving problems, 
determination of enthalpy using Hess's law in a practical situation 
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METHOD 
Context and Participants 
The study setting consisted of students co-enrolled in a lecture and laboratory general 
chemistry course in the fall semester of 2003 at a large midwestem university. Students were 
mostly non-majors at the freshmen and sophomores levels, who typically had taken no other 
chemistry courses at the university. The textbook for the course was Chemistry: The Central 
Science by Brown, LeMay, & Bursten, & Burdge, (2003). Six students volunteered to work 
on the computer simulations and accompanying worksheet on thermochemistry concepts. 
The general chemistry course had three lectures focusing on the concepts in thermochemistry 
and calorimetry. Prior to the study, students had the opportunity to do the required assigned 
readings from the textbook during lecture, work on homework problems, and participate in 
recitation and laboratory sessions on calorimetry and enthalpy. Participant characteristics 
relative to the class are described in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Participant characteristics relative to the class 
ACS Diagnostic Final Gender 
(semester start) Exam 
Average Class 24.05 68.94 
(N=626) 
Student 1(K1) 28 93 F 
Student 2(L 1) 19 84 F 
Student 3(L2) 22 31 F 
Student 4(M 1) 
Student 5(Tl) 
Student 6(N 1) 
17 
15 
44 
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Computer Simulations 
M 
F 
F 
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The computer simulations used for this study were developed by the Chemical 
Education Research Group at Iowa State University 
(http://www.chem.iastate.edu/group/Greenbowe/sections/projectfolder/animationsindex.htm) 
. The simulations were developed using authoring and graphic design tools such as 
Macromedia Flash and Adobe Photoshop. The simulations were developed to promote and 
assess student learning of chemical concepts and its applications in problem-solving. 
The computer simulations were designed and developed to enhance and supplement 
the traditional methods of lecture and laboratory in teaching chemistry. Each of the computer 
simulations was structured around a particular concept in chemistry. The concept topics were 
based on areas that previous research had shown to be difficult for students, for example: 
thermochemistry, chemical equilibrium, and stoichiometry. Pilot tests, multiple feedback and 
reviews from users were obtained during the design process to test the usability of the 
simulations. Examples of changes introduced in this design phase include: presenting 
information/concepts on a single page/frame to promote building of relationships and 
patterns, design in a step-wise format, and use of worksheets to structure a variety of learning 
events around the concept and topics presented. 
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For the purposes of this study, simulations were designed on the concepts related to 
the topic of thermochemistry. Each simulation consists of a macro-level representation of a 
typical chemistry laboratory experiment, with different options that students can change in 
their experimentation process (Figure 2). Buttons allow the user to click to view the dynamic 
microscopic interactions of the chemical process (Figure 3). Symbolic representations such 
as graphs can be generated simultaneously by storing data trends (Figure 4). Inquiry activities 
were built around the simulation using worksheets that guided the inquiry process. The 
design of each simulation consisted of visualization of microscopic processes, balancing of 
equations, and macroscopic laboratory-like setup to address the levels of chemical 
representation and student understanding and translation between these levels. The 
simulations provided interactivity in the form of selecting options, graphing capability and 
tabulation of data for students to analyze patterns and interrelationships, and designing 
experiments. 
Multiple inquiry experiences involving a concept were possible by changing variables 
and/or experimental conditions to observe the subsequent effects. User decision-making was 
recorded to a database by in-built questions or decision captures for further analysis to 
improve design of the simulations. 
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Figure 2. Macro-level representation of a typical chemistry laboratory experiment. 
Figure 3. Screen capture of a dynamic visualization of microscopic interactions of the 
chemical process. The corresponding molecular or ionic representations move and interact in 
the actual software. 
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Figure 4. Symbolic representation of the chemical process. 
Worksheets 
The computer simulations were accompanied by worksheets (see Appendix A) that 
provided a framework that guided student problem-solving and inquiry in thermochemistry 
concepts. Based on the constructivist model of learning, inquiry-oriented activities engage 
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students in the investigative nature of science enabling conceptual understanding by trying to 
make meaning of their experiences (Haury, 1993; National Research Council [NRC], 1996). 
The worksheets used a guided inquiry (Igelsrud & Leonard, 1988) format that involved 
problems that required students to design experiments, investigate phenomena, and construct 
meaning from data and observations obtained from the simulated environment. An example 
of a thermochemistry inquiry activity could be: "Using the simulation, keep the total volume 
of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to see if the amount of base added to the 
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acid influences temperature change (11 T). Print the graph of 11 T versus moles and the tabular 
data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). Explain the graph and the trends 
observed if you continue adding the base." 
The three worksheets addressed problem-solving in thermochemistry-related 
concepts, namely heat of neutralization, heat of solution and Hess's Law. The worksheets 
consisted of typical problems in thermochemistry and sought to provide evidence of 1} the 
processes of problem-solving students used while interacting with the simulation and 2) the 
misconceptions and difficulties students exhibit while engaging in problem-solving using the 
simulation. 
The worksheets asked questions designed to focus students' attention on critical 
aspects of the simulation and to direct students' cognitive processing so that they would 
come to construct a deeper understanding of the taught concepts. Questions such as "Write a 
balance chemical equation for the reaction.", "What gained heat?", etc. probed student 
understanding of the chemical process. Questions such as "Calculate the heat exchanged in 
the reaction and the molar enthalpy (l'.1H) for the reaction. State any assumptions you need to 
make in order to do your calculations. Interpret your answer." probed student application of 
equations, formula to solve problems, and their understanding of the related concepts and its 
assumptions for problem-solving. Questions such as "Using the simulation, keep the total 
volume of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to see if the amount of base 
added to the acid influences temperature change (11 T). Print the graph of 11 T versus moles 
and the tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). Explain the graph 
and the trends observed if you continued adding the base." explored student application of 
concepts and constructing general relationships in a practical application and the related 
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interpretation of the results. Overall the worksheets assessed student understanding of the 
concept, its application in problem-solving, and a practical application of the concept in 
scientific experimentation and interpretation. The worksheets used for the three activities are 
included in Appendix A. 
Procedure 
Thermochemistry simulations and the corresponding worksheet that guided students 
in attempting to understand thermochemistry provided the primary materials for this study. A 
screen from the simulation and the worksheet are presented in Figure 4. The simulations 
were developed to promote and assess student learning and problem-solving skills in three 
areas of thermochemistry -- heat of solution, heat of neutralization, and Hess's law. Hess's 
law was an application of concepts learned in the first two simulations. These areas 
constituted the major concepts in the introductory chemistry course. In the lab sessions of the 
course, students did experiments in the three areas that were assessed through the 
simulations. The sessions and the worksheets were designed in increasing order of difficulty 
and problem-solving applications. Across three different sessions focusing on 
thermochemistry concepts, students utilized the computer simulations and the accompanying 
worksheets which structured their activities. The interview sessions were held in a computer 
lab. Students worked as a pair or individually in each session on a computer. At a particular 
time, only one student or pair was interviewed. The interviewer role was similar to a 
facilitator in the laboratory. The interviewer probed students' knowledge of chemistry 
concepts, answered questions regarding the mechanics of the procedures, and guided them on 
their problem-solving methods. 
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Design 
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A qualitative method of research was chosen for this study because the goals were to 
understand how the students used the computer simulations, how their previous knowledge 
of concepts was applied while working the simulations, and what meanings they constructed 
in their interactions with the simulation while working in teams or alone. Think-aloud 
interviews were used to explore student thought processes while they interacted with the 
simulations. Psychologists and researchers have used think-aloud interviews as a means to 
analyze human thought processes because they provide information as to "what is going on 
in the mind" (Bowen, 1994). By using think-aloud interviews, how students though about 
and used the higher level cognitive opportunities provided by the simulation and how they 
used what is learned through lecture or laboratory experiences in carrying out the activities 
could be studied. The think-aloud interview technique formed the primary method of data 
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collection because it has been widely used to examine student understanding of concepts and 
their approaches to problem-solving in chemistry and physics (Greenbowe & Meltzer, 2003). 
Think-aloud Interviews 
Research has shown that verbal commentary made during the course of an activity is 
an indication of the thoughts that pass through students' short-term memories and these 
commentaries can be analyzed by establishing categories of statements and patterns of 
actions (Ericsson & Simon, 1984; Nakhleh & Krajcik, 1993). The think-aloud interviews 
were scheduled after lecture sessions describing the basics of thermochemistry. The 
interviews were conducted in three sessions addressing aspects of thermochemistry. Each 
think-aloud interview session lasted about 60 minutes during which the students worked in 
pairs or individually on the simulations and worksheet. As they worked, they were instructed 
to discuss and voice their thought processes (Appendix B). The worksheet contained 
questions that required different aspects of the topic to be tested. Example activities included 
setting up an experiment, analyzing graphs/patterns, and answering reasoning questions. 
During the interview no suggestions or guidance were given to students regarding the 
concepts or procedures until they were asked for. When students were stuck on a problem, 
their analysis and rationale were probed; then guiding questions were asked to enable 
students to solve the problem. While discussing the questions, any unclear student responses 
were probed further. Verbal reports of student commentary as they worked the simulations 
and discussed the methods, prompts by the researcher to instigate commentary, and 
researcher provided questioning and guidance to student questions were recorded. 
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Observations and Field Notes 
Observational data was collected as field notes to supplement the interview data. 
Observational notes were taken during the interview in terms of what decisions were made 
and how students interacted with the simulation and with one another (Appendix B). Notes 
were made in terms of student selections and confusions while working with the simulation. 
Specific statements or decisions that were made without supporting evidence were noted and 
probed further for clarifications and student understandings. 
Audio recordings of the entire interview process were made for further analysis. Data 
consisted of transcripts of think-aloud interview sessions, observational notes, drawings and 
graphs generated by the students during the interview sessions, and the completed worksheet 
the students had worked on. 
Fol/ow-up Interview 
A volunteer was chosen from the participants. A follow-up interview was conducted a 
few days after the end of the semester final exam, to examine thoughts, perceptions, and 
feelings about the simulations. The interview session was scheduled for 60 minutes. 
Questions about how the simulations had helped in laboratory, lecture, and exams were asked 
(Appendix C). Open-ended questions regarding the design of the simulation, what could be 
improved, and its influence in understanding chemical concepts were explored. The 
interview session was recorded and transcribed to analyze thoughts, perceptions, and feelings 
about the use of simulations and inquiry teaching methods on learning. 
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Analysis of Final Lab Exam 
Final lab practical exams of the study participants were item analyzed on Tasks 1 and 
3, which corresponded with the problems in the study worksheet. The item analyses of the 
participants were compared with the results of five students who did not participate in the 
study. In order to assess if the impact of doing the computer simulations transferred to 
practical settings, thermochemistry-related questions in the final lab practical exam 
(Appendix D) were analyzed to compare performance. 
Data Analysis 
The data from the think-aloud interviews and observations were analyzed for 
recurring patterns that describe the interaction of the students with surface features of the 
simulation, conceptual understanding and problem solving, and student difficulties in 
thermochemistry identified in prior literature. 
The discussions of students were analyzed as evidence of how students understood 
what was actually happening during the chemical process. The types of interactions among 
students during the study can be broadly categorized as design/procedural, observational, 
conceptual/analytical, and miscellaneous (Nakhleh & Krajcik, 1993) as presented in Table 2. 
As the students were engaged in a laboratory-like learning experience while working the 
simulations, these categories matched what students engage in while experimenting - design 
of experiment and process of conducting the experiment, observation of results, and 
analysis/interpretation of results with related concepts. 
Table 2 
Coding categories for analysis of think-aloud interviews (Nakhleh & Krajcik, 1993) 
Coding Categories 
Design/Procedural Statements 
-- Decisions on reagent 
-- Amounts to be used 
-- Related calculations like limiting reagent, moles 
Observational Statements 
-- Temperature changes 
-- Molecular level reactions 
-- Graphical observations 
-- Inability to see results 
Conceptual/ Analytical Statements 
-- Calculation of results 
-- Interpretation of results and graphs 
-- Reaction equations 
-- Concepts recalled from long term memory or lecture 
-- Speculation as to why an event occurs 
-- Comparing present observations with past activities like laboratory results 
-- Predictions of results 
-- Statements that the student is not thinking about anything 
Miscellaneous Statements 
-- Linking words and interjections such as OK, wait, well, so, wait a minute 
-- Emotional words such as difficult, don't understand, wow, not sure 
-- Questions/comments to the observer such as this is what is being asked right, 
the equations don ' t balance 
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The transcripts were broken down into these four categories. Procedural statements 
relate to how to design the experiment to achieve the results required in the worksheet and 
mechanical aspects of the experiment, for example, "Add 500 ml HCI'', or "5g NaOH", etc.; 
observational statements include descriptions of reaction processes such as "The temperature 
went up by 2C", "Doubling volume led to decreased temperature change"; 
conceptual/analytical statements are those that provide an explanation to what is observed -
"qsoln=-qreac", "dH remains the same for strong acid-strong base reactions", balancing 
equations; and miscellaneous statements are usually like "this is so hard ... ", "I don't 
understand ... ", "That makes sense ... " etc. Procedural and miscellaneous statements revealed 
student interactions with the simulations and aspects of their design in enabling student 
interaction. Observational and conceptual statements related to the features of the activities 
as well as to thermochemistry related understandings and misconceptions. 
Further, the graphs, equations, and other products such as tables that were generated 
as part of the experimental activity were examined in relation to interpretations drawn from 
the transcripts. Interpretations derived from the transcripts and content analyses of products 
were triangulated with the observational notes that were taken by the researcher during the 
course of the interviews. Samples of the worksheets and student-generated graphs are 
included in the appendix. 
A combination of these coded categories was analyzed to assess student interactions 
with aspects of the computer simulation that was specifically designed to enhance conceptual 
understanding. 
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RESULTS 
The present explorative study intends to answer research questions relating to 
learning thermochemistry using computer simulations as affected by the surface features of 
the simulations and learning features of the activities by analyzing the impact on typical 
thermochemistry problems. Three major issues were examined: surface features of the 
simulations; learning features surrounding the activities using the simulation; and analysis of 
effects on typical problems faced by students when solving thermochemistry problems. The 
think-aloud interviews and observations showed a change in student conceptions, 
experimentations, articulation, and problem-solving methods. The computer simulations 
provided an efficient environment congruent with scientific methods for students to try out 
their hypotheses and explain their observations. Students' automatic acceptance of facts and 
procedures as is commonly observed in conventional laboratory sessions was replaced by a 
need to validate their hypotheses through the experimentation environment provided. The 
environment provided students with the ability to conduct multiple trials and validate their 
observations by varying factors. This validation process led to students generating patterns 
and categorization of chemical reactions as affected by reaction conditions like nature of 
reagents, limiting reagent, etc. The following sections discuss the three research questions 
focused in this study and the results. 
Study of Surface Features 
Researcher observations of student interactions with the surface features of the 
simulations are presented to see if the design of the simulations would enhance learning in 
chemistry. Previous empirical studies (Alessi, 1988; Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn 1987; Mayer, 
1997) have established various design criteria that have been shown to augment learning, 
such as contiguity in presentation of the concept using animation and text, fidelity of the 
design to the actual settings, interactivity, and multiple representations of the chemical 
processes. The impact of these criteria in student learning and use of the computer 
simulations is discussed below. 
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Contiguity principle. Previous pilot studies of the design of the simulations brought 
out the relevance of the contiguity principle (Mayer, 1997), when many students opined that 
it was easier for them to get an overall idea when the components of the chemical process 
was presented in a single screen than when the components were presented in multiple 
screens; the latter condition proved to be confusing. Hence the computer simulations used in 
this study were re-designed to convey the concept in a single frame. Textual content was 
reduced to labels and feedback. Worksheets were used to focus students' attention on 
significant concepts and problems that they worked through using the simulations. In the 
present study, student difficulty with navigating or working with the layout of the simulations 
was evaluated mainly through observations. Students didn't find any difficulty working 
through the simulations. In some instances, such as changing the toggle button to access 
different containers, students waited for a visual cue to follow their selection. But these did 
not create a major impedance to working the simulations. 
Design fidelity. The design of the simulations captures underlying models of complex 
chemical processes -- in this case, thermochemistry. Addressing the design with respect to 
fidelity, the simulations were designed to reproduce the actual settings of the laboratory for 
experimentation focusing on critical aspects of the reaction process with the worksheet as a 
guiding tool. Distracting variables such as incorrect measurements, incomplete mixing of 
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reagents, escape of heat, etc. were eliminated. Emphasis was placed on the concept and 
corresponding reaction process. These ideal conditions helped students understand the 
application of a process better than variable results achieved in actual laboratory 
experimentation. Further, this method also made students aware of distracting variables that 
could affect their results in the wet lab sessions. The simulations enabled students to conduct 
experiments quickly as well as verify the results by analyzing effects of multiple factors. 
Students seemed to assume that the results from the simulation are always correct. When 
faced with results that contradicted their predications, students reanalyzed their predictions 
and conducted experiments to explain their observations. They tried to figure out what went 
wrong rather than using a mechanical approach to problem-solving. These observations are 
excerpts from the think-aloud interview of a pair following the heat of neutralization activity: 
I: So how do you like doing simulations? Do you think it helps you understand 
something better or? 
S 1 : I say certain ones. 
S2: In some ways, like, sometimes it just seems like a pain because it's another thing 
you have to do, but other times, like when you graph things, or you know when you 
get a bunch of that and you're to the point to the graph it, and you go, yeah, it's still 2 
to 1, so it had to, the limiting reagent maxes out. 
S 1: It's kind of like a visual without doing the actual math. 
S2: Yeah. 
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S 1: Like, you can just graph those points and see that it's an increase because you added 
more liters, or you changed the molarity or whatever. Then you can understand like 
the concept of how it changes it. 
S2: I mean it helps with visuals so that you know you are not doing it, like actually 
dumping the two things together. It helps with that aspect of things. And it kind of 
makes the equation make sense. 
S 1: Compared to a laboratory, do you prefer doing simulation, or do you think actually 
doing it helps. 
S2: I would rather do a simulation. Because I like doing, being able to do it all in a 
certain amount oftime, compared to in the lab having so many places you can have 
errors. That you don't really see the, don't really see what you want to see. 
S 1 : These always come out right. Because in labs you are not only trying to learn the 
concept but you are trying to figure out what went wrong, to figure out the concept. 
Yeah, and it takes less time. 
I: Do you think doing this before the lab would help you understand the lab better? 
S2: Yeah, probably. 
SI: Yeah. 
S2: When you do it, you'd know where it could go wrong. 
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S 1: Yeah. IT always helps to know, like, what you are kind of supposed to end up with 
so you know if you do it right, or if you know your results give you, make sense, 
you know. 
S2: Or if you mess up your liters, it's going to mess up your final answer, or just 
something like that. Just so you don't make those errors in lab 
In conventional laboratory sessions students focus on finishing the experiment before 
starting on the calculations and understanding the concepts, thereby creating a disconnect 
between process, observation, and concepts. The simulation activity was designed so that as 
students did the experiment, they also answered corresponding questions and problems in the 
worksheet. This process might have helped them analyze the concepts and link them with the 
experiment and related observations. 
Multiple representations. Presentation of multiple forms of representations of the 
concepts was built in the simulations. Students worked the simulation as if they were doing a 
laboratory experiment interacting at the macroscopic level; simultaneously, they could also 
see the experimental reaction process at the microscopic level. It was observed that students 
explored the microscopic depictions to derive the equation for the chemical process when 
they were not sure about what was going on. The tabular recording of their data and related 
graphs was another feature that helped students in analyzing the concepts and to explain 
variances in observation (see attached graphs of students Appendix B). Excerpts from the 
think-aloud interview of a pair following the heat of neutralization activity: 
S 1: Like, you can just graph those points and see that it's an increase because you 
added more liters, or you changed the molarity or whatever. Then you can 
understand like the concept of how it changes it. 
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S2: I mean it helps with visuals so that you know you are not doing it, like actually 
dumping the two things together. It helps with that aspect of things. And it kind of 
makes the equation make sense. 
Interactivity. The interactivity feature helped students to explore different options and 
compare results. For example, a common misconception about heat of neutralization of a 
strong acid and a strong base is that it depends on the nature of acid and base. In comparing 
the reactions a) NaOH (strong base) and H2S04 (strong acid) and b) NaOH (strong base) and 
HCl (strong acid) with the same experimental conditions, the initial response was a 
mechanical answer based on the misconception: 
SI: It's going to be, be a one to one ratio with them instead of the one to two. So, then 
it's going to be, shouldn't it be higher? 
But as they looked at the calculations and results, the students realized that their results 
contradicted their predictions due to calculations relating to the limiting reagent: 
SI: Wait a minute . On this last one, if we, 
S2: No it shouldn't change ..... 
S 1: I don't think we did the limiting reagent right. Because if you use up all .5, ..... oh 
okay, if you use up all .5 of the moles here, you know, you are going to need .25 
moles over there. So you only have ... 
S2: Yeah because you have .25 if you do the ratio. 
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Sl: Yeah. 
S2: And this one is not going to change because you have the same limiting reagent. 
Because they are both . 5. 
S 1 : yeah ok -- makes sense ... so 
S2: bcos It's the same temperature change, and the same mass, and the same, 
..... because q reaction is the same. 
Students repeated experiments with different strong acids and bases as required by the 
activity to derive a general principle. This experiment under laboratory conditions gives 
variable values due to inconsistencies caused by experimental errors, which may reinforce 
the misconception. In contrast, the simulation was designed to provide the consistent answers 
supporting their understanding of the concept with observations and calculations. 
Overall, the students seemed to be more focused on the task while working the 
simulations. Rather than concentrating on the mechanical processes of cleaning beakers or 
adding regents, students focused on understanding the concepts and calculations of the 
experiment. Thus the simulations provided an interactive tool for predictions, experiment 
repetition, verification of data collected, and confirmation of inferences. 
Study of Leaming Features of the Activity 
In addition to the design of the simulations, the results indicated that the structure of 
the learning activities also contributed to student learning. The learning activities 
incorporated a guided inquiry format designed to enhance scientific experimentation, peer 
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interactions, and building of connections between lab and lecture content. The data presented 
below demonstrated that these activities did facilitate cognitive processing as intended and 
did help students learning. 
Guided inquiry. The simulations and worksheets were designed in a guided inquiry 
format that provided students an environment where they could design an experiment; 
determine what factors they would like to change, and conduct the experiment to analyze 
results. While the regular labs followed a cookbook approach to experimentation and focused 
on verification, the simulated environment provided ownership of the learning process and a 
self-directed approach to scientific exploration through experimental design, hypothesis 
testing, and analysis. In this excerpt, students explore how doubling of mass of the reagent 
affects the change in temperature: 
S3: All right. I think if the mass of salt doubles, I think !). T should also double 
because twice as much salt is breaking up. 
S4: We should try, it's asking for a prediction. 
S3: Yeah, this will only let us go to 5 grams. But ... 
I: So if you are predicting it, you'd say it doubles? 
S4: Yeah. 
I: Do you agree? 
S3: I would say it will rise, but I won't say it doubles. Uh, let's go do it at 2 and then 
write what we did, and then do 4, so we're getting an exact double. 
S3: 22 point 4. I'd say 4 4, because it started coming back up at that point. And you 
want to record the lowest. 
S4: There it is 4.4. And 4 grams? 
S3: And 3.02, that's almost double. 
S4: So ~T doubles. q reaction .... should also double. Actually q of reaction double 
plus adding whatever mass. 
S3: So it just rises, it doesn't necessarily double. 
In this excerpt, the student explores how the doubling of volume affects delta T and 
hence the enthalpy of a reaction between a strong acid and strong base. 
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S5: The temperature of deltaT should probably ... double the volumes, delta T should 
probably double. 
I: Okay. 
S5: ... delta T last time was ...... [56] 
I: Do you think deltaT doubles because you had more? 
S5: You had twice as much mixing. But, that q should also .... won't necessarily 
double. I don't know how the math works, but deltaH should be the same because 
you end up dividing by the moles, which is dependent on how much you have. 
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But, q would be bigger but you divided by bigger numbers so delta H is going to 
be, should be 56 again. 
I: Okay. 
S5: deltaT ended up being about the same. [after doing the experiment of doubling 
volume] 
I: Okay. Why do you think that is? 
S5: Because the concentration didn't change. I don't know. I had twice as much ... 
just .... maybe because the concentration versus the amount of water that's the 
same, so we can just, I don't know. It doubled in molarity by keeping the volume 
the same. That doubles deltaT. 
I: So you doubled the volumes, right? Okay. So when you double the volume ... 
S5: You'd think deltaT would double, but it didn't in this case. 
I: If you just imagine doing that, what do you is the reason that deltaT is not doubling. 
S5: It's like getting out of the ..... .. 
I: Imagine ...... to mix it. What else is changing? 
S5: The volume of the water. 
I: You don't have water there. 
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S5: This is ..... . .. . well there is more environment to heat up, so there is, guess it' s 
same concentration of stuff reacting so. So when you double the amount of stuff 
reacting, you're doubling the volume and it brings the heat up, so. And doubling 
the volume, uhm, so q would be larger because you' re multiplying by double the 
volumes. 2 thousand .... . . plus ...... NaOH is the limiting reagent again and you 
have one mol.. ..... 6.64 ...... . 
I: So what happened to q? 
S5: q, I think that, it doubled. 55 thousand ..... divide by mo ls of limiting reagent, 
which is one, comes out to about 56. I was off a little. Rounds off to 56 . ... deltaH 
is the same. 
I: So what happened to delta T? It didn't double? And q? 
S5: q doubled because you doubled the amount of material. 
I: Okay. 
S5: You doubled the amounts, so q doubled. Since you added more mols, you divided 
by a larger number, so then that would be the same for deltaH. 
I: And delta T would remain the same because? 
S5: DeltaT because there is more, even though there is more stuff to react there is 
more environment. The same ratio of stuff to environment. So, deltaT, still had to 
heat up more space and it ended up being the same. 
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Peer interaction. From the perspective of socially-situated learning theories 
(Vygotsky, 1978), the negotiation of ideas between peers has the potential to make reasoning 
strategies visible for students, scaffolding the internalization and refinement of ideas. Thus, 
peer interaction was built into the activities as a means of social negotiation in concept 
building. This interaction played a major role in building consensus on the experimental 
process and led students to engage in more explorations into the concept of the activity. In 
situations where students worked alone, there was a tendency to skip questions if they didn't 
know the answer with comments like "I don't know", "I don't remember the equation", etc. 
I: .... what gained heat and where did the heat come from, what gave off heat? 
S6: I'm not sure what did what, because they were both the same temperature, so I 
don't know how we can tell that way. But it would be exothermic then wouldn't it? 
I: Why do you think? 
S6: Because it cut off the heat. 
I: When you say it put out the heat, what do you mean by it? 
S6: The reaction. 
I: So the first two, are you saying you can't tell, or?? 
S6: I can't, I mean. 
I: Gained heat, what about gained heat? 
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S6: I don't know. 
I: What do you think is happening when you combine the chemicals? 
S6: Well, the exothermic reaction is happening, but .... 
I: What is happening, I agree exothermic, but can you explain a little bit more about 
that? 
S6: Well, it's breaking up into water and salt when you combine them so it's giving 
off heat. 
I: Do you want to put that down too? 
S6: I don't remember how to calculate this. 
But the students who worked in pairs were able to explain processes and concepts to 
one another as seen in the excerpt below. There was also a tendency to complete a question 
rather than skip to the next one if the solution was not clear. Some students who worked on 
their own interacted with the researcher while working on the worksheet as seen in the 
second example. 
S3: How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated in the molar enthalpy of 
the reaction? 
S4: q equals, doesn't q equal mc~T? 
S3: Yeah. Actually it does. Because that we ... .increased ..... we increased the mass. 
S4: Because mass was increased. 
I: And ~H? 
S4: Uhm, ~H should remain ......... we just have to ........ shouldn't ~remain the 
same? 
S3: No, it shouldn't. 
S4: ~H should remain the same. 
S3: Okay. 
I: Why do you say this? 
S4: Because it's not affected by mass. That's what we have been doing in lab, 
forever. 
I: So compared to the other question, the mass has doubled, right? 
S4: Yes. 
I: And the q doubled? 
S4: Yes. 
I: So how does ~H remain the same? Because you are using ........ . 
S4: Well, because the fact that the moles have also increased. 
S3: No. Moles are the same within the equation. 
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S4: Oh, yeah, it would. Because the moles would also be doubled. So the ~H would 
still remain the same. 
In this excerpt, the student explores how the doubling of volume affects delta T and hence 
the enthalpy of a reaction between a strong acid and strong base. 
S5: The temperature of deltaT should probably ... double the volumes, delta T should 
probably double. 
I: Okay. 
S5: ... delta T last time was ...... [56] 
I: Do you think deltaT doubles because you had more? 
S5: You had twice as much mixing. But, that q should also .... won't necessarily 
double. I don't know how the math works, but deltaH should be the same because 
you end up dividing by the moles, which is dependent on how much you have. 
But, q would be bigger but you divided by bigger numbers so delta H is going to 
be, should be 56 again. 
I: Okay. 
S5: deltaT ended up being about the same. [after doing the experiment of doubling 
volume] 
I: Okay. Why do you think that is? 
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SS: Because the concentration didn't change. I don't know. I had twice as much ... 
just .... maybe because the concentration versus the amount of water that's the 
same, so we can just, I don't know. It doubled in molarity by keeping the volume 
the same. That doubles deltaT. 
I: So you doubled the volumes, right? Okay. So when you double the volume ... 
SS: You'd think deltaT would double, but it didn't in this case. 
I: If you just imagine doing that, what do you is the reason that deltaT is not doubling. 
SS: It's like getting out of the ...... . 
I: Imagine ...... to mix it. What else is changing? 
SS: The volume of the water. 
I: You don't have water there. 
SS: This is ......... well there is more environment to heat up, so there is, guess it's 
same concentration of stuff reacting so. So when you double the amount of stuff 
reacting, you're doubling the volume and it brings the heat up, so. And doubling 
the volume, uhm, so q would be larger because you're multiplying by double the 
volumes. 2 thousand ...... plus ...... NaOH is the limiting reagent again and you 
have one mol.. ..... 6.64 ...... . 
I: So what happened to q? 
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S5: q, I think that, it doubled. 55 thousand ..... divide by mo ls of limiting reagent, 
which is one, comes out to about 56. I was off a little. Rounds off to 56 . ... deltaH 
is the same. 
I: So what happened to delta T? It didn't double? And q? 
S5: q doubled because you doubled the amount of material. 
I: Okay. 
S5: You doubled the amounts, so q doubled. Since you added more mo ls, you divided 
by a larger number, so then that would be the same for deltaH. 
I: And delta T would remain the same because? 
S5: DeltaT because there is more, even though there is more stuff to react there is 
more environment. The same ratio of stuff to environment. So, deltaT, still had to 
heat up more space and it ended up being the same. 
Connection between lab and lecture. Working the simulations also helped student to 
relate concepts learned from the lecture to the observations in lab and helped or led students 
to address misconceptions that existed regarding the microscopic processes that were taking 
place. In determining whether acid mixed with a base is an exothermic reaction, this student 
tries to relate what was done in the lab on the same topic. 
I: So are you saying it' s exothermic? 
SS: Yeah ... The acid mixed with a base. 
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I: So are all acid mixed with a base exothermic reactions? 
S5: Or is it only when the ...... .I'm trying to remember what we did in the lab even 
beyond the ..... switching back into a base. It should go down I think. Yeah. All 
acids mixed with bases are going to be an exothermic reaction. You're going to 
end up with the same stuff at the end, water and a salt, so. Is that all that number 3 
is asking? 
With respect to the question of understanding what happens when a solid acid reacts with a 
solid base, students related lecture demonstrations to the simulation. 
I: Did you include water? 
S5: It's part of the solution, yes. Because it's part of the environment it is affected by 
the change 
I: Did you try that today in lab, mixing solid and a solid? 
S5: No. We saw in lecture .... but it ended up reacting because he stirred it a lot but 
I'm not sure it was a dry solid. 
In the following excerpt students analyze the relationship between volume and molar 
enthalpy. 
S3: How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated in the molar enthalpy of 
the reaction? 
S4: q equals, doesn't q equal mc~T? 
S3: Yeah. Actually it does. Because that we ... .increased ..... we increased the mass. 
S4: Because mass was increased. 
I: And ~H? 
S4: Uhm, ~H should remain ......... we just have to ........ shouldn't ~H remain the 
same? 
S3: No, it shouldn't. 
S4: ~H should remain the same. 
S3: Okay. 
I: Why do you say this? 
S4: Because it's not affected by mass. That's what we have been doing in lab, 
forever. 
Study of Impact on Typical Problems in Learning Thermochemistry 
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A number of factors that were studied in previous research provided a framework for 
analyzing participants' understanding of thermochemistry concepts. Commonly dealt with 
concepts in thermochemistry are constant pressure calorimetric experiments involving 
aqueous solutions and heat exchange calculations between the reaction (system) and the total 
mass of the solution and the calorimeter surroundings. The simulations and the related 
activity were designed to explore these experiments and related chemical concepts in a 
laboratory-like learning environment. Positive results were seen in students' experimental 
design, analysis of relationships between parameters affecting calorimetric reactions, effects 
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of the nature of reactants/environment, etc. Examples of these benefits are discussed in turn 
below. 
Experimental design. As the simulations provided multiple options, students were 
able to set up the experiment to answer the corresponding worksheet question easily. When a 
particular set up didn't provide the results they desired, it was easy for them to quickly 
change the options, repeat experiments, and analyze the results. For example, to answer the 
question "As mass of salt doubles, what happens to ~ T and hence qrxn? What happens to 
molar change in enthalpy ~H? Print~ T graph" in the heat of solution simulation, sometimes 
students added too much water to the salt so that the corresponding temperature change was 
negligible. By looking at the visual temperature change graph, students quickly figured out 
the optimum level of water to be used in the experiment to obtain an observable temperature 
change as seen in the following excerpt. In an actual laboratory, students frequently make 
this mistake, resulting in an incorrect heat of solution value for the salt. 
I: Now I have questions for you. Do you want to run that and look at the graph? Now 
if you want to show a really good temperature difference, not so slight. If you 
want to show a really good temperature difference, what can you change to make 
that happen? 
S 1: You could put more salt in. Or decrease the amount of water. 
An example of how students interpret the results obtained using a graph can be seen from the 
following excerpt. The graph generated on reaction between a strong acid (HCl) and a strong 
base (NaOH) is explained in terms of the reaction process as follows: 
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I: Looking at your graph. Can you explain this graph to me? Why is it increasing and 
what happened after that? 
S5: I think it is increasing because it NaOH is the limiting reagent. And here, and 
that's where we go about both reacting completely. 
I: Ok, but why is it increasing? 
S5: It is increasing because you are increasing the amount that's actually, the volume 
is staying the same, so it's heating up the same amount of water. But you have 
more base reacting, so .... It was more energy being given off by the reaction 
because you have more of the water. 
I: Okay. 
S5: I kept increasing until the both react completely. I don't know why the base 
stopped it though. It's basic with the ... in the reaction, the base of delta T remain 
the same. I: So what do you expect it, what do you want it to do? 
S5: I was expect, ....... It kind of looks, delta T can't keep increasing forever. 
I: After this point, what would happen to delta T if you keep adding NaOH? 
S5: Eventually deltaT would start to be, probably decrease. Because your, there is less 
stuff reacting. Oh no, actually it would remain the same ? because it seemed like, 
yeah. This is a graph ofNaOH reacting, and since HCl became a limiting reagent 
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it's not going to, so it'll keep up to the same amount, which is the volume, so the 
delta T' s are going to remain the same all the way through. 
I: So if you had more points how do you think it would go? Do you think it would go 
down? 
S5: I'll just keep going straight across, because the volume stays the same, and it's 
the same amount reacting. Because no matter of how much NaOH you put in 
there, it's always going to be the same amount of HCI. 
Relationship between parameters affecting the reaction. The simulation helped 
students analyze the relationships between parameters that affect a reaction like mass, 
concentration, volume, and limiting reagent. The worksheets focused on student difficulties 
in understanding concepts by focusing on specific questions in determining the relationship 
between these parameters. In the question to determine the relationships between changes in 
volume to heat generated and molar enthalpy of the reaction, students were able to figure out 
that molar enthalpy is an intrinsic property that remains constant (see student worksheets in 
Appendix B). 
Secondary Results 
This section provides possible explanations of factors based on the think-aloud 
interviews and observations that were challenging to student learning in thermochemistry 
problem-solving. 
Reaction process. During the course of a reaction, the total mass of the solution 
absorbs the heat released by the formation of bonds during the chemical reaction. This 
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concept is difficult for students to understand, and most often they assume that the 
"reactants" release heat that is absorbed by the "water" (Greenbowe & Meltzer, 2003). While 
in the case of physical processes that involve heat exchanges between hot and cold objects, 
heat flows from the hot to the cold object, a chemical reaction involves chemical processes 
that take up or lose heat. This misconception affects calculation of heat released/absorbed, 
especially in the case of heat of solution of salts in water. Students tend to use the incorrect 
mass in their calculations. Typical incorrect approaches to solving the problem involve using 
the masses of either of the reactants only such as just the mass of the salt or water, instead of 
using the mass of the solution (salt and water) or the use of formula weights of the reagents 
instead of the physical mass. 
Students who used the simulation used the correct solution mass in their calculations, 
may be because of the visual cue of the thermometer in the solution, showing the temperature 
change of the entire contents (including water). In contrast, students in the lab usually do the 
calculations after completing their experiments. This might have led them to ignore the mass 
of water in their calculations, assuming water is not a reactant or to use only the mass of 
water in their calculations, as it is of greater quantity than the salt. 
Interpretation of results. Students gave little importance to the sign of a reaction until 
they were asked to interpret its meaning. The heat absorbed by the solution qsoln is equal in 
magnitude but opposite in sign to the heat absorbed by the reaction qrxn. While students' 
values for heat absorbed by the reaction (qreac) in magnitude were correct, and they reported 
the reaction correctly as an exothermic or endothermic reaction, they tended to omit the sign 
or maintain the sign of qsoln while reporting the results. This process could be evidence of 
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the mechanical way in which students solved equations without thinking about the sign or its 
implications in scientific reporting or the difference between qrxn and qsoln. 
I: So if you were writing a report on this, okay, you are going to write what you did. 
You just say I reacted this with NH4N03 with water. .... and negative 26.0913. So 
when somebody else is reading it, when X is reading it, what would he think the 
reaction was? Would he think it was endothermic or exothermic? 
S3: He'd think it was exothermic. 
I: But what did you actually get. 
S3: Endothermic 
Another example of this failure to attend to the sign of the reaction was also seen in the item 
analysis of the final exam practical Task 1 (Appendix D). Both the participants as well as the 
comparison group correctly identified exothermic and endothermic reactions, but one student 
(Student 8) reported the final value incorrectly. This student also did not identify the relation 
between qrxn and qsoln. 
Equations. Understanding the equation is a critical step in the calculation process to 
determine the limiting reagent that affects the heat evolved in the reaction. Most students 
struggled with determining the products of a reaction. Writing equations did not seem to be a 
default step in their experimental process, rather equations were written only when needed in 
calculations. The misconception that the reaction between a salt and water giving an acid and 
a base is evident here where students dissolved ammonium nitrate (NH4N03) in water while 
trying to calculate the heat of solution of this reaction: 
S4: We're dissolving a salt and water. Wouldn ' t that give us an acid and a base? 
S3: Yeah, it does. 
S4: So H, oh, it'd be, NOH and ah, HN03. 
S3: Yeah. Okay N03, it would be H2N03, or am I wrong? 
S4: I think it's H2N03. There is two N's over here. I'm sorry, I suck at balancing 
equations. 
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S4: .... Yeah, I don't think it's, yeah, that doesn't look right because usually when you 
have OHN and then negative 3, it shouldn't be, uhm, I don't have a clue. 
S3: I don't either. I can never memorize these ... charges. 
Assumptions. While exploring the basic assumptions during calculations, students 
found it difficult to state them explicitly unless specifically asked, as they didn't seem to 
have considered the conditions in which reactions take place. While calculating heat of 
reaction, constant pressure was not assumed in most cases - this assumption is what makes 
the heat ofreaction qrxn equal to the enthalpy change of the reaction dHrxn for one mole. 
The calculations were done in an algorithmic fashion without stating qrxn + qsoln = 0 that 
led to opposite signs of the heat absorbed by the solution versus reaction. Intensive and 
extensive nature of mass, q or enthalpy was also not considered. 
Chemical terms. Although students find it relatively easy to solve problems on Hess's 
law in exams and quizzes, perhaps due to lesser number of variables involved, in practical 
settings this problem seemed to pose a challenge owing to the presence of a greater number 
of variables to control. While most students solved the first Hess's Law problem in the 
worksheet, which was very similar to exam or quiz questions, none of the students were able 
to solve the second Hess's law problem on the worksheet without help while doing the 
simulation. 
While solving the second Hess's Law problem, students found it difficult to 
differentiate between terms in the reaction process such as heat of reaction versus heat of 
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formation. Also, students didn't seem to make a distinction between the different states like 
K(s), K(aq), and K(l) while solving the problem on Hess's law. The definition of "heat of 
formation" as derived from elements in the natural state also was not considered without 
probing by the interviewer. Below is an excerpt of how students went about solving the 
Hess's law problem: 
I: Okay, if all the formation is right, to help you calculate the standard enthalpy 
reaction for K20 plus 2 HCl, equals KCl plus, H20. 
SI: Oh, so we need to do sum of its products minus reactants, right? Yeah. 
S2: Okay, wait. There should be 2 Cl's on there right? Two KCl's? 
SI: Yep. And two K's. Yeah. So sum of products minus sum of the reactants. 
S2: The Hf of ... of Cl negative ..... .I think we better figure out what the ..... . 
SI: Oh, do we have to do, ... 
S2: It's not simple, it's just, 
SI: Yeah. 
S2: Okay, data given, 2 K plus one half 02 equals K20. 
SI: So therefore K plus plus the Cl negative equals KCl solid, so use those two things 
and the top one? 
S2: I think we need to use all the numbers, don't we? [Interviewer comment --
confusing variables] 
SI: Yeah. 
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S2: Well, why did they give us the ion formation numbers? [Interviewer comment --
confusing variables] 
Sl: Because we have to find KCL 
S2: Okay here, what we got. Negative 363 point 2. Negative 167 point 2. Water is 
point 285 point 3. Okay. And then, ... 
Sl: We don 't know KCl, or the combined. 
S2: We should be able to figure it out. Let' s see. We have to work this one 
backwards. 
S 1: Backwards meaning? 
S2: Well, like, when you, 
S 1: .. plus .... aqueous is solid, KCI. 
S2: Solids but we don ' t know them. 
S 1 : Why we getting in ... 
S2: I think you can just put, just to figure out. K20 formation. Is there anything, like 
the only thing, like, 
Sl: Isn ' t this ....... zero? Like I mean, look at how they can find this number. So, we 
know that's zero because it doesn' t have ....... any formation. So, . . . 
S2: It's gotta be something about making ions .. . .. ... Are we supposed to use the 
computer at all to help us out, or are we supposed to have this formation on this 
sheet? [Interviewer comment -- confusing variables] 
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Analysis of Tasks on Lab Practical Exam 
Item analysis of the questions on the final lab practical exams comparable to the 
simulation worksheet questions are shown in Appendix D. The results of the participants 
were compared with those of five non-participants. As seen, participants showed improved 
understanding of the concepts pertaining to heat of solution. All the participants wrote the 
correct equation of the dissolution reaction process. They were able to correctly identify what 
gained/lost heat in the reaction. Also, all participants used the correct mass of the solution in 
their calculations. By contrast, a majority of the students in the comparison group did not 
state the correct reaction process equation and incorrectly identified what gained or lost heat 
in the reaction. Most students used the incorrect mass for the calculations assuming only the 
mass of water instead of the solution). 
Not much difference was seen in their approach to the application question on Hess's 
Law. The results show an increased understanding of the basic concepts in the participant 
group. This could have been due to their interaction with the computer simulations, although 
more in-depth studies are needed to bring out the effects. 
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DISCUSSION 
The study explored the use of computer simulations in the application of chemistry 
concepts to practical settings. Student usage of the simulations with respect to the design of 
such learning environments was explored. Instead of focusing on learning of basic concepts 
of thermochemistry, the simulations enabled the application of the concepts to practical 
settings similar to a laboratory. Students are able to apply a concept broadly and get a 
generalized understanding of the concept as compared to generating a number in the lab that 
has no meaning in a bigger sense. Traditional laboratories tend to generate a number of 
misconceptions as these are not ideal settings for experimentation. To address these issues 
the simulations can be used as an effective pre-lab activity for laying the foundation of a 
chemical concept. Thus students can understand the concepts and explore the setting before 
applying them in a wet-lab environment. This approach will help students understand 
possible limitations and be prepared for varying results obtained in the wet lab sessions. 
The simulations addressed a number of the learning challenges in thermochemistry: 
1. Probing questions by the interviewer enabled students to assess the process of heat 
exchange in thermochemical reactions. 
2. Students correctly identified "mass" to be included in calculations involving heat of 
solution without any prompts or probing. 
3. Students were able to design experiments and understand appropriate amounts of 
reagents to be used to obtain optimum results. 
4. The visual nature of the simulations helped students distinguish between temperature and 
heat. 
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5. The hydration process of the reaction was presented visually for students to better gauge 
the underlying changes taking place in a thermochemical reaction. This also to a minor 
extent enabled students to determine the chemical equation for the reaction. 
A number of instructional design aspects can be identified in the design of computer 
simulations. Multiple modes of representation of information through text, graphics, audio, 
and video provide a rich understanding of the content. By presenting concepts in multiple 
representations and levels of difficulty, computer simulations provide guided exploration 
with instant feedback (results). The molecular-level animations are an over-simplified 
representation of the processes and involved misrepresentations of the actual ion size, color, 
or vibrational interactions. These could be improved to include a visual cue of the heat 
exchange process that takes place during the reaction. As student familiarity with the 
concepts increase, the representations of the animations could be improved to include 
complex features for better understanding molecular-level processes. The study also showed 
that the simulations were only one ingredient of the learning environment. Other necessary 
features that are essential in providing a holistic learning experience include instructional 
materials (worksheet) promoting guided inquiry using the simulations; human interaction for 
probing student understanding and guidance; and peer interaction for discussion and analysis 
of the concept. 
Cognitive strategies can be used to teach the "how" (processes and principles) and 
constructivist strategies can be used to teach the "why" (higher level thinking that promotes 
personal meaning and situated and contextual learning). Cognitive learning theories view 
learning as the use of perception, memory and motivation to enhance process skills and use 
learning strategies like association and analogies to improve learning. Cognitive approaches 
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to learning contribute to student learning of processes and principles and can be used to 
develop scientific experimentation strategies. The simulations can replace end of chapter 
textbook problems, which have not proved effective in student learning. The simulation 
environment can help students to explore trends, experimentation strategies, and problem-
solving. Constructivist theories view learning as construction of knowledge in complex 
learning environments by utilizing application, collaboration, and reflection. Constructivist 
strategies like problem-solving and situated learning focus on real-world application by 
engaging learners in authentic, problem-solving situations. 
Suggestions for future research using simulations can focus on more effective uses of 
the computer simulations in the curriculum such as a pre-lab, post-lab, or homework 
activities. Learning impacts based on gender, spatial orientation, and prior knowledge can be 
explored to identify the type of learning styles most addressed by incorporating simulations. 
Possible design modifications of the molecular representations to help students determine 
chemical equations for reaction processes or understand the thermodynamic processes based 
on the complexity level of the course can also be studied. Being an exploratory study, the 
findings can form the basis for an in-depth analysis to generalize the results to bigger 
populations. 
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CONCLUSION 
This study used computer simulations to identify possible ways in which the design 
of the learning environment may help improve student understanding and application of 
chemistry concepts. The study explored how the various features of the simulation link 
practical application with the theoretical concepts in chemistry, particularly thermochemistry. 
Interacting with the simulations helped students to investigate concepts through the process 
of scientific experimentation. Students were able to transition from algorithmic problem-
solving to identifying concepts and justifying their answers by interacting with the 
simulations. The qualitative study analyzed several issues in instructional design of the 
simulations and applicable recommendations are discussed. Computer simulations hold 
promise for promoting the application of concepts and problem-solving capabilities needed 
for students to succeed in chemistry. 
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APPENDIX A: SIMULATIONS AND CORRESPONDING WORKSHEETS 
Investigating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and Bases 
Tank A Tank B 
Q Ba(OH)i 
0 Prop. Amine 
0 Acetic Acid 
Q HCI 
Q HONO 
Q HiSO. 
Q NH ~ 
Q KOH 
Q NaOH 
Malaed 
HCllNaOH 
0 1000/0 .1500 
0 .2000/0 .3000 
Limiting Reagent: 
Volume 10.100 I L Q Ba(OH}, 0 Prop. Amine 
0 AcetlcAcid 
Q HCI 
Volume I 0.100 I L 
Molanly IO .010 I M Molanly ID.010 1 M 
• Q HONO • Set solution volume Q H1S04 Set solution volume 
I=---- D X 10 Q NHJ Q KOH I==-- Ox10 Set Molanty Set Molarity 
Q NaOH 
Welcome1 Please use mouse 
~========:;ii to select the sulut1ons you want 
to mix 
And then set up the volume and 
~=:::;::::::;:::::::::=::::~=~ rnolanty for them 
...... -----'""" 
0 500 
1 000 
26 .68 2 .68 HCI 
26 68 2 .68 HCI 
Now you can draw the graph 
by clicking "Draw Graph" 
Molartty of Limiting reagent: I , I M 
Total solution volume. 
Moles of limiting reagent 
111 L 
I 111 
112 
4.00 
() 
Ci 
;:J 
IQ 
(Jl 
3 3.00 
!£ 
~ 
~ 
{ 1 "CJ 
2.00 
1.00 
~~~~~~~~~~ 
0.100 
Moles of Substance 
0.200 
@ HCI 
Q NaOH 
• L•mlling Rengenl . Other Is LR 
• E<iua l amls _ 
Please clld: 
"Draw" to redraw 
the l]ta:ph 
•·lfli* .• ,. 
w41111.e 
'21 Draw Unes 
Change Scates: 
0 1G"C X 1mole 
0.300 @ 1"C X 0 1moltt 
Q 0 l"C XO 01mole 
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Interview Worksheet 
Chem 177 Recitation Section: 
URL: http://l 29 .186.118.81 /LASCAC/index.php 
Assume 4.184 J 0 C-1 g-1 as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the 
solutions. (Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
1. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial 
and final temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the 
temperature gauge.) 
a. Write a balance chemical equation for the reaction. 
b. What gained heat? 
What gave up heat? 
c. Is the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
e. Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (DH) for the 
reaction. State any assumptions you need to make in order to do your calculations 
Interpret your answer. 
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2. Mix any strong acid and strong base together in different concentrations and volumes. 
(e.g.700.0 mL of 3.0 M HCl is mixed with 800.0 mL of 2.0 M NaOH.) Note the 
initial and final temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below 
the temperature gauge.) 
a. Calculate the molar enthalpy (DH) for this reaction. 
b. Is the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. 
c. How does the molar enthalpy for this reaction compare to that in Question 1? 
What will be your conclusion in relation to Question 1? Explain. 
3. If you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M CH3COOH (acetic acid), 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, 
what will happen to OT and hence q? What do you infer from this in relation to 
Questions 1 and 2? 
4. If you keep the concentration of acid and base (use H2S04 and NaOH) the same as 
Question 1, but double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to OT 
on mixing the solutions as compared to Question 1? 
a. How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated ( q) and the molar 
enthalpy (DH) of the reaction? Explain 
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5. Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Design an 
experiment to see if the amount of base added to the acid influences temperature 
change ( OT). Print the graph of ~T versus moles and the tabular data from the 
simulation (include at least 6 data points). Explain the graph and the trends observed 
if you continued adding the base. 
6. If you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, and 600.0 mL of 
water, what is the mass of the solution? 
7. If a solid acid, such as citric acid is mixed with solid NaHC03, what do you think will 
happen? Explain. 
8. In the above experiments, what is the thermometer measuring? 
Investigating the Heat Associated with Dissolving Ionic Salts in Water 
Energy Exchanges Associated with 
_______ Dissolving Salts in the Water 
Compounds 
Q L1CI 0 Mg(NOJ)i t=:::::=:;E:;E~~3 
0 NH4NO~ 0 Urea 
@ KCI 0 Ca(NOJ)2 
O NH4CI O NaNOJ 
0 NaCl O Sucrose 
O Ca Cl;; O Na,co3 
0 Na OH 0 ZnSOA 
'1.40 g 
• -
Water 
50 .00 ml 
Energy Exchanges Associated with :· -: i~ · ·;, 
Dissolving Salts in the Water 
AO 
10 
Tln,., IS...:nnill 
20 .00 ml 
H\81 
r...,1peratJ<!l 
~~ 01°~8 Jiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiilll-1£1 
Tt!S'tlf.'l!r:wllr• 
-J.lJ "C:: 
Mett~or itwt 
C'..m'lf<ltlnd 
l !Xl R 
~•assolt"" 
~""' 
: 100 g 
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Interview Worksheet URL: http :/1129.186.118.81/LASCAC/index.php 
Recitation Section: - - - -----
Assume 4.184 J 0 C-1 g- 1 as specific heat of water. 
1. The computer will simulate a calorimetry experiment involving dissolving various 
ionic salts in water. The following compounds should be available for testing: 
ammonium nitrate, sodium nitrate, calcium nitrate, magnesium nitrate, sodium 
chloride, calcium chloride, ammonium chloride, magnesium chloride. One of your 
compounds should cause an increase in temperature of the solution; the other 
compound should cause a decrease in the temperature of the solution. 
a. Write the formula of the salt you are using ___________ _ 
b. Write an equation that describes the dissolving process for the salt. Classify this 
process as endothermic, exothermic, or neither with reasoning. 
c. What gains heat? 
What loses heat? 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
e. Calculate: qsoln for dissolving in water is and 
the molar enthalpy ~H for the reaction is . State any assumptions you 
need to make in order to do your calculations. Print ~ T graph. 
f. Explain the difference between q and ~H 
g. As mass of salt doubles, what happens to Ii T and hence qrxn? What happens to 
molar change in enthalpy ~H? Print /iT graph. 
Answer the same questions as above for your second salt. 
2. To get a better temperature change in the graphs, what measures can you take? 
3. If urea OR sucrose is dissolved in H20, what is /iT? Interpret your results. 
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Application of Hess's Law to Calculate Heat of Reactions 
Q Ba(OH)2 
0 Prop. Amine 
0 Ac:eiic Acld 
Q HCI 
Q HONO 
Q H,SQ, 
Q NHJ 
Q KOH 
Q NaOH 
TanKA 
Volume @JQQJ l 
Molarity I0.010 1 M 
Set soluti<>n volume 
t ------- D x 10 
Set Molarity 
Q Ba(OH)2 
0 Prop. Amine 
0 Acetic Acid 
Q HCI 
Q HONO 
O H,so. 
Q NH, 
Q KOH 
Q NaOH 
Tank B 
Volume I 0 100 I L 
Molarity IO 010 I M 
I 
Set solution volume 
1----- D x 10 
Set Molarity 
_;eicomet Please use mouse 
1o select th8 su1ut1on s you want 
to mi~: 
'1wimaiiiiiiiiiiamilill '"'"'1 then set up the ·,·olurne and 
"" rnolarr~/ for them . 
Energy Exchanges Associated with 
..-------___,Dissolving Salts in the Water 
Compounds 
Q liCI Q Mg(NO:i)2 1~ 
Q NH,N0 3 Q Urea 
@ KCI Q Ca(NOJ)2 
Q NH4CI Q NaNO:; 
Q NaCI Q Sucrose 
Q CaCl2 0 Na;:C03 
Q NaOH O znso. 
140 g 
I 
Water 
50 .00 ml 
I 
see tt1e ctmnge ur 
the tern perature .Or 
clrck "Reset" for a 
new trial. 
l!lb&ll 
Donel 
-•1•s!!'lm•,.•,,.1•111e11H1 
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Interview Worksheet 
Chem 1 77 Recitation Section: 
URL: http:// 129.186.118.81/LASCAC/index.php 
Assume 4.184 J 0 C- 1 g- 1 as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the 
solutions. You have access to both the heat of neutralization and heat of solution 
simulations. 
9. Design an experiment to determine the heat of neutralization of aqueous NaOH and 
aqueous HCI. Write the thermochemical equation for the reaction process. 
10. Design an experiment to determine the heat of solution of solid NaOH in water. Write 
the thermochemical equation for the reaction process. 
11. Based on the above reactions, determine the heat of neutralization of solid NaOH and 
aqueous HCI. The reaction cannot be done directly by mixing the two reagents: 
NaOH (s) + HCI (aq) -7 NaCl (aq) + H20 (I) 
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12. Use the computer simulation to determine the standard enthalpy of reaction, ~H0rxn, 
for dissolving potassium chloride in water in a calorimeter. 
a. In your experiment, heat was transferred from _________ to 
b. Calculate the heat that was exchanged by the reaction and the molar change in 
enthalpy. 
13. The following information is provided to help you calculate the standard enthalpy of 
reaction for: 
K10(s) + 2HCI(aq) -7 KCl(s) + H10(l) ~H0 rxn = ? ___ _ 
~H0r K+(aq) = -218.9 kJ 
~of cr(aq) = -167.2 kJ 
~0r KCI(s) = ? ___ _ 
Data given: 
~H0r = -363.2 kJ 
~H0r = -167.2 kJ 
~H0r = -285.83 kJ 
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APPENDIX B: THINK-ALOUD INTERVIEW 
Completed worksheets, observational notes, and transcripts 
Investigating the Heat Associated with Ne(rr;tlization of Acids and Bases 
lntcrview Worksheet 
Name: _ _,_L1 CC>M P L.:E:1 ~ Chem 177 Recitation Section: 
URL: hUg~/LLZ9JJ56.fil~JlL1.:':>C A,C!im!i;.x.J211g 
Assume 4-184 J "C' g" as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the ~olutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
ft -{ w'i•ff 
I. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M l·hSO.i is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M N'aOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
a. Write a balance chemical equation for the ·-u-. .,e ... 
u. 
b. What gained heat? 
What 
e. ls the reaction exoth.:rmic or endothem1ic? Explain why. 
- 1\ H 
d. Whj!t is .::au.sing the temperature ~o 
;, \t,~ 
molar enihalpy (AH) for the reaction. 
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\;:\Cl 
2. 500.0 mL of J .OM HCI is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggie"A/B" switch below the temperat}I~ gauge.) 
Calculate the molar emhalpy (MI) for this reaction. .\'\~ \"" . 00 L 
a. Is the reaction exothermic or endothermic'? why. \; 
v:-.. 1'1~.N·I -l;?<CO 
·\\uL 
3. If you mixed 500.0 mL of l.O M H2S04, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NHi, what will happen to l\T and 
hence q'? What do you infer from this in relation to Question 2? 
\\ ~ lL\ ,0 
att. i) 
i10d ! #'"" 30 ,--, 
the concentration of acid and base (use H1S04 and NaOH) the same as Question I, but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to AT on mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question I? 
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5. Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to 
see if the amount of base added to the acid influences temperature change (L'.T). Print the graph of 
'"'!versus moles antjhe tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). 
NtlOH M. l. . . .;;itt,O tl1SO - I 
ti t;'f-!),U3 .01 / 1 3l ,:,\ ' l.j 
.. 
LO t.::. 'SJ~Wc :31.'b1- :;¥t.OT1 
'& .Ci'-t 
6. If you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, and 600.0 mL of water, what 
is the mass of the solution? \&00 
7. If a solid acid, such as oxalic acid C2H204, is 
Explain. c z ltlO L~} 1H1j,(x with NaOH,~v a. t do you think \vill ... happen? W1 \1 +tH 0 CfJ.\ , v , (1fi , ,\ "L \~.,..<' 
Cl 
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Investigating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and Bases 
Interview Worksheet 
Name: _1 K 1_ CQ M ~J E J f.i( Chem 177 Recitation Section; ____ _ 
URL: hlm:/il 42J.!i6.118.8 I1LASCAC!ind_£:j',p.!.m 
Assume 4.184 J 0C-' g·1 as specific heat of the solutions and l .00 g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
tc'" 2Lt.O l -+· N~o~·l'f,(Jo"L 
1. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of l .OM NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A!B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
a. Write a balance chemical equation for the reaction. 
H ·2 .,{rx~ ~ZN<" Hf ~ci"i 
' L ii 
b. \\that gained heat? 
What gave up heat'? 
c. ls the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. 
(> '!. 0 \..l I (. b (. c (l \Jc~ ; .f.. f e I e !\ ~ d l"-t ti. I n 
s.c.l\.\. f'\ 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
Fni..r~ l"":> / e lea 1'1\ 1 cct i ..ba11 
G e 1 r.•1 ! S l . r ( i i'I + ~f n, 
O ~·· . .i-::.' --:~; tt. . .fr(!n .. 11'\ Cr eo.. .s:. / ..,, t\ .ff. 1·Y) '}J , 
c. Calculate the heat exchanged in reaction and the molar enthalpy (AH) for t~reaction. 
'f, ! 8 c; .( 
0 
,Q 
~ze.Dr~; h. I IN / 11 (I d thtl C\.L· \ 
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H c 
2. 500.0 mL of J .OM HCI is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both soluiions. (Use the togg.le"A/B" s·witeh below the temperature gauge.) 
Calculate the molar enthalpy (8H) for this reaction. 
H ( i t ::._ z q, 00 "C ~ l\J4 0 (.\ f:.,,. 
a. ls the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. 
.OtJ 
(0. 1+. ( e I 
()(\ 
b. How docs the molar enthalpy for (his reaction compare to that in Question 1? What will be 
your conclusion? Explain. 
h ou. ! tl vv\ .. t,.,, ······ b~ c. ll l't_,,r x:11 
(if)<VI ..f' !:::, 
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L" \) ::;, ft 6'"' !' j ({,\ I\ c ll.. LL 3 .e.. -H..J:t. 6 I; 
Cl n1r, - L ~ t-1<:l l..e S S·ftH .. J.( ~~ :s e1..1:i-·'-t. -- H 1,.0 1 t \ be +r .... ~-o ·~. 
4. lf"'you keep the concentration of acid and bast! {use H2S04 and NaOH) the same as Question 1. but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to AT on mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question I? 
cl l\o+ ( ho.rJK 
O.'S v o I Lt v~ dot~~ 
a. How does doubling the volume affect the heat g<m•crntcu the molar enthalpy (L\H) 
of the reaction? Explain 1 1 
'~) v () t tl r""~- () L'- b I es '-II\.\. 
+ n t1 D u.JJ I 
·~..._ \JI') () ( ~ ,) 
-ft~. j\\tl....~ i 
L 1 '"' 1 ... 'tj ~· f tt.~fn4 
6 (o, v 1 +-ti ~:. fc\ (JA'c( 
. i I (,.; o 
~ 1-1 -r· >i:;:, (~ Sh:, ~1 11,610 
C\ \ 
5. Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to 
see if the amount of base added to the acid influences temperature change (D.T). Print the graph of 
6 T versus moles and the tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). Z ~ • ( 
H:: I l l.6M·~ ~·~?l'i.CJ0°l ts,: ,.,'"f,O! •. 
µ I ' j t: c .• '.,.. Cf' L)(J {: ~ ..,,,.. t, 9 I q ti (_,. 
' • ;;i l ~ l•f +11- ..:: . . :so. 7d .( 
. " .{"fl..:: e"f ++: 31,;:~q't, 
:~ ' ,]t( <.<t -t·S'.·.::·:)1,92 
6. If you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S01, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, and 600.0 mL of water, what 
is the mass of the solution? / &; 00 
1 
0 3 
7. I! a so.lidacid, such as oxalic acid C2H204, .is.~11ixed. w~1 NaOH, ;vhat 1~0 you think will happen[?()) 
Explam. H ZN c>.. U ~\ (or~ 7 (\; Ovz l/lOl((ll()l Z Hz, 0 X 
(l_(.l & e_. tU I (\ YQ~ kJ r yv1 0.. (}. i+ 
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{'..\'' '-0,,Q f 'S:. ou..J S<'l I 1' tfJ It.,..,. 4·-
0'" IC~ 
$ Q+( tA+1 Cl"\ 
s. ""-~ h_':)d 
8. In the above experiments, what is the thcnnometer measu7ing? 
~rvn~1/"\£-k.r rt.c.< els I rr0~4 s 
(k t- 0 s 0 l CHU' I 
f () Ir'\ 
i,t,, 
(}_ ,'.;;';, { VY} I I °' .,. ... (<.~'"(ll\11t 
ro r'V\ + h..... ""c.1&. 
r 1-,,-. '""' *' -ftx· • 
ll v 
n1 I:> v (fA.d 1q 
C\.V VO..~ ll\,P'G 
7 
Investigating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and Bases 
Interview '..Vorksheet 
Name: L 1 ~ K 1 00 5 E" B \lll1/<:11.J Chem 177 Recitation Section: -----
URL: http://129. l 86.118.8 l!LASC:AC/index.php 
Assume 4.184 J •c-• ir' as specific heat ofthe solutions and lg/mL for the density of the 
solutions. (Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
lie.. 
1. 500.0 -nL of 1.0 M H2S04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of LO M KOH. Note the 
initial and final temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A!B" switch 
below the temperature gauge.) 
a. Write a bala,nce chemical equation for the reaction. 
"" pv'b Ids. 
b What gained heat? J 
What gave up heat? V 
c. Is the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. Ji 
d. Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (AH) for 
the reaction. 
2. 500.0 mL of l .OM HCI is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial 
and final temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the 
temperature gauge.) Calculate the molar enthalpy (AH) for this reaction. 
a. ls the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. 
b. How does the molar enthalpy for this reaction compare to that in Question l? 
What will be your conclusion? Explain. 
3. If you mixed 500 mL of LO M H2S04, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NH3, what v.ill happen 
to Li T and hence q? What do you infer from this in relation to Question 2? 
4. If you keep the concentration of acid and base (use H2S04 and KOH) the same as 
Question l, but double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to 
<l T on mixing the solutions as compared to Question 1? 
131 
Results: ______________________ _ 
a. How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated (q) and the molar 
enthalpy (AH) of the reaction? Explain 
QC..L'J. 
5. Using the simulation. keep the total volume of the acid ~o tion constant. Design 
an experiment to see if the amount of base added to the influences 
temperature change (AT). Print the graph of 11 T versus mo es and the tabular data 
from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). 
6. If you mixed 500mLof1.0 M HiS04, 500.0mLof1.0 M NaOH, and 600 mL of 
water, what is the mass of the solution? 
7. If a solid acid is mixed with NaOH, what do you think will happen? Explain. 
J l<.iu,t> tl.\-,..\ ..io~ <'."""''.'.· Vt:../ vol'\ q_t.b 
1 [•' -~ ~~ "5 (,>A.::, •• 
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Investigating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and Bases 
Interview Worksheet 
Name: L1. 4= 1<.:1. 6b~~1'1,dioi1S 
URL: hgp://129. !.86.118.8 l!LASCAC!index.phQ 
Chem 177 Recitation Section: -----
Assume 4.184 J °C" g·' as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
1. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of l .O M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of b~~ solutions. (Use the toggle" AJB" switch ?elow the temperature gauge.) 
a. Write a bala~emical equation for the reaction. ... . / 
b. What gained heat? v 
ti 
What gave up heat'? v 
c. Is the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. vi 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
e. Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (AH) for the reaction. 
133 
2. 500.0 mL of l .OM HC! is mixed with :500.0 mL of l .OM NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the togg!e"AJB" sv.itch below the temperature gauge.) 
Calculate the molar enthalpy (Ml) for this reaction. 
a. [s the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. 
b. How does the molar enthalpy for this reaction compare to that in Question l? \'v'hat will be 
your conclusion? Explain. 
ch5u.:.S5\!:>~ oj 11} .... t .. ~, ~A.Ir-(;.. - ~....._).~<... 1r ">"'-"~ \ .. v-. / 'flv....J.~c\- '-•v ~ 
3. If you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2SO,, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NH,, what will happen to L\T and 
hence q? What do you infe~ fro!11 this in relation to Question 2? (, 
\11.o Jl-rt..J.l'c.h~ ""'""Kt l.<.N"'c.h.) '1"' --!<) Ni. ~uJ+ .bJ- /..!Lo 
3t+i.Sa t- 2.Nu :) 
.. 1 .,..=i 
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':;,hAJ. 2. .,...........,..., s ;"""~ ""-'J"''"" 
\/\.•\<!.. ~ 6,T S\7-..'1.; s-....... ......_ ~'ts..._~ \).,+ .,.,,__.(.,_ 'r-..ho d . .,_j'S ~wk\- Jv-e<;-/l...+.d.0 : 
4. If you keep the concentration of acid and base (use fhSO; and NaOH) the same as Question I, but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to AT on mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question I? 
a. How docs doubling the volume affect the heat generated (q) and the molar enthalpy (.!lH) 
of the reaction? Explain 'l J._,,_,J.,~ l,~ ><> J.., ""'"'l,..; o/ 1_..-, 
\ 
Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Desigr an experiment to 
see if the amount of base added to the acid influences temperature change (ST). Print the graph of 
~ T versus moles and the tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). 
7. If a solid acid, such as oxalic acid C2H204, is mixed with NaOH, what do you think v.~l! happen? 
Explain. 
8. ln the above experiments, what is the thermometer measuring? 
\.J "/ <;.1.1\"'<; 
\f\!•ZtA.'>. Pi v ?} \ 1-w. I VI. \\- +e""'P 'f €_,vJ.. ~ 
. ( 
\'. 
~IA<'>t °'""'~ +-t"':l 
J ",' o.c1- \~ . 
'N \- . cL :~•\ , lf'N< \4. ~ '1 .,,_ '> '""""'(«. ':>~"" ><. 
"O ~ w,....,1,J "'-~' ,,l. -;,;, -, - /£.~> - 'Jc~ CA.""""/- ,._("" "'f ~ ~ .._4 
~; ;""'_ ~~ ~ :~ -t¥> M"' f}...._~ ~\.··-.J-- "f'<->""4 
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Kl and Ll (Heat of Neutralization) 
You are done. 
Okay this is the worksheet that pertains to heat neutralization. So what we want to do is, is 
start through, you can discuss and do this, talk through and fill out all these forms. In 
between we might just ask questions. There is no right or wrong, it's what you understand. So 
you don't have to confirm or anything. But we might ask you questions in between and you 
just have to answer that ... 
Do as much as you can of talking out so that we can hear what you're brain is going through. 
Okay. 
That's what we're really interested in, is what's your brain doing. 
LAUGHTER. 
Okay. So we're mixing the H2S04, and evaluation ... 
Okay. And .... 
All right. Volume is/ 500. 
Yeah. This is hard. 
Okay, there we go. 
Have you ever done this before? 
Yeah, we've done. Okay. All right. And then, NaOH 
Yeah. 
We've got to change the toggle switch. 
Yeah. Make up your mind. Okay. 
Balanced equation. H2S04 aqueous, NaOH aqueous ... Na2S04 + H20. So it's going to be 
aqueous and aqueous 
Yeah. 
Works for that. So 2 Na2S04 and 2H20? 
Yeah. 
Okay .... what gains heat and what gave up heat? 
So what gains heat is the solution 
and the reaction gave up the heat? 
Yeah 
Okay. Is the reaction exothermic or endothermic? 
exothermic -- so released heat into the solution and made the temperature higher 
Okay. What is causing the temperature change? What a dumb question. 
The chemicals breaking the bond -- mainly the bonds breaking and forming 
Yeah. 
The energy is transformed because transfer in the form of heat ... to the solution. 
Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction. 
so q=mcdt and has to be 500 to 500 so 1,000 grams 
Uhm, specific to the water? yeah 
Change in t goes Tf-Ti 
Yeah. So 30.7 C-28.02 = 
Q equals 28032.8, right? Joules? c is ... so I'm assuming .. 
no put it in .. 
yeahKJ? 
Sure, why not. 
That ... would be a temperature. 
Okay. 
28.0 KJ.. 
So that's the heat of solution? 
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Yeah. So Q of solution equals negative Q of reaction. 
Negative 28KJ. 
Yeah. And then they want heat, too, right? 
Which would be, q reaction over limiting reagent number of them. 
Okay. And let's see. They are both same molarity 
So 5 liters times, equal 5. 
times the .... mole ratio. 
Oh yeah, they are not too long. 
H2S04 lets say that's 0.05 moles ofH2S04 .... 
I know they are the same, ... , but two mol NaOH over one mol. 
Okay, so you are going to need one mol of Na OH, which you are not going to have, so 
NaOH's are limited reagent. 
Yeah. 
You got that? 
Yeah. Okay. 56.0 kj/mole 
Anew one? 
Yeah. We have 500 militers of 1.0 M HCI. 
Yeah. It's just different. 
On Okay, so they come in eqaution 1:1 HCl+NaOH 
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So ... Okay they want to the ..... for molar heat of enthalpy of the reaction, so then the initial 
temperature ofHCI is 24. 
Final equals 30 ... Still exothermic. 
Because it rose 
Because it really .......... Yeah. Okay. 
How does the molar heat of enthalpy for this reaction compare to that question one. What 
would be your conclusion? Explain. 
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It's going to be, be a one to one ratio with them instead of the one to two. So, then it's going 
to be, shouldn't it be higher? 
Wait a minute. On this last one, if we, 
No it shouldn't change ..... 
I don't think we did the limiting reagent right. Because if you use up all .5, ..... oh okay, if 
you use up all .5 of the moles here, you know, you are going to need .25 moles over there. 
So you only have ... 
Yeah because you have .25 if you do the ratio. 
Yeah. 
And this one is not going to change because you have the same limiting reagent. Because 
they are both .5. 
yeah ok-- makes sense ... so 
bcos It's the same temperature change, and the same mass, and the same, 
..... because q reaction is the same. 
Okay. Okay. 500 milliters of H2S04 so far. 
And how many moles ofNH3? 
and H2S04+NH3 will make .... 
Where did you get that? 
That's a S04 2- and NH3 -? 3+ ... 
What would happen to change the temperature of q ..... 
so you've got N2S04 3, 
You need 3 on this side also. 
Oh. All right. That messes things up. 
Yeah, it does. 
Shouldn't we 6 water on this side then? So it should be 3 H2S04 plus 2NH3 yields into 
N2S043, plus 6 H20. 
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We don't actually have any oxygen in here because it's all the S04 goes straight over, we're 
just left with a lot of hydrogen. 
Yeah, but you still have to, equal amount. 
This one is going to fit 1 mil but I don't think you can form water over here on this side. 
So you think it's just Hplus? Or I mean, H2plus? 
Because other wise, unless, S is going to break up 
Oh okay, but it's still going to be 6 ...... . 
Yep. Let's try that. 
24? 
Wow. I know. Okay. That dt stays the same as before. It has the same temperature change 
every time. 
Yeah. so q is going to be the same. 
But the molar enthalpy is going to be changed because we add a different mol ratio. 
Yeah. Because we were, well we'll use all the, .5 each one of these right? 
Yeah. 
So we'll use .5 mo ls of one of them, and just not the rest of the other ones. So, we still have 
the same limiting reagent. 
Yeah. 
You're just used 2/3s ofyourNH3. 
So do you think we'll have the same mol ratio at, or I mean, the same limiting reagent mols? 
Yeah. 
It's going to be the same as question 2? 
Yes. 
But, I don't know ... 
That's fine. Either one, or either way you do all of the one ... 
I was thinking we were using, the you know, you find the limiting agent again times your 
ratio, I was using that number, and I'm like, thinking, but okay we'll do the point .5. 
And ... becomes .... and .... Question two. What do you infer from this? Question two. 
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It is related to question 2 because as long as the limiting reagent, the mols stay the same and 
your q is going to get the same reaction every time. 
Yeah. Well, I was like, if it had made water again, I would have thought there was some 
connection, like your getting some amounts of ... 
Yeah. 
But now I'm not really sure. If we are supposed to put that down. 
What did you put? Okay. 
What type of base do you think NH3 is --- is it a strong base or weak base? 
Weak.. 
I was just thinking whether the strong and strong, is different from a weak and strong. 
Oh okay. 
Oh okay, so it doesn't matter because these two are strong, and these two are weak. Or 
strong and weak. 
Like H2S04, of course, is strong acid and NH3 is a weak base, but NAOH is a strong base. 
Compared to HCl are at. 
Yeah. 
As an acid. 
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Okay. 
So if you keep the concentration of acid base same as question one but double the volumes of 
acid and base, what would happen to change in temperature in mixing the solutions as in 
question one. Okay, so if you double the volume, but you keep the concentration the same, 
you are still doubling the amount of mols, so 
So it should be the same Change in temperature. 
Change in temperature. 
Okay. 
Okay, is it 500? 
Uhm, yeah, so do one liter of each and then .5, or one liter and one molarity. 
Yep. 
The change in temperature is does not change .... (Can't hear her.) How does the volume 
affect the heat generated and the molar enthalpy of the other reactions? That's fine. So the q 
will double but the limiting agent moles will also double. 
Have you used NH3 for this question? 
Oh. No. 
Do you need NaOH? 
Well we can do both of these, but you have separate 2 of course. 
That day, is that what you are talking about? In questions ofH2S04 and NaOH and we add 
NH3. 
What did we do last time? 
NH3 and H2S04. 
Oh, I thought we did H2S04 and NaOH last time. 
No. We ought to run it and make sure that it's the same thing. 
Which it should be. 
Okay, that's the same. So. 
So we did NH3 and the other one last time? All right. 
But we're doing H2S04 and NaOH, right? 
Right. 
Okay, so how does doubling the volume affect the heat generated q, one mole. So it's not 
going to change the dH because you are still using the ... 
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Yeah, like, okay, the volume below the q of reaction solution doubles the, yeah. Uhm, the 
moles of the limiting reagent also double ah, because molarity stays same. So, the molar 
enthalpy stays the same ... 
All right, so using the simulation keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Design 
experiment to see ifthe amount of base added to the acid influences the change. print a 
graph. 
It changes the mo ls in the temperature ?? dips, okay. So, ... 
Acid burning. 
Okay. All right, so. total volume of H2S04, ... 
Okay. As far as the experiment goes you just want to add to the amount ofNaOH? 
That sounds good. Okay. 
Molarity. 
And then 
You gotta have the NaOH same molarity. 
Yeah. 
And then we want to put like 0.1, point 2, point 3, point 4, point 5, point 6. We need 6 
points. 
Yeah. 
So. 
WE just want to make sure we get and above point 5 and below. 
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All right, so you are saying you want to start at like, point 3, point 4, point 5. 
One, let's do point, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 
Start out with 3. 
TAPE TURNED OVER . 
. . . well maybe it wasn't set. new trial in and. 
Okay. Okay. 
Okay, new trial. Okay, we've done point 3 and point 4 .5 and a and. 
Okay. 
24. 30.70 
Point 6. 
This is point 4 . 
. . . point 3, one. 
TALKING QUIET BETWEEN THEMSELVES AND CAN'T MAKE OUT WHAT THEY 
ARE SAYING. 
31 point 8. 8, 2. 
You might want to do a few extra points because the point one actually, uhm, like can't 
cancel out until you get over one liter. Well, maybe this is one. 
Yeah. End of one liter. 
6. 
It would be 2 point 2 six. You want to do another? 
Yeah. 
Something's wrong. 
First couple, let's shut this off. 
Moles 
Draw? 
Scale. 
Oh, uhm, one liter ... oh let's put it CAN'T HEAR. Oh no I hit the draw too many times. 
Let's see, uhm, oh maybe they are off the chart, do you suppose? 
Could be. This one we did the first time. 
Yeah. I suppose. I don't know how to do back around. I need a middle one though. 
All right. I think we have to figure out the change in temperature. 
Okay. Otherwise, they did two .... print a graph. 
Okay, if you mix 500 militers of one molar, 
H2S04, 7 milliliters ofNaOH and 600 milliliters of water, and 86 in front of, 
Yeah. 
Milliliters of grams. 
Zero grams. Is a .. 
Saw dust, which is it? 
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You wonder what kind of acid that is? Oxalic Acid is mixed with NaOH what do you think 
will happen, explain? 
Is one of the acids what you did to the lab? The titration? the solids 
Oh, those big long acid. 
Okay. I don't know what ... 
I know. 
They told us how it broke down last time. So it comes out the acid. 
Salt and the water. 
What makes an acid an acid? 
Well, the hydrogen is going to come off, it's usually a hydrogen in it. In the compound. 
And your question for us is probably on this acid, .... 
Does it take 2 hydrogens off or 1 hydrogen off? 
And the answer is yes, two. 
Okay. So C204, you might need two of those. 
Yeah. 
H20, two of these, you have two oxygens, 4 hydrogens, 2 H20's. I don't know, that's 
probably a lot for this or not. 
Yeah. Okay. Yeah. 
Okay. 
Does it matter if it's a solid or a liquid the acid? 
No. 
What do you think will happen? 
Well it's going to produce salt in the water, we already know that, just because the ... 
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Are you putting more to ... like temperature change, or have a complete change or in general? 
What will happen to, is there a reaction? 
Oh okay. 
What reaction exists? 
Okay, so, the acid base mix to form salt in the water. 
Yeah. 
also write what happens, if it a solid or a liquid or a gas? whether it matters. 
Okay. Oh it's a solid acid. 
Yeah. 
Is it a solid or a liquid or a gas. 
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Okay, it's a state of the acid or base matters. 
It shouldn't. It shouldn't start to duce. 
Well, it might take longer, I mean, you just have to have enough water in there, probably, to 
break up the ions of the acid. 
Sure. 
So, but this is aqueous so that's kind of extra water in it most likely. 
Yeah. 
To break that stuff up so they are all ions and then they can form. 
So it shouldn't matter. 
Acid starts to form. 
H2, two, WORKING QUIETLY BUT CAN HEAR THEM TALKING TO THEMSEL YES. 
I say it's aqueous. 
In the above experiments what do they measure? 
Thermometer measurers the average temperature, or average heat ... 
Exchange? 
Well, average heat of the substance. And so like, the average heats changing from. Like it 
might be increasing. 
It's a chemical reaction, so it's measuring the average between the initial temp and the temp 
of the reaction, right? 
Yeah. Well, I mean it doesn't show the change, its like the thermometer will just read the ..... 
Yeah, it just reads the ... it reads the average heat. 
All right. 
I get the sheet, right? 
Yeah. 
So how do you like doing simulations? Do you think it helps you understand something 
better or? 
I say certain ones. 
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In some ways, like, sometimes it just seems like a pain because it's another thing you have to 
do, but other times, like when you graph things, or you know when you get a bunch of that 
and you're to the point to the graph it, and you go, yeah, it's still 2 to 1, so it had to, the 
limiting reagent maxs out. 
It's kind of like a visual without doing the actual math. 
Yeah. 
Like, you can just graph those points and see that it's an increase because you added more 
liters, or you changed the molarity or whatever. Then you can understand like the concept of 
how it changes it. 
I mean it helps with visuals so that you know you are not doing it, like actually dumping the 
two things together. It helps with that aspect of things. And it kind of makes the equation 
make sense. 
Compared to a laboratory, Do you prefer doing simulation, or do you think actually doing it 
helps. 
I would rather do a simulation. Because I like doing, being able to do it all in a certain 
amount of time, compared to in the lab having so many places you can have errors. That you 
don't really see the, don't really see what you want to see. 
These always come out right. Because in labs you are not only trying to learn the concept but 
you are trying to figure out what went wrong, to figure out the concept. Yeah, and it takes 
less time. 
So do you try to use simulation before you go to labs if you know if you are having a 
particular experiment. Do you try it? 
I don't normally, no. 
WE have lab Monday morning first thing, so we usually simulation's aren't assigned before 
we go to lab. Like usually we go to lab and we haven't learned the stuff we are supposed to 
be doing yet. So. 
It's true, though. Sunday night I'm not working on simulation's before I go to lab. 
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We're trying to figure out what the labs are. LAUGHTER. 
I'm trying to finish my lab. 
Do you think doing this before the lab would help you understand the lab better? 
Yeah, probably. 
Yeah. 
When you do it, you'd know where it could go wrong. 
Yeah. IT always helps to know, like, what you are kind of supposed to end up with so you 
know if you do it right, or if you know your results give you, make sense, you know. 
Or if you mess up your liters, it's going to mess up your final answer, or just something like 
that. Just so you don't make those errors in lab. 
If we looked at that reaction that you did, in the NH3, H2S04, I said before, can you write 
that again, H2S04. Plus NH3. 
I'm not sure we did that right. 
I just want to ask you a question. 
H2S04 is what kind of substance? 
It's an acid. 
What's NH3? 
It's a base. 
Okay, what's the function of an acid in a system? First of all, in an acid base reaction what 
gets exchanged? 
Your ... 
It's kind of like a single replacement, with water. I mean, like, your ... 
But we see no water in this right? 
Right. 
You guys had a discussion about the oxygen. So what is the actual atom or atoms that are 
moving around in the acid base? 
Oh, okay the H+pluses? 
Yes. Okay. All right. Does an acid give or take Hpluses? 
Gives. 
Gives. Does a base give or take h pluses? 
They should take. 
I don't know I kind of thought they meet in the middle. 
Well, if the base ... 
I would say take. 
Okay, because not all bases have the OH. If you have an OH, piece of cake, right? 
Yeah. 
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Okay, so now I'd like you to think about this system in terms of acid, being somebody who 
donates a or hpluses, and base being somebody who takes h pluses. Let's look at the equation 
again. 
All right, so we can make, or if we don't even want to do that. What if we just want, okay, 
like you know, because ... 
Let's make this one take one. Take. 
Take another H plus? 
Okay, so we're making ammonium. Is that what you are saying? Because NH4 is 
ammonmm. 
Yeah. 
Okay, so if it took an H, okay, 
Okay, so, ah, I guess make it take both, so put S04. S04 would just be fooling around, but 
no, can we do that? 
Oh just with the ion? It's going to be like, like this? 
Okay. Good. So, I'm telling you that when you have an acid, it's clearly acid, and a base, 
that doesn't look quite like all the other bases you've been using, it doesn't have that fancy 
OH, then it functions as a base by accepting. 
So it's going to take? 
So it'll take. Do you see any water in the product? 
No. 
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That's okay, because there is plenty of water still, in the H2S04 or ammonium bases so there 
is plenty of water running around. Does this change your mol ratio from what you've got 
before? 
Uhm, it's still a .... 
What did we have before? We had something big, didn't we? 
2 or 3. 
So it does. It does change the mole ratio. 
Did the mol issue make a difference in your discussion before? 
No, so the linear His still going to be the point 5. 
Point 5, yeah. 
We're going to use that point 5 all of one, and you kind ofx them together, no matter what 
your mol ratio was. 
And so you look at this, when you have an acid to base ratio of 1 to 2. Do You have to worry 
about it. 
Thelimiting reagent would be the same. 
Yeah. 
Is the limiting reagent would be the same? 
Is it point 5 of point 5? 
Of each. 
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So you are saying use like point 5 of this one, point 25 of this one, excess. 
But I look for we have point 5 of the NH3, and point 758 ofH2S04. 
Are you talking about before? 
Yeah. 
Oh, we would have just used, the reagent might have changed. Changed from the amount, 
but the amount should stay the same. 
Yeah. 
Okay. 
So what I wanted to do was get this clear in your mind that you are looking at the limiting 
reactant and preferable ratio here, or the q, or the calculation of the q to find out the agent. 
Okay, that makes sense. 
So in the future if you are a little worried about finding an equation you have a weak base, a 
weak base will just click the hydrogen's from it. 
Okay. 
The ratio of how many of the acids have to give. Same thing with the base. If the base puts 
in more hydrogen. You saw that when you get to the oxalic acid. 
Okay. 
It was a weak acid. I just want to throw that in. Since you guys didn't do anything wrong. 
It's good to know. 
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Investi.gating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and Bases 
Interview Worksheet 
Name:; .Li <.O~ P L.f"1~L Chem 177 Recitation Section: 
URL: htt;p://129.186. 118.81/LASCAC/index.pbp 
Assume 4.184 J °C1 g·• as specific beat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
I. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"AIB" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
o) ~· Write a balance chemical equation for the reaction. 
·1 ~ ~ Ab.\-\z.~·;.)JVAOtt -)~zO +- NCl.i-~i 0~ b. W~at gi~0h~~t? a,l.l. 00 \ ty1ii\Vi> O\).Tc>~ 
- Cc..."' ricn- ck\o-rn\ne. bt(~u.~ ¥::.o'rh ~"6..'<'\CA aJ. 
What gave up heat? ~ ~e_ \t.l'V\C>l.:ra \u.<.e... 
·~~~Ci'f"\:'fl--~ ,-···-
~.e.. < e.a.cJ::\oy-.._ ~ 
c. Is the reaction exotliermic or endothermic? Explain why. 
lXcN~'\(XM\.(, ~e(o..u.~ ~ QU.\ ouJ.~ '1ec.J. 
~<€Ql\i()('v, 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
C~bin,<\~ \\'\e... ~ che..m\ct\1£:. _ o<'to..~\!\~ u.~i0to So.'\- and. 
Wt\~\ o..oo. ~e:c~~ <O\u,~o.g 'necl..+ 
e. Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (8H) for the reaction. 
State any assumptions you need to make in order lo do your calculation.r Interpret your 
answer. 
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II 
~U ,Olu 
2. Mix any strong acid and strong base together in different concentrntions and volumes. (e.g.700.0 
mL of 3.0 M HC! is mixed with 800.0 mL of 2.0 M ~l) Note the initial and final temperatures 
of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch bel~"\l~emperature gauge.) 
a. Calculate the molar enthalpy (~H) for this reaction. 
b. Is the reacti<in exot~ic or endothermic? Explain why. 
c. How does the molar <.mthalpy for this reaction compare to that in Question I? What will be 
your conclusion in relation to Question!? Explain. 
te... o<: 'trte~r\CX\L \:Je . ca._~ )~ N~o..hve 
~i. ~ r ea C~O\\ \~an ( ndo\hex (I'\ ;c.. r..eac..>ricq ard ; t-· LU'...>1..1..ld 
'Ge... tu. K-iC\C\ 1 f\ enef.£& 4. i'r1fre..<a< +\'le a~r W6Uld ~ ne~ue_ 
3. Jf you mixed 500.0 mL oTl .0 t):Jt.,Cl{;C()(jH. (acetic acid)~ 500.0 mL of 1.0 M Na()H~ what \Vill 
happen to Sf and hence q? What So you infer from this in re1~1tfi1 to Questions l and 2? (:/j ::::i-
"]:A- 1 Cl.J\ El<O+h€Hn~c, f'€udion 
<i)Hh~ 11'\t, :s:i.1)!~ . . , .. . 
ao.s({)iLr' "'';, ~-e<;htYIQ ~ G.. +c ~)..ti .. f£ '+) tt ~i "'!" 
1 l So -fuel-\ <Y1U'b.\ be, D . tdJO•OC:J Jti.I- . a"] C):>2 • 3 -l 
bQ\-1'\ i.V\2Q!(...c{c,.·Js V'5. 4';151.h0<\1±Q? ·lno...t ha.c:1. snof'C;,.Cic...id "'< s~ V::>"-~ 
4. If you keep the concentration of acid and base (use' T:IiS04 and NaC51cI) the same as Question 1, but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to ~Ton mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question I'? 
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Prediction: ·::s:...\~ ~~~Jo \''f'()\N.?, O-d..~Efgc~oee. ~(U.leit:..~CTIQJn,co.t~ 
a.<e I nC.((t:tS\n<j. "' VOl(.!dh . • 
Results:~".:1:'-.d id\"11.i.. . . . l\::~Lo&~c..hern~CG.~ S1tut.ed 
~ :::O...rne- 1 1~s1- \C.. vo\uMe. lC)€:d 
a. How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated (q) and the molar enthalpy (AH) 
of the reaction? Explain 
~ ::C+- cbes11'-t, YCM s\-'i\\ f!C\.~ the "630.V'\1'2. 01olO.f1-~ 
-¥ec lli\-\'I Ct1emicet\s 1jCtSf- More. Vollunt?.-. ::i:+-t-h'1.. 
Molo.>1 I~ Ch~~~.e.,cl tn~.n W~t Would e*c+ 
~he \;rniht1:) cea~ev1 -tav\d +tut .\t.f¥1f u:c;utd ct·1a1i~Q. 
p for i ;-\- w~\\ c:\oA'de.., ~ QJ\O So cv\\\ +ht LHt 
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5. Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to 
see if the amount of base added to the acid influences temperature change (Sf). Print the graph of 
l\ T versus moles and the tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). Explain 
the graph and the trends observed if you continued adding the base. 
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6. If you mixed 500.0 mL of l .OM H2S04, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. and 600.0 mL of water, what 
is the mass of the solution'! 
7. If a solid acid, such as citric acid is mix.ed with solid Na.HC03, what do you think will happen? 
Explain. 
fo-< H1e \'o,,t\:-\1\o..t \f\ Lo.Jo W~'ve at~s. <.uo<t'...€d (.V',+¥\ 
~Uid\J."'::. Qh"\ f\o 'Ir- 5"-l ·re_. WV\Ci..." u .. :.OLdd ~{)p.i.V\ · 
8. rn the above experiments, what is the thermometer measuring? 
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QI Draw Lines 
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0.2000/0.1000 
0.2000/0.1500 0.350 
0 .2000!0 2000 0400 ;JQ.7 
0 2000!0 .3000 0.500 32.04 8.04 
0. 2000/IJ 4000 O.GDO 32.94 8.94 none 
0.2000/0.5000 0.700 31.66 7.66 H2S04 
0 2000/0.6000 0.800 30.7 6.70 2504 
Investigating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and .Bases 
rntcn·icw Worksheet 
Name: L2. ObsHv<tWl'\~·L. Chem 177 Recitation Section: -----
URL: h!!12;1Ll4.2J.~Ji.ll8JUL!.d~.ti~3,.(:iill\l ex. php 
Assume 4.184 J "C"' g·' as specific heat of the solutions and LOO g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
l. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M l}zS04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
/ 
a. Wrhe a balance chemical equation for the reaction. r\J.:< :;o...,_ 
'j.. ·:t- r · r 
b. What gained heat? 
What gave up heat? 
c. ls the reaction exothem1ic or endothermic? Explain why. 
fl u ti-...i.?..i ,~· <:..· .-'.) '< "'n. ~ ....... it h-.,,;;J;. .. 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
z.~, {'..\ t>i""-"""'(;J..? - b ~b 1 \ v~ r'l') () '4 
r &t;, Ji'J(J -r ~ 
e. Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (D.H) for the reaction. 
Stale any assumptions you need to make in order to do your calculations Interpret your 
answer. t. 
~ ,qi;~-· ,.,J "'"""' 
(. 
......e+ J "'-~ """.'> 
1'..CV s~ 
.... A 'f"" q C 1Y) LI .. l 
::.. h" </'\)) + .fLqx_ 
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2. Mix any strong acid and strong base together in different concentrations and volumes. (e.g.700.0 
mL of3.0 M HCI is mixed with 800.0 mL of2.0 M~l.) Note the initial and final temperatures 
of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
a. Calculate the molar enthalpy (ti.H) for this reaction. 
if.f1ev v 
iJ ,A"v'<b"J 
d( 
b. Is the reaction exothehnic or endothermic? Explain why. 
!" 
c. How docs the molar enthalpy for this reaction compare to that in Question l? What will be 
your conclusion in relation to Question I? Explain. 
3. ff you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M CH3COOH (acetic acid), 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, what will 
happen to SI' and hence q? What do you infer from this in relation to Questions l and 2? 
·'1,'2 ~~ <:~'/ 
61 • ,, ,, 
4. If you keep the concentration of acid and base (use H2S04 and Na OH) the same as Question 1, but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to AT on mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question l? 
cf -~l 
Results: __ /\~!~::'.J!.n,"l- .1c~'--4.()~--·-bkn...j1- .:J '""'' ,jz\l'-'<.1 .,'If.·. c..~--~4 -;:::;r I, 
a. How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated (q) and the molar enthalpy (AH) 
of the reaction? Explain 
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5. Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to 
see if the ammmt of base added to the acid influences temperature change (AT). Print the graph of 
/\.T versus moles and the tabular data from the simu.lation (include at least 6 data points). Explain 
the graph and the trends observed if you continued adding the base. 
7 ).if'\) ..<\) !f'fl 
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.u,...;;IJ;~.in,..·i;; "'~ """'" ,..,,ck...~i /q. If you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M l]zS04, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M Na OH, and 600.0 mL of water, WJiat, r...vx,. 
l._., --ffl-the·fflilSS._QfJhc.solution? 
,1).;t""".'? 
v b 
7. If a solid acid, such as c.itric acid is mixed with solid NaHC03. what do you think will happen? 
Explain. 
8. In the above experiments, what is the thermometer measur.ing? 
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L2 (Heat of Neutralization) 
Why do you say this is the equation? 
I hope so. 
But why do you say it? I just wanted you to explain this. 
Uhm, I get the water and salt from combining these two. 
And do you want to balance? 
Yeah. 
Do you want to look at oxidation states of both Na and S04, do you know what oxidation? 
What do you think S04 oxidation state is? 
Well, isn't sodium a positive. 
Uhuh. A positive. How much? 
Uhm. 
Sodium is in which group? Referred periodic table .... 
So it says positive one and then, S04 is that negative 2? 
So what would be the equation? 
16, 2. 
Do you want to balance it? Have you worked this simulation before? this one? 
Not this one. 
If it doesn't go, you might want to do xl 0. Just check that. 
Okay. 
And if you want to check the temperatures, AlO and BIO, is using the toggle switch. 
Okay. 
So if you just click on that toggle. That's A. What do you think gained heat? 
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Well, they are close to the same temperature, so it's hard to tell. 
Is there a temperature change coming in? 
Yeah. It got warmer, so ..... . 
The temperature increased, right? 
Yeah. 
So, it would be what gained heat and where did the heat come from, what gave off heat? 
I'm not sure what did what, because they were both the same temperature, so I don't know 
how we can tell that way. But it would be exothermic then wouldn't it? 
Why do you think? 
Because it cut off the heat. 
So when you say it put out the heat, what do you mean by it? 
The reaction. 
So the first two, are you saying you can't tell, or?? 
I can't, I mean. 
Gained heat, what about gained heat? 
I don't know. 
So what do you think is happening when you combine the chemicals? 
Well, the exothermic reaction is happening, but .... 
What is happening, I agree exothermic, but can you explain a little bit more about that? 
Well, it's breaking up into water and salt when you combine them so it's giving off heat. 
Do you want to put that down too? 
I don't remember how to calculate this. 
Okay. Uhm, do you know what the formula of the heat is? Do you remember that? 
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Uh uh. 
Okay, what is the symbol for heat? 
It's dH, no that's the symbol for change in heat. 
What's the symbol for heat exchange in the reaction? 
Do you remember what the symbol is? Okay it's q, now do you get the formula? 
Is it~ t, or ... 
That is dt? 
Uh uh. 
Okay. And if you even just write T, it's just what people can reuse and if you do a small T, 
usually it's time. So for temperature you use a cap t. 
Okay. 
Just different things that people in science do. 
Okay, so, temperature change. 
And again q would be a small q. 
Okay. 
A capital q denotes a different thing. 
So do I, does it need to be q of the reaction? Or, does that matter right now? 
You have to decide that. 
In mass would it be both of these combined then, because we mixed them? 
What do you think? 
I would assume so, but then again, I don't know. 
There is no right or wrong, you can do what you believe this way. We can discuss it after. 
And then I don't remember what the c is specific heat. So it's going to be ..... 
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How do you .. when you got 6.7, how do you do that? 
I subtracted the initial temperature from the final temperature. 
And that's probably a really big number. This was probably supposed to be in liters. 
Is there a unit for q? What is q? 
It's supposed to be in KJ ..... 
Uhm, This is in joules ... 
Enthalpy? 
Do you remember the formula ???????? Okay you divide the heat by the limiting reagent, 
the moles of the limiting reagent. 
Okay, and then I have to figure out what the limiting reagent is. 
Uh uh. 
I don't remember that formula either. 
11 H is equal to two. Heat, that's generated Divided by the moles of the limiting reagent. 
I have to figure out the formula for the reagent is. That's the part that I don't know. 
How do you figure out the, what do you mean by limiting reagent? 
Which one runs out first. Right? I don't remember that formula. 
There is no formula, if you go by the equation. You know how much are you taking of both, 
so which one runs out and how do you go about when which one runs out? 
So basically you are using one mol this to two mo ls of that, right? So this one, would run out 
first. 
Based on this equation, but how much are taking, are you taking exactly one and two? 
We are using two ... 
How many mols are you using for the reaction? 
Just one there. I don't know. 
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If you look at this, isn't that what you are using? 
Yeah, we are just using one more mol of each. 
Is it one mol of each? 
If you got two mols of this here. 
Okay. Does m mean mol? Does that mean mols? 
Yeah. Molarity. 
Are molarity and mols the same? 
No. 
Okay, do you know how to find mols from this? 
I used to. Not any more. 
Okay, what's molarity. Do you know what the definition of molarity is? 
Isn't it like mass over volume, probably something totally different. I don't know. 
Okay, molarity is mols/liter Do you remember that? The solution is moles ??? From that 
you can find ... so do you think mols and molarity are the same, or are they different? 
Well mols is just part of the molarity, so it's different. 
So if you want to find the limiting reagent do you use the molarity or do you use the mols? 
You need to find out how many mo ls you are using. 
So how do you do that? 
So, I've got, oops, so it would just be point 5 mo ls for this one here. Twice that for this one, 
because there is two. So this would be point 5 moles to one, so it still just, looking at that I 
would assume that this one would be the limiting reagent. 
Ok now this is .05 or? 
Is it point 5? 
Yeah. And this is one based on this equation, but what did you take, how much did you 
take? 
One mol of each. 
Okay so how many mols ofNaOH did you take? Okay the difference is, you have an 
equation as well as you have what you took, right? 
Yeah. 
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So how many mo ls extra did you take in the, to start off with, how many mo ls enabled you to 
start up? 
Well you take .5 mo ls of this and then .5 mo ls of this, right? 
Okay. But according to the equation how much do you need? 
You need one mol of this, so this one would be the limiting reagent, because you already had 
this and you needed that, so this one was the limiting reagent, the NaOH. So then I need to 
take the mols of this so would it be the .5 that I used? Then? 
When you do the reaction, and you translate the heat for that reaction, what do you think you 
should use? 
Well, then if you are trying to calculate the heat for the reaction as it's written, you'd use the 
one mol, right? 
Okay, now do the heat. You are taking just this much, right, and doing the reaction. 
So it would be .5 mols because that's what you're using. 
So the heat generated this from where? 
From the .5 mols that you are using. 
Does this have a unit. 
Yes ... KJ .... 
And do you have any assumptions that you made from doing the calculations. Like on the 
reaction what assumption do you make? 
That possibly that the amount ofNaOH might make a difference in the temperature. 
Uhuh. (Yeah) You may have to reset it. This one is scaled. Have you set that before? How 
much did the temperature change? 
It didn't change in temperature. 
We'll reset it and then try. How much was this? 
700 milliliters. 
And how many milliliters was ... 2M 
That was 800. That's a 2M. 
And assume the same initial temperature. Well you should select it at B. Since you're 
measuring 10. 
TAPE TURNED OVER HERE. 
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Because if we don't believe of the reaction, okay, and ah, based on this how would you see 
working on heat and ??? based on these. 
Well, seeing that it formed a salt, that I would guess that the base, gained, ... 
Based on this answer that you put here. 
Here somebody had, ... 
What is in here? 
What it gave up heat. 
The reaction between these two, but I don't know which did what. 
The reaction that's it. 
So that's the reaction. 
So what repeated the reaction. Because you don't know what to mix them, you have each one 
of them? 
So it's, so just, the breaking apart. 
Uhuh. (Yeah.) So they gave a P parters. All the same reaction, if you want to make it 
simple. You don't have to write this down, I'm just explaining things to you. Okay, now 
when you say gained heat, what are you measuring? 
Well you are measuring the product. 
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You are measuring the product? 
Once you mix it together, you are measuring ... 
So where is the thermometer 
It's in. But you are mixing the two. 
So what do you call that? What is it inside? 
Wouldn't it be like ... 
So where is it sitting? 
It is inside the liquid. 
So when you say liquid, it's solution, right? 
Solution, yeah. 
So what is gaining heat? 
Of the solution. 
Solution it's gaining. You don't have to write it down, I'm just explaining. So, it's a 
solution that's gaining heat. Is that clear to you? I mean, you say reaction, when it's a 
solution, you have everything right, you have the acidity reagent, you have this, you have 
this. It's all together. It's getting the heat, it's not just the water, because all you measured is 
the water. You measured the water. Sodium sulfate, you mentioned gas sodium sulfate, you 
mentioned gas re-agent, you don't know. So just the solution. Another one, you don't know 
whether it's this one or this one because they are the same. So here you got it, but I don't 
know why, if you are getting confused there? 
Uhm, ... 
Okay when you did/'>,, t, and calculated q, are you doing the q, you are finding the q of what? 
The heat? Gained? Are you finding the heat, are you finding this heat or this heat? Gained 
heat or gave up heat? Which heat are you finding? 
You are finding the change in the temperature, which is, going to be q of the solution. 
Q of the solution. So this is the q of the solution, right? Okay, now you have your solution. 
So the q of the reaction is going to be opposite of that, right? 
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So what do you think the sign is going to be? 
So the q of the reaction is going to be negative. 
And what will the ~H be? 
Negative 56. 
So all exothermic on the reaction, what do you think the sign is going to be? 
Still a negative. 
So does that make sense to you? The q that you are doing here, is the q of the solution. And 
then you have to go into the q of the reaction ... 
The reaction. 
Does that make sense? Okay. I don't know why you didn't catch that, because I said 
exothermic, and I put a negative there. But, ah, and ah, so it's not going to be opposite, the 
same. And it's not going to be endothermic. 
Okay. 
Why I say that is, it's the same reaction, right? You have, you mixed an acid, a strong acid 
and a strong base. And here you mixed another strong acid and a strong base. And you got 
the same, both are exothermic, so the reaction of a strong and strong acid and base will give 
you 56. irrespective of what q is. The heat can change, but this won't change, because 
dividing by the mol ... 
Okay. So that's, 
... again this answer, to make sure you are really clear to what is going on. The doubling of 
the volume. Okay? So there is more thing, there, right? So, ah, more reaction takes place, so, 
because of that q doubles. But when you look at~ tit didn't change. So, why do you think 
it didn't change? 
Because it's the molarity in agents is the same, it's just the volume has changed, so it's not 
changing the molarity of it. 
Uh uh. 
So the temperature is not going to change. 
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Just imagine, you have so much, and then you begin so much, does the temperature change 
then? 
If you, if you raise the volume of one and not the other, yes, but if you raise the volume of 
both of them, no, because you, it's, I understand, it's just when I say it. It's, they are still 
going to be balanced there, if you know, I don't know. 
So, okay, I'll just try and explain it. You have this and this. Okay? So theoretically you 
expect the temperature to come down. But what happens is you have more reaction taking 
place you see more of the substance, okay? So one, is a change in volume, so there should be 
a lowering of temperature. But since more is reacting, that balances it out. So it becomes, it 
doesn't change. But q changes because q doesn't get the volume, okay? Does that make 
sense? 
Uhuh. (Yeah) 
And then !J,, h, you said !J,, H would change. Do you think it'll change? 
Well because it depends on the q. 
It depends on the q. but you remember !J,, h, you divide by the mols. So when you make mol, 
is the mol going ... 
So it won't change then, because the mols are the same. 
So you remember that any strong acid and strong base reaction is always with the same !J,, H. 
Okay. 
So this is also not going to change. So what does the q does? The q can be anything. Finding 
!J,, h is because you are diving by the mo ls and that sort of makes up for the change up there. 
Okay. 
Okay. Now, uhm, ......... because of the reaction, if it's exerted, it's a property .. . 
A reaction ... 
I think what you thought was endothermic because the temperature went down. But 
remember a change in temperature not the temperature itself that is going down. So what 
happen after that end point, was the other one? Sulfuric acid became the limiting reagent. 
So that sort of stopped the reaction. It stopped here. Don't go about that out. So that's the 
reason the temperature came down. 
Okay. 
Is that - until here the reaction increased, I mean, here there was some reaction and you 
added more of the base it was more of acid so more reacted. So that increased. It kept 
increasing up to the point of time when it reacted equally out. And after that point, the 
temperature decreased because one of them is again, becoming less. And the other is 
becoming the limiting reagent. Does that ... 
Yeah, that makes sense. 
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A solid and solid, it wouldn't then react. Now I think one group, I think I sent an e-mail out 
also, uhm, X and Y. They mixed the solids together, and nothing happened, so what was it 
they tried adding water to it, and there was a lowering of temperature. Endothermic. And, 
another time what they did was they mixed water and they tried heating it and again it 
reacted. So what, when these were to react sometimes you need a ?? sort of thing, so given 
in a form of heat, or when you add water, it helps it to redial itself. So that's how, sometimes 
a solid and solid there won't be a reaction. I think that's all. But are you clear on the 
concepts, even if you don't know, even if you have forgotten the equations are you clear on 
the concepts? Why it's a reaction and it's not any NaOH and it's not sulfuric acid or 
whatever. Does that make sense? 
Yeah. 
The sign is very important. As long as you see this, and ifl don't know any part of this, okay, 
I don't know what the reaction is, I'm just given to a reaction and it gives me ti h 56, what 
does it tell me? 
That it's giving off that much heat. 
Does it say it's putting off since the sign is positive? 
Or it's taking in. 
It's taking in. So implications is ifl don't know any part, ifl don't any of this, and I'm just 
saying okay, I did the reaction and I got this, so it's telling me endothermic but it's giving a 
wrong expression. The sign is very important, though people think it's not really. And to 
include ? when you can word it, heat is with ? and then you have made it kilo ? , look at this, 
it's ? , right? And then everything is in standard form. When you divide it by those you make 
it kilo?, ti h. And this form of kilo? if you made it 56,000- something. 
Okay. 
All these ? forms. They are different steps that people can see. Do you have any questions 
for me? 
V/ 
Investigating the Heat Associated with Neut~alization of Acids and Bases 
Interview Worksheet 
Name:_ M1 COMPiEH1> Chem 177 Recitation Section: ~---
URL: b!m.:/.Ll 29,_U!6. Jl?J!Jf1,A S~,'./\ C!\rrdex,.n!JJ2 
Assume 4.184 J °C' g- 1 as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 glmL for the density of the solutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
l. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2804 is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures ofbc>th solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
a. Write a balance chemical equation for the reaction. 
H 1.- +-Z)J(/' ofta.r;> ;U"" 2 5<>'1("1/Z... H -z Oct) 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
rk~ JV ~ e{I r-, r y le 
~--1 fk for,,.1r; lw bre..k.'j 
I J~· c..kv'-'"""i ~J~· 
the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (t..H) for the reaction. 
)A::. "'Iv 
{,M=, 
( 
r ~J) )Jo,/J 1-{ 
fl L-411 
)JC\61-( 
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2. Mix any strong acid and strong base together in different concentrations and volumes. (e.g.700.0 
mL of3.0 M HC! is mixed with 800.0 mL of2.0 ~Note the initial and final temperatures 
of both soluti)mS. (Use the toggle"AIB''. switch below the temperature gauge.) , "' 
.AJµ.OH L!-fU-"AJ .. U f"t-iv::> Al(l>D(~ r - ) Lf e (. 
a. Calculate the molar enthalpy (~H) for this reaction. ' - ' 
lA- l'-.j 0U... :. 't )ltrOt\ /' ti H :::. v-~11 I.':. :::. ~' s ""'(, 
/"l- v :S -- 2::.- P -{[ I 
£,1\/'"1'\ •7 ~1 ~I ' (i_f,/'6'-jx~~, 5-2.~ 
\ SiY·Jl1 
b. Is the reaction exother~c ;;;:enUoihermic? Explain why. 
f;~ - o('... +,.;iii- t-
c. How does the molar enthalpy for this reaction compare to that in Question I? What will be 
your conclusion in relation to Question l? Ex.plain. 
11~ l?r~"'lfl / f\Uf c)lp~t- D"' v..M:>.:.,,;1- a( Vkvh "&./ 
t\tl r1,.JJC.J 1,-1/ ~~f- ~St"""" id-( of 561-cf 
3. If you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M CH3COOH (ac.etic acid), 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, what will 
happen to L'.T and hence q? V.'hat do you infor from this in relation to Questions 1 and 2? 
A{\ ""'''-t ev ba_scy o.,r<. lV' CX,.iJi/..,efl-,\. b.:a.(L~e ct1 
+i,.t..'- r~'4_.tr CVG 'f.t.e SC.rt- 1 '\. i?''c..Mr :f <A .-:;;·<-, lf-
,-0 H v ~ rwt be ~ ~r<.-1 {.,N:,l/>of-( Ir vwr· t.t '1"'1 C:rA'.,{ 
4. If you keep the concentration of acid and base (use HiS04 and NaOH) the same as Question I, but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to L'.T on mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question I? _ / 1 J 1) l 
Ar ''/ !! LI. f,' - <:-I" 
Prediction: "-1 ! w.t! CU.JI'('.'... /~ / '-("G ) Q , l 
Ari 
Results: ......... __ u__ =""-'-:::::-"-"::-...:~""-----........ -----·--
a. How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated (q) and the molar enthalpy (L'.H) 
of thore'"\':~pl,in ;J 00.?j c 4 r ~ 4) ff; 'b 'i) c 5 5 55 3 
( 
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5. Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to 
see if the amount of base added to the acid in11uences temperature change (~T). Print the graph of 
AT versus moles and the tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). 
! ,M ~( c:J 1<i\ /lff 
)'7JD l"I 
OJ ~CO Ml IJa,<l (-{ 
.J.M I 4 ~:Ni J t 6.M I 
'' \JA I 'd-,A;\ 
6. If you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, and 600.0 mL of water. what 
is the mass of the solution? 
7. Ifa solid add, such as oxalic acid COOH-COOH, is mixed wiih solid NaOH, what do you think 
will happen? Explain. 
Pefe_e,J 1 '':; } , {;i>H -()oAJr.. t-,f/~o or 
/\ ~?t~ \ /o stlrrd ~ett<?r 
-4'1./'.~9e,,t---'ff'lt- ~ .::ti;.L<J '2('1Y{j"'f & D ~l'ri·~ 
(b~, 
8. ln the above experiments, what is the them10meter measuring? 
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Please click 
"Drmv" to redraw 
the graph 
42f DrawLines 
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Investigating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and Bases 
Interview Worksheet 
Name: _fl.1._0b.>er va:f !~~ Chem 177 Recitation Section: 
URL: h!!P.11129.J.ll.QJU,Js l /LASC/1.Ci!!Jslex.php 
Assume 4.184 J "C-' g·' as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 gimL for the density of the solutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
1. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of LO M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
a. Write a balance chemical equation for the rcaction.v"'" 
b. What gained heat? 
t(.J< /() ~N-
What gave up heat? 
c).s..,.,;uYI 1 
c. ls the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. 
ff.,Gb /;..c. """. ( 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
b1't'.A'.-<"1 + 
c. Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (D.H) for the reaction. 
}j." <J{( , 6 -~ [~ d>\ I.· ]., 
4-' ..J ~1A'\ - I ~1 ;; 
::: J3j <I AJNf( 
I 
!94J ~ !~-- a .. J'-' /~'.') . ~) --7 
~;, /) ,H' :; S"'h !Cf { ~\.b Lt 
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N'«.CH 
2. Mix any strong acid and strong base together in differeJt concentrations and volumes. (e.g. 700.0 
mL of 3.0 M HCI is mixed with 800.0 mL of 2.0 M ~I.) Note the initial and final temperatures 
of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
a. Calculate the molar enthalpy (AH) for this reaction. 
i-ll. 
{/ 
b. Is the reaction exothermic or endothermic? Explain why. 
3f.'3 b 
c. How does the molar enthalpy for this reaction compare to that in Question 1? What will be 
your conclusion in relation to Question I? Explain. 
!tr.-£\cu. f~> .. .o.ip J ~,...,._. ·~1Y'..$:1.... \IL~ t't /I) Ci"' 
5~~ 
~· A ~ s tr11•-1' :;.:;· =r .. ~~ 
iA?ls. ~. 
3. If you mixed 500.0 mL of l .0 M CH1COOH (acetic acid), 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, what will 
happen to AT and hence q? \\/hat do you infer from this in relation to Questions I and 2? 
t-14.k .. ~c. -1> b«;. m<i1~ ~1 J;R.. Jl.~.;r/.,....,,5:'4 tL-i 
Ct(J~O t1 •.> 1;.e-t '""' st..~'-) "'\ · 
....,., rn '6-~ u;IJ k a.f\'c0~J .,..._; c - ) ~ 1 i'.J 't· 
.. '.VI-£~. 
4. lfyou keep the concentration of acid and base (use H2S04 and NaOH) the same as Question 1, but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to AT on mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question I? 
--h: ... :J 
Results: J T -.;,; ~....,._ ;:L.M 01 v<> VI WIP"-1-·--·-· .. ~~--···-··~· ........ ::_~_i:::::::..:c::::::"-=.~~~.:.:.::~~-~:..:.:.,:;.~~~---·~-~~ 
a. How does doubling the volume afiect the heat generated (q) and the molar enthalpy l~H) 
of the reaction? Explain 
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5. Using the simulation, keep the total. volume of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to 
sec if the amount of base added to the acid influences temperature change (81). Print the graph of 
li.T versus moles and the tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). 
Hex ! r'>t ,.,..,q 
'*"' 2.rv{ 
7. If a solid acid, such as oxalic acid COOH-COOH, is mixed with solid NaOH, what do you think 
will happen? Explain. 
z)'., 
}K'al: (~ 
in /..ft. ~t (.cl ·2.,, ~ 
'<er-Ni.-. 
8. In the above experiments. what is the thermometer measuring? 
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Ml (Heat of Neutralization) 
Have you worked this simulation before? 
I did I think on one of the quizzes, or one of the on-line things ..... that's right. I was 
wondering why it wasn't changing up there. Do you want me to use point 5 liters? 
No, that's okay. I'll see it, that's fine. 
Balance the equation. 
You have to decide on one if it keeps changing. 
I just looked to the four. -- the actual water in the environment around the reaction gained 
the heat? And the chemicals react to the H2S04 and the NaOH gave up the heat to the 
environment. And the reaction is exothermic, because it gave off heat. And the reaction 
gave off energy in the form of heat. 
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The temperature change was the chemicals reacting and not losing energy rather than giving 
it up. And that energy converted in to heat which went into the water. 
So what is the heat being used for? Why is the heat coming? 
Conservation of energy, the energy that is the inside the entire system has to stay the same. 
And that, the energy not needed by the, when they reacted they gave off energy but ... 
But where is it coming from? Why is it giving off energy? 
The forming of and breaking of chemical bonds. I missed it on the last test to, 4 out of 5. I 
would assume that sodium hydroxide is the limiting reagent because it needs, the same 
molarity and the same volume, but two hydroxides for every one, so I figured, so, sulfuric 
acid to react so it's the limiting reagent. .5 mols ofNaOH. And, the reaction Mc~ T. Can I 
just use the periodic table? 
Do you need the table? 
.. well, is that.. .. 5 mo ls but the mass in grams, to convert to ah, because if you use the whole 
thing, is that with water, too, or .... 22 grams ofNaOH. Oh wait, no. I am thinking to myself 
that the mass is the total mass the environment so that . One thousand grams of solution, 
.. .4.184 of~ T was, 7 .. , 
Is that clear now that you have to take thousand and not that other one. 
I was just thinking about last week, where he had us to that, how much was in the actual 
solution, not just the total. 
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But that is in HCl only. But everything is gaining heat, so we need to do that. I think many 
students make the mistake of doing this, the lab part, I don't know how you do it for your 
recitation ...... on your exams. It's different, but... 
I don't know what we were doing, but we had to switch it somehow. All right. .... J ... 
What is ~H? 
Oh yeah. I was halfway there. Divided by ...... 5 ........ 56 kl 
You can do reset on your trial if you want to.. If you do a new trial the thing would be the 
same. If you do reset, I think it will change. So if you want to, don't do. It's not getting set 
up to ... 
I switched the ..... . 
What limiting reagent did you choose for that? 
NaOH because it's a one to one ratio. And there were 2.1 mols of hydrochloric acid. And 
then 1.6 mols ofNaOH. And the reaction is exothermic. Gave off heat. Enthalpy is the 
same. It is an intrinsic property and will not depend on the amount you have, just what you 
have. 
Did you use different acids and bases, right? 
Not this time. Oh yeah, I did. 
You did H2S04 and now you did HCl? So do you think it should be the same? 
In the lab ... All strong acids and bases when they react have the same, because they make a 
salt in the water, they are the same~ H. 
Write that down. 
~Twill go up ... for this one ...... then .... or is this just guessing? 
You are looking at question one and comparing it to question one. Because both had 501, 
501 one right? 
I performed this experiment the other day. 
Then you don't have to. If you want to check it you can, you have ... because you have 
those compound there. 
You said tl. T would be a positive number and so would q, but, is that what the question is 
asking? 
So are you saying it's exothermic? 
Yeah ... The acid mixed with a base. 
So are all acid mixed with a base get all exothermic reactions? 
Or is it only when the ...... .I'm trying to remember what we did in the lab even beyond 
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the ..... switching back into a base. It should go down I think. Yeah. All acids mixed with 
bases are going to be an exothermic reaction. Your going to end up with the same stuff at the 
end, water and a salt, so. Is that all that number 3 is asking? 
Uhuh. So you are saying tis'll be exothermic, right? 
Yeah. 
The temperature do you think it's going to be the 56, the/).. h? 
Probably not, because CH3 COOH is not a strong acid. So it could be, but it might not. 
Okay. 
The temperature of/).. T should probably double the volumes, !).. T should probably double. 
Okay . 
. . . tl. T last time was ..... . 
You can do it if you want and try it out. 
I don't remember what it was the first time. 
Do you think !).. T doubles because you had more? 
You had twice as much mixing. But, that q should also .... won't necessarily double. I don't 
know how the math works, but tl.H should be the same because you end up dividing by the 
moles, which is dependent on how much you have. But, q would be bigger but you divided 
by bigger numbers so /).. H is going to be, should be 56 again. 
Okay. 
/).. T ended up being about the same. 
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Okay. Why do you think that is? 
Because the concentration didn't change. I don't know. I had twice as much ... just 
never .... maybe because the concentration versus the amount of water that's the same, so we 
can just, I don't know. It doubled in molarity by keeping the volume the same. That doubles 
~T. 
So you doubled the volumes, right? Okay. So when you double the volume ... 
You'd think ~T would double, but it didn't in this case. 
If you just imagine doing that, what do you is the reason that ~Tis not doubling. Just 
imagine. 
It's like getting out of the ...... . 
Imagine ...... to mix it. What else is changing? 
The volume of the water. 
You don't have water there. 
This is ......... well there is more environment to heat up, so there is, guess it's ... same 
concentration of stuff reacting so. So when you double the amount of stuff reacting, you're 
doubling the volume and it brings the heat up, so. And doubling the volume, uhm, so q 
would be larger because you're multiplying by double the volumes. 2 
thousand ...... plus ...... NaOH is the limiting reagent again and you have one mol. ..... . 
6.64 ...... . 
So what happened to q? 
Q, I think that, it doubled. 55 thousand ..... divide by mo ls of limiting reagent, which is one, 
comes out to about 56. I was off a little. Rounds off to 56 .... ~His the same. 
So what happened to~ T? It didn't double? And q? 
Q doubled because you doubled the amount of material. 
Okay. 
You doubled the amounts, so q doubled. Since you added more mols, you divided by a 
larger number, so then that would be the same for ~H. 
And~ T would remain the same because? 
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/j_ T because there is more, even though there is more stuff to react there is more environment. 
The same ratio of stuff to environment. So, /j_ T, still had to heat up more space and it ended 
up being the same. 
Okay. 
The total volume of the acid solution test. So is this one change concentration of volumes, or 
does it matter? 
You have to keep total volume of the acid a constant. 
Acid solution a constant. Okay, so change the molarity of the base? 
Uh uh. 
You need to choose how much you are taking, which ones you are taking. 
HCl ........ one molar HCl and 500 milliliters ....... NH03 and 500 milliliters of NH or 
NaOH. NaOH, yeah and point 1 molar and 2 molar and 6, so point 2, point 4, point 6 molar, 
point 8, one molar and two molar. I have to write them down because I just hit like, ... 
Uh uh. 
5 point and return? And new trial. 
TAPE ENDED. 
VERY HARD TO TRANSCRIBE THIS TAPE AT THE BEGINNING. It WAS HARD TO 
HEAR - ALL THE PEOPLE IN THIS TAPE. 
SPEAKING TOO QUIETLY. 
Print 
Yeah, great. CANHEARAMACHINERUNNING. 
This is to calculate q, how do you calculate q of the mass. 
??? uhm, the total volume is going to be 1600 grams. And then, is that, is that what you're 
saying? ?? of one, 600 of water, so. 
Did we include water? 
It's part of the solution, yes. Because it's part of the environment it is affected by the 
change ?HARD TO HEAR HIM. 
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If you tried that today in lab, mixing solid and a base? 
No. we saw in lecture It was a lecture. ??? but it ended up reacting because he stirred it a 
lot but I'm not sure it was a dry solid. 
If you just mix them do you think it'll react? 
It could. Solids do react. Probably if you stir it or heat it or something. 
Why do you do that? 
Stir it? So it starts mixing together. 
What if you just shake it? 
If you shake it fast enough. It needs something??? to get going ... Usually you need a stirrer 
in there .... separate from the bottom ?????????? either the ion????????? 
Ammonia,??????? Or something and something solid and I started smelling bleach, so. 
Bahydroxide and ammonia nitrate. 
A lot can happen. It would mix up if it was water and .... depends on the general agent you 
had. Water and then COONA, and COH, or CO, or NACO. It will mix. It needs something 
to get it going and start 'em up and be, a catalyst or something. PAUSE Add energy to it, it 
adds energy so they have energy to react. 
Ok 
In the above experiment, number 7? 
Any of the above, all of the experiments . 
.. is measuring the total change in the environment. Temperature of the environment. 
If you go back to the, Return Reset Okay now if you react, ..... 
KOH is not ....... 
... it's on the other side. 
Okay, I think that's all right. Now a few questions for you. On this, when you say 
environment, what is environment? 
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Uhm, everything inside the calorimeter, the water, the air if it's been affected, I guess. But it 
also includes, it's everything that inside the thermometer that is measured by 10. 
But what is it actually measuring? Where do you put the thermometer? 
In the liquid. 
So what are we doing? So is it only water there? 
Solution. 
And when you say gave up heat, is there is sulfuric acid there, once it started the reaction? 
No, it's H2plus, or H2 2 plus, or H2 plus S04 minus 2. 
So what is giving up the heat? Where does the heat come from? 
The bonds breaking and form. 
So what is the process called when bonds break and form? 
A chemical reaction. 
A few more questions. Okay, on this one you said it was exothermic, does the sign matter? 
What the sign says? 
Yeah, 1:!,.H. 
m or q or whatever. 
Actually, yeah, and I probably messed up the sign somewhere didn't I? Er no. The!':!,. Tis 
positive it's exothermic and the sign switches, q because it's giving off energy and so ... 
And what are you measuring? You're measuring q of what? 
Q of home. 
And when you are looking at!':!,. T, what are you looking at? 
What q are you measuring? 
Q of, q of the solution, or q of the reaction and since q is the solution and you have to 
calorimeter .... Action, no but wait ... 
You don't have to change it, I'm just asking you a question. 
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Because one equals the other. Q solution equals q of reaction, so then q, er q of the solution, 
plus q of the reaction would be zero. So q of the reaction equals negative q of the solution, or 
the other way around. So that'd be negative q reaction would be mo ls of the limiting reagent. 
So what, okay this is water, we found out, q, what q is that? It's positive right? 
I think q should have been, if it was positive, it was supposed to be, because one plus the 
other equals zero. So when you subtract one ... 
Okay, so which one are you finding out here? 
That was q of the reaction. Q of the solution, because of the water is the forefront one for the 
C. And that was the, /j_ Twas the change of temperature, mostly in the water. So. If the /j, h 
of. .. 
So is this q of solution and /j_ h of the solution? And what do you think the reaction q and /j, 
H would be? 
Like, /j_ Hof the reaction? Oh, let's ....... probably the same because the only thing that really 
reacted was the acid and the base and the water was just, it was in, so, water didn't react at all 
because water stayed water, so, ... 
Okay, so that is ?? to q solution right? This is q solution. 
That was /j, H. 
/j, H. So the solution off of the reaction? 
Was both. I don't know. It all depends on the solution. But then the solution and the 
reaction are interchangeable unless you don't take into account the error or the calorimeter, 
or whatever. 
Okay, so is there any change at all between the solution reaction q? 
One is positive and one is ... so one would be negative and one would be positive. One plus 
the other would be zero, so the one has to be negative. 
Okay, so according to yours, which would be negative and which would be positive? 
The solution was the negative. Shouldn't of because /j_T was positive. Uhm. I've never 
been good in this science stuff, but, all right, exothermic so I just always thought /j, H didn't 
have to be ah, negative. So, and the sign on ........ . 
Let's go through this once more. You're finding the q of what? 
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Right then? It was the q of reaction. 
Is this Q of reaction? 
Q of solution. 
Q of solution. Or reaction? 
Pretty much the same. As far as I can tell, they did the same thing in this. 
Yeah. The values would be the same, but tell me what the sign, for this one. Is it the q of the 
solution or the q of reaction? 
I would say q of solution minus or plus the q of reaction. 
But when you do this calculation what is it you are measuring, q of what? 
Q of.. .... solution. Yes. Because the 4.1 I get for, is for water. Which is part of the 
solution. 
So this is the q of the solution, what would be the q of the reaction? 
Negative of that. 
Okay, so this is what you got, so it's a negative of this? 
Yeah. 
And so what would be the L1 Hof the reaction? 
Negative 56. 
And is that exothermic reaction? 
That is exothermic because it is giving off energy. It's using energy to ...... it's negative. 
So what you are doing here is solution.. And then when you changed the signs it becomes 
the reaction. That's what you need to remember. This is always solution, because you 
mentioned, like you said, 4 point one to do the solution. Okay? 
What you said was right, the acid in NaOH. It could be 56 or not because it's a weak base. 
But if you do weak and weak, we have acetic acid and bisodium carbonate, all, what we did 
to citric acid is the weak base. And sodium bicarbonate is again a weak base. So what do 
you think the temperature would be if water, would it have to be as strong as strong, or would 
it be lower? Or? 
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Hmm ... .it is still making the salt in the water, so it probably would be the same if it was the 
same products. 
Okay. So what happens is when you see a strong, as a ?? strong acid is, it completely ionizes, 
okay? But if it's a weak acid or a weak base it doesn't completely ionize. So some of them 
still remains the same form. So it doesn't completely react. That reason. Sometimes those 
don't. So acidic acid is a weak acid, but since NaOH's are very strong base, it builds out, so 
it can be 56, but instead of in NaOH if you have used sodium bicarbonate, it may not 
complete the reaction. 
Double, what did you say, was ah, is right? The volume, that is the reason. Instead of saying 
the environment, environment is right, but it's more of the volume of the heat, the heat of the 
volume. You are measuring the heat of the air. So you are measuring the what solution? 
Right. But since you had molar for solution, the !:!,, H would remain the same. But this q 
doubled because the mass doubled. Okay? Now this again, don't make this mistake, 
everyone does that. Okay? But that is, you're trying to find out the pure NaOH. But what 
you are looking at is what all is there, inside the calorimeter. That is all these. Okay. 
Looking at your graph. Can you just explain this graph to you? Why is it increasing and 
what happened after that? 
I think it is here because it was very NaOH sodium reagent. And here, and that's where we 
go about both reacting completely. 
No, but why is it increasing? 
It is increasing because you are increasing the amount that's actually, the volume is staying 
the same, so it's heating up the same amount of water. But you have more base reacting, 
so .... It was more energy being given off by the reaction because you have more of the 
water. 
Okay. 
I kept increasing until the both react completely. I don't know why the base stopped it 
though. It's basic with the S in the reaction, the base of dT remain the same. 
So what do you expect it, what do you want it to do? 
I was expect, ....... It kind of looks, !:!,, T can't keep increasing forever. 
After this point, what would happen to!:!,, T if you keep adding NaOH? 
Eventually 1:!,,T would start to be, probably decrease. Because your, there is less stuff 
reacting. Oh no, actually it would remain the same ? because it seemed like, yeah. This is a 
graph ofNaOH reacting, and since HCl became a limiting reagent it's not going to, so it'll 
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keep up to the same amount, which is the volume, so the!},, T's are going to remain the same 
all the way through. 
So if you had more points how do you think it would go? Do you think it would go down? 
I'll just keep going straight across, because the volume stays the same, and it's the same 
amount reacting. So. Because no matter of how much NaOH you put in there, it's always 
going to be the same amount of HCl. 
And okay, now, the other group, Kristy and Jennifer. They tried mixing both the solids 
together for today and it didn't react, and they started heating it up, and they did see it rising. 
So they started heating and it reacted. But then they mixed it together without stirring, and it 
didn't react. So what solids start reacting. The thing is, you need it to H+, right? You need it 
to OH- this is ion and forms. So if you have water there, that's fine, it ionizes. If you don't 
have water, you have to give it energy to break apart. So that's the reason that happens. 
Stirring is like you getting energy. So what you said is right, but all, and again, when you 
mix two solid acids and a base, I think you said, all were exothermic somewhere, any acid 
and a base reaction, yeah, any acid and a base, they found that, I don't know whether you did 
that, but some of the other groups found that they can use in endothermic. If you just take a 
lot of it?? put it together and added water and just held the beaker, it felt really cold. 
Someone did that. So, mostly, what is strong and strong, strong and strong is always, but 
happened here? 
Exothermic. 
Exothermic. And you have to give minus, but if it's weak and weak sometimes it's 
endothermic. So you can't always generalize that acid base reactions are exothermic. But, a 
strong and strong that you usually come across it's fine. 
...,(;/ 
Investigating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and Bases 
Interview Worksheet 
Name: Tl c.oMPt.f1Ell 
URL: t.np:i!l29.186.l 18.81/LASCAC/index.php 
Chem 177 Recitation Section: -~---
Assume 4.184 J •c-1 g·• as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
I. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
\' .,. "l~ C:J::f1C, T; , a4· OO'(, 
a. Write a balance chemical equation for the reaction. \" <:I • \ " 
H~~4 +.JJa.Qlt -'>~:i)q rz.H,_ 0 \~ 'C :0.IQ -+ Df 
b. What gained heat? 
':f;uuJ« 
e. Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (AH) for the reaction. 
11( iti::e~ ¢l 4' J) (~ . ~a I I I.. 't'6 J 
Q>t\\\aJ:l:~.'J ~ f5 ~ g.,~lc -:SI NlO \ '"' ~ \\ 
,, cYb N'lC' F.SlP a. :~-a. C'' ¥-;s I (r'lo \ 
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2. Mix any strong acid and strong base together in different concentrations and volumes. (e.g.700.0 
mL of3.0 M HCl is mixed with 800.0 mL of2.0 M KOH.) Note the initial and final temperatures 
of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
ti r o + Uc/\H ~'> \4"(\ t \Jc(Q . ·~. (jf • ~-= • ~\ 
a. 'C'alculate the mOTar enthalpy (Art1 /bf this reaction. ~.DM\. o.0-~{ . \ 
0.. i'tel) (tf. l't<..t)C llf. tD) = ~-~l a o .- ~O\\ ~ ·'to "'t; 
~{p ''t 1 ~ 1)'114l.f, ~J -n ,. ;)\.l"Oo( 
• f(lO I - 1 ~ ~"6 "'ifJ•c 
oloCf111,~S/vY\O, { . 
b. Is the reaction exothennic or endothennic? Explain why. 
f: x~h~n"v'.'I \c ~ ~\om• qgJfW..d ~c:J, \'NJ...~~"'% -+-~ veCLuxm 
y'W$ '-.) p ~().,~ . 
c. How does th'lrlnolar enthalpy for tl1is reaction compare to that in Question l '? What will be 
your cone.I us ion in relation to Question!? Explain. 6\-\ \-;:;. () \\5 'n\\~ \G(...1.)-€ ~· iV\ 1tµSfillv'\Z 
\~('j + ~0\.\ ()(·~ o\ 'i~\i l~ 1te.CA.£'1'0e \\\CJ-.n \\ b041 YJaa~ 
3. )f~\i:l~1~~;~:&~~~~.~,;i~~ 
happen to ~ T and hence q? Whl\t d? yon infer from this Jn relation to Questions I and 2? 
b I u...11 \\ ~ rc~l \1 \)t 1 Ciittl~Jr\.c. ~·, , a I.\ .OCi 
% Tu \oe :\):St>11\~'fe. · Tf '~D. 10 
.J)t-.. t.o.1 
4. If you keep the eoneentration of acid and base (use H2SQ4 and NaOH) the same as Question I, but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to i:O.T on mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question 1? 
Prcdiciio~: C n\\\ 'ft",f(\Q...,~if\ fu ~ 
Results: 1~ l e"Il.J.C,1,..\~2 d '=khl ~ . .('(\Q l\: a1...\,<.X) 
a. How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated (q) and the ddtai e1~pl(t.H) 
of the reaction? Explain \·t ~ ~ Ct~.fec.\ ¥<\..,\ Nu.J· 
'GeCQi.u:R LL~ \f\c.JlnCv~d -\-M ~Jcl?~ o.-b ~~ 
m\®Of\":::, , blt dr~\J\& '< e ffiCJ-.\ I{\ --\\\.<:>. (O.~)\..Q. i \-\ 
·, 0 ro~ c~f\< c-\< c\ \£)~ '{'{\D)!:16 , ~ r'f'O \ e ~ of 
'\~\..~ \ \ rn, \\ ,~ \f tv..~''-.-l t)Je..JUt c& ('$.> clou l.o Cadl , 
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5. Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to 
see if the amount of base added to the acid influences temperature change (S[). Print the graph of 
t\T versus moles and the tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). 
\\!l~ \'11-.},L()\\ -'>zt\D t Ucd~q ~~· ~ ·~ 111 c 1 
1'-~ 0\-\ .. i l - IL \ i\ ~ L .., 
\,\ ;})~ cont.\c.,l')t ll ·'OM . • aM 1D ~ T l1_rY4 Q..c') ',..' 
~ \\rill d L 6 n o\ t-.J~ 0 \-\ 
6. lfyou mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H1S04, 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, and 600.0 mL of water, what 
is the mass of th~ solution?-\~ tu.ilt llkdit 'f>· 
r:f.01 ~ + LiX) -- I (D(() ~ 
lb0~(4.\~ ( b\6C) ~. 
5'<-(1r· r;) 
7. If a solid acid, such as oxalic acid COOH-COOH, is mixed with solid NaOH, what do you think 
will happen?'Ex1)lain. 
\i LL1\ \ \ fblfA a 
?iJ.S.t c;._{'{\ y..,9.r::::, ,, .)~ c a 'J 
~\\ OJ06 o-~'\C~ VXi./;;F xc_u.,~J1on :s ~ ~~ p-('{hu-J~ 
8. In the above experiments, what is the thermometer measuring? 
ffr)lo~~tQ~l>S \fJ\J('(\p\r'£j \r. ~ eo .. Q~Jlt0\~\.9.,r 
o. re~ ',,y\~ ·\-'(\.tt ~\\.!!;i \ (!6\\Sl: \Q \ · 
Investigating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and Bases 
Interview Worksheet 
Name;J Ni C.OMPlfTf;j) Chem 177 Recitation Section: 
URL: h!!n;/1 I :f.2.J89JJJtKl/1.AS(:AC'/iml.£;<,,p!m 
Assume 4.184 J ·'C' is"' as specific heat of the solutions and l.00 g/mL for the density ofthe solutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to detemiine the limiting reagenL) 
I. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle"A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
a. Write a balance chemical equation for the reaction. 
#H~S04+~Nw\.J ~d-O-t- N~~ 
b. What gained heat? . 
N<AO \.\ -ro...r·11d\,;:;:>t..t .a...> 
What gave up heat? f3 .,'.) 4' 00 
~\ ~ '~ 30,");;I. 
c. ls the rea?iion exo~ermic or endothennic? Explain why. 
e~ei\-~"''c.. 1 Ch0.n3e. 1f! .\-ef"f\p wa..s pc:,..~:-five... 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
\he bre.o..k1f'\5 a..r<l h)c~\~ o~ borid S. 
c. Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (!i.H) for the reaction. 
fY'\O\ 
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2. Mix any stron,; 'd and strong base together in different concentrations and volumes. (e.g.700.0 
mL of 3.0 M s mixed with 800.0 mL of2.0 M~ Note the initial and final temperatures 
of both soluti se the toggle"A/B" switch belo~'-6lfemperature gauge.) 
\.\CJ + ~OH -'} H.J. o + No.Ct . 
a. Calculate the molar enthalpy (/\H) for this reaction. 1fllb .() I 'I- 3-::-.;J. \ n'\ol 14 C. I 
-::vi :::: d4 • QO .o~YJ._::: • I le nw I Na.Cl ft 
11:= 3·i. ~o 
ISto ') 'i.( '-1.\·i..'l~.,c.)<(1y.3~c:)-= gq L?lo \ j 
· 89 t"Ld,,J :: 5loo 3ZLa:sJ/mcd 
. .11,, fl'IO I 
b. ls the reactmn exOThenmc or en · ? Explain why. 
\I + ~10,-. ei.,o--,T, e..- n,·, c. 1 :J o_ori e °"' + 
c. How does the molar enthalpy for this reaction compare to that in Question l '? What will be 
your conclusion in relation to Question I? Explain. '°"·S \s ::,\;<Jh+\'1 low~ -+ho...ri +h~; tf't 'bu.es-Lan 11 SD 
\.\CJ ~- NCAOH o..r<. ;.,\;:31,,+li \<:SS reru:...\1\Je +\...<l.1-i UJ.~ + ~ru)\-1, 
I)µ, \5, 0... S0\':)'I'\. ~· rl(,ru::,\ ~I.);+'/ 
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3. If you mixed 500.0 mL ofl.O M CH3COOH (acetic acid), 500.0 mL of LO M NaOR what will T',' 'J.4.00 
happen to 1\T and hence q? What do you infer from this in relation to Questions l and 2? tf "'3<>. 10 
bT ~:;, rc~~.11"1\Je. I w\--,~,r., rno...k.e~ 9:i po"-,-\1v(. (ST ()..j"\J <ti IN; H bc+.i, 
'o e I fl +h::: S\'.. 
4. If you keep the concentration of acid and base (use H2SO. and NaOH) the same as Question !, but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to .!lT on mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question 1? T. ""~ y , oo 
Prediction: .D:r ~\\ .. Cicl:_cbru::i~e..- l.() ", t-h \)CJ! , \. m<. Tf " ~· 1 0 
Results: --==-L---:k.L!L!oL ... -.1..."''·1..1·-·-~~"""--""'µ...-._-------
a. How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated (q) and the molar enthalpy (llH) 
of the reaction? Ex )lain ed Q 
~F1 bea:x.u.se rY'\O...$S 1...~ 
I f\C rt(O..~ed, I bu...+ f)\J., 
rv'°' <'>~') c\oe~ no--\ 
r.e.~t\ed be CO..\AS('. 
c~~( ,-t· 
5. Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant. Design an experiment to 
see if the amount of base added to the acid influences temperature change (~T). Print the graph of 
L\ T versus moles and the tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). 
~ ~-\~SDL\ + d) f\.\)vt\ :;{ l-kO+ ~J.,so<.l 
t-\c)SC::''I (conS-l:C\f\-i-) ::: IL J .. 5 t-'\ 
No,..OH{.Y0r1o0::>\e,')::: • IL-\ L bd • I L 
"t:' f'i\ 7 
6. lfyou mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M~ 500.0 mL of 1.0 M~ and 600.0 mL of water, what 
is the mass of the solution? ·io c:a...Jcwo.;;I e CC 
(ffl!) 5oJ +sen + lcCO ~I L,CJO 5 
I L:a:)3'1- LJ, 1i~t'.- x ti C0 c) 
7. !fa solid acid, such as oxalic acid COOH-COOH, is mixed with solid NaOH, what do you think 
wil appen'? Ex~!ain. 
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Mo\ecu1t::i b\Jsf\p~n3 111\-o e_o...ch ~<r (}x1d thl 
+hef· rf'O~etk'..r. 
0 5000/0.0500 
0.500010.1 ODO 
0 .5000/0 .1500 
0 5000/0 .2000 
0 .5000/0 .2500 
0.5000/0.3000 
0.5000/0.3500 
0.5000/04000 
0 5000/0.4500 
0 .5000/0.5000 
0.5000/0JJOOO 
0 5000!1 .5000 
0 .5000/1 3500 
1.500 
1.BOO 
1.7C!O 
1.81JO 
1.900 
24.6 
25.11 
25.54 
25.91 
26.23 
26.51 
26.76 
26.88 
27.17 
2.23 
2.51 
2.76 
2.88 
JaOH 
~JaOH 
NaOH 
NaOH 
NaOH 
NaOH 
NaOH 
NaOH 
NaOH 
l\laOH 
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40.00 
:r 30.00 
-l 
(II 
3 
"O 
( 10 ''C) 
20.00 
1000 
1111 
1.000 
Moles of Substance 
2.000 
0 H2S04 
@ NaOH 
1111 Limiting Reagent 
A Other is LR 
• Equal amts. 
D Draw Lines 
Change Scales: 
@ 10'1C X 1mole 
3.000 0 PC XO 1mole 
0 0.1"C X 0.01 mole 
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Investigating the Heat Associated with Neutralization of Acids and Bases 
Interview Worksheet 
Name: i 1..i. N:L Obs~ivc.JJ'ons Chem 177 Recitation Section: --·--~---
URL: hl112://129. l 8{1JJl&W..A$Gf:)~(,:/Jndex.rum 
Assume 4.184 J 'C' g· 1 as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
(Hint: Use the balanced equation to determine the limiting reagent.) 
I. 500.0 mL of 1.0 M H2S04 is mixed with 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH. Note the initial and final 
temperatures of both solutions. (Use the toggle''A/B" switch below the temperature gauge.) 
:' ~Write a balance chemical equation for the reaction. 
·.J fl; ""71 
i' 
b. What gained heat? 
What gave up heat? 
c. 1.s the reaction exotb¥n1ic or endothermic'? Explain why. 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? L._ , · i 1 ,;~ ~ 
fd 4' 4,~"""''1 ·-, 
e. Calculate the heat exchanged in the reaction and the molar enthalpy (Mi) for the reaction. 
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~ ~ r.JziJZI t1 ~\- ~~Jv' 
~ * . ~ 
2. Mix any_~tr_si_IJgJJ!:~id and strong base together i!l.dif'!~i:~i ~oncentrations and volumes. (e.g.700.0 
mL ot1_:Q_M,Jjg!lis mixed with 800.0 mL o(2.0 0 ;~Note the initial and final temperatures 
of both solutions. (Use the toggle"AIB" switc11'5e o e temperature gauge.) 
a. Calculate the molar enthalpy (.d.H) for this reaction. 
x4 16' x /4 ·Jo -:=:.-
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O·FJK2"'" 
61f ,._ 
JJ~l1 ~ 
-~-&n'Y {;:l.'.I:: """i·.~J'I'\ 
..,// 
b. Is the reaction exothermic or endothermic? ~lain why. 
~~ 
c. How does the molar enthalpy for this reaction compare to that in Question I? What will be 
your conclusion in relation to Q_uest_i.on I? Explain.. 1-.··.· -~. • -~~~ "'."""· .. ~ <•"f"~rjj· 
. •. I - A . A\-{ d.e,U. < 1'A,.i -N!·'') X:£<1:::>.0 >J>T 
,.~ ~·,. /;l-<"j~ l,(~<'f. i ij . 
· tJ L. 'l'.L,.ki"t A~ 
~{( I /' J(AAO I\ Y.P'Y\ :t:'..-<<..1'0'-+t , I •. .• ' I . ·. I. ~ ii v I a"\Ji- ·-7 ·le<:~ ~ '· Y:..tt'•<u·---.. 
~ <t -~ .(J<L0k'; 
ff you mixed 500.0 mL of 1.0 M CH3COOH (acetic acid), 500.0 mL of 1.0 M NaOH, what will 
happen to 8 T and hence q? What do you infer from this in relation to Questions l and 2? 
~ .. ,,J) • ,; (. YJ ,/'~"·•>(/~¢"'"'-'= 
4. If you keep the concentration of acid and base (use H2S04 and NaOH) the same as QLtestion 1, but 
double the volumes of acid and base, predict what will happen to AT on mixing the solutions as 
compared to Question I'? 
\..,,/ 
Prediction: _J...ilx~?::....:..:;;i::=--·'--'--·'·-.... c .... : ... c:.: ... ..:~~.......!'.::::::..:..__;_-lt-1~~-""';;;.....:;::...;...,..i.--·'-· ~ ""' ~ "'f 
Results: .... - ...... ------------·-··------·--·------·-------····--................ -
a. How does doubling the volll!lle affect the heat generated (q) and the molar enthalpy (AH) 
of the reaction? Explain 
lJ ......... 111 ~_;:,'\. ~<;-Q 1 
_::;, ~ r.:..J:r> ' ·-\'.':. r..:11. \-
~ ~ ,j,1>111. "'~ &. .. ......, ~ #i'.'.. yv.... ( ..,,__,,,, /b•, ~-. 
~ ..;:.;~ '(' 1:.xi..,.,i;<f\.-. J j r....R.. .. ,, 
l.~{ ·- IL 
,%"'-
+-· Xl'<1 () If 
5. Using the simulation, keep the total volume of the acid solution constant Design an experiment to 
see if the amount of base added to the acid influences temperature change ( ~ T). Print the graph of 
AT versus moles and ihe tabular data from the simulation (include at least 6 data points). 
i\ . 
zi, I 
7. lf a solid acid, such as oxalic acid COOH-COOH, is mixed with solid NaOH, what do you think 
will happen? Explain. 
·.h YY'•tlL ~-- i "}><<.J;;:_ J.,,~-') , 
.J:tAk + 1i ;:iJ.1 
8. In the above experiments, what is the thermometer measuring? 
1 ~ · \4 ~ ">..C:..,,<.. ~ ""] •; --;) ~>X- .. ~¥,,....,~ ""-""· ~J·.} 
I~ -~ ff·___.., ~?'L (',,'\ 6:J"'1J ~ "i ~:> A-4./~jiz,..C<.. 
,,,A,'j 
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Nl and Tl (Heat of Neutralization) 
Okay, we'll get started. 
So I balance chemical H2S04 plus NaOH, so it's going to yield water plus ... 
Isn't it NaS04? 
Yep. 
So, balanced, so, no it's not. Put that there. Uhm, so, I'm going to put those H's over here. 
Times 3. That can go times 2. Uhm, 
You have to put a 2 in front of there. That's a 2, and that's a 2, and the other. .. 
Okay. Okay. 
NaS04, what's the oxidation state of Na? 
Is it Na2S04? 
Yeah. 
All right and then ... 
So you may want to balance that with the different. 
It's already balanced, yeah. H2S04 and NaOH. We have to put in the volume. 
Is 500 milliliters. Point 5. 
We have to drag it out to point 5. 
molarity is one. It won't go one, so make it point one. And then ... xlO 
All right, and then NaOH, same ... times 2. Okay. 
Can you talk up more loudly? 
All right. Okay, the original temperature of tank A, is, 24.0. Yeah. And B is ... 
Should be the same. 
So, and mix tanks. Is The reaction endothermic or exothermic ... I can never get it 
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Because the change in temperature was a positive. 
Yeah. That's for the solution, which would be the reaction would be, exothermic. 
That's what I was thinking. Okay, what gained heat and what gave up heat? Wouldn't it be 
the acid. The acid gave it up and the base, I don't remember, I believe it's the acid gave it up 
and the base gained it. But I don't know for sure. 
I .. I just forgot everything. 
Yeah. I know just how that goes. I believe the base gained it and the acid gave it up. But 
I'm not going to say that for sure. 
Wouldn't it be solution, or, I don't remember having, ... 
well we can do question D and that is breaking and forming of bonds. 
Calculate the heat exchange in the reaction and the molar enthalpy for reaction. It would be, 
uhm, one thousand milliliters which is the same as grams. 
Yeah. 
So a thousand grams times 4.18, oh gosh, J per degree Celsius. Grams Celsius times uhm, 5 
point 82, or 28. 
Can I use your calculator? 
6.73. 
What did you get? 
2808.96. 
Okay, I got, I got a more accurate, I used 4.184, and got 28116 ..... 
It shouldn't be that much for a difference, though. 
Oh, that was a big difference. 
I still got the same thing. 
I used a thousand, it's added in. 
Oh, that's where I messed up. 
Ah, and, my limiting reagent is, just take either of them because they are the same. 
Yeah. Moles is Point 05. 
56 thousand ... er, no, what did you get? 
561,792J per mol. And, I don't know what that one is up there. 
What did you say? Gained heat? 
I think that the base gains it and the acid gives it up, but I don't remember, exactly. 
Well, that's more than I have, so .... 
Mix any strong and strong base together in different concentrations and volumes. Uhm, 
should we just use the example they give us? 
Oh, sure. 
So, we tried and, . .let me see .... so .... HCl and KOH ... 
If you try it once more. You may have to reset it 
Yeah. So, click on KOH ... 
Maybe we should just use the NaOH? 
Okay, yeah. And just use their different volumes. So ... 
Okay, so 700 milliliters of 3 molars and 800 milliliters of2 molars. And, ... 
molecular ....... oh gosh. Multiply. 
That's not ... H2S04 and NaOH 
Yeah. That's what we choose. Originally at.. ..... 
Can you do the HCl instead? I want a different one? 
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Oh, HCl instead of ..... okay. And .... all right. It's not giving us any volume, I'm thinking. 
There. 
It's going to be 24 again. 
Yeah. and temperature. That is seriously exothermic. And that's 38.3. So .... 
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It's going to say gained heat -- What do you say gained heat? 
The solution. Okay, so, mass is 700 plus 800 is 1500 grams times 12.18 equals per gram of 
Celsius. Times 14.30 degree Celsius equals 9,6611 is what I got. And we have to find the 
limiting reagent. So we have ... 
It's just 7.07 times 3. 21, er point 21 ofHCl. And .08 times 2 is point 16 mols ofNaOH. 
So, NaOH is .... 
We have to write the balance equation first. 
Oh yeah. 
NaOH ........ H20 ...... so, it's a one to one. Point 16 mols equals uhm, 560,381.25 is what I 
got. 
Yeah. 
All right. How does the mol enthalpy reaction compare to that in question one? It is slightly 
warm, because if you put it in terms ofkJ, which is what most of them are compared in terms 
of. That would be your conclusion in relation to question one. So, ah, HCl and NaOH have 
slightly less reactivity than H2S04 and NaOH, wouldn't that be? 
I think it's slightly less reactive. But has a higher, 
No it has a lower /1 H. 
Yeah, /1 His lower. 
11 H is one of the factors in determining reactivity, I believe. 
I have ... .I'm not studied yet so I don't remember this. I think that's what it is. 
Would we be correct in our assumption saying that /1 H affects, or is a sign of reactivity? 
Yeah. 
So, or slightly less reactive. H2S04 .... Is slightly, ....... Okay .... Are we supposed to just 
guess on this one, or are we supposed to test? 
You can test it. Or guess. Which ever one. 
What's it mean, like, happen to /1 T and hence q. 
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How is q and ~ T related? 
Okay. 
So it's, ... .24 ..... and ..... 
I'm going to say 30.7, it's about in between. 
Yeah. And ~ T is enhanced. ~ T .......... . 
It will be positive and ah, causing ....... the ........ q to be positive . 
. . . .in relation to questions one and two. m and q will both be positive in those. I mean~ T 
and q. If you keep a concentration of acid and base used, H2S04 ....... and NaOH the same 
as question one. So that is .... they both ....... . 
The volume won't change the temperature. Like, the change in volume will not affect the 
change in temperature. 
Yeah. ~ T ....... okay, so H2S04, we need one molar and we need one molar, NaOH, and, 
volume is one liter. 
That just go back? 
All right. And ..... . 
Oh you have to put new trial. 
No, once you hit accept that volume should go up. 
It didn't. Retrial. And now it should. Now you push it set. 
It didn't go up. Maybe tankB is considered larger, it is. TankB is considered larger than tank 
A, because that's more of what we are into. 
Okay. 
Tf, I bet will equal 37. Er 30 point 7. 
Yep. 
They both remain the same. How does doubling the volume affect the heat generated in the 
molar enthalpy of the reaction? 
q equals, doesn't q equal me ~T? 
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Yeah. Actually it does. Because that we ... .increased ..... we increased the mass. 
Because mass was increased. 
And8H? 
Uhm, 8 H should remain ......... we just have to ........ shouldn't 8H remain the same? 
No, it shouldn't. 
8H should remain the same. 
Okay. 
Why do you say this? 
Because it's not affected by mass. That's what we have been doing in lab, forever. 
So compared to the other question, the mass has doubled, right? 
Yes. 
And the q doubled? 
Yes. 
So how does 8H remain the same? Because you are using ........ . 
Well, because the fact that the mols have also increased. 
No. Mols are within the equation. 
Oh, yeah, it would. Because the mols would also be doubled. So the 8H would still remain 
the same. In the simulation keep the total volume of the acid ........ say the amount of the 
base added to the acid includes this temper change? Print the graph of 8 T mo ls and the 
capita data from the simulation for 6 data points. So ... .let's use H2S04 as ... 
Well, we have to keep NaOH. 
Oh yea. 
Because it's not moving. 
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So, we can just keep those two. Because you have to keep, well, it doesn't matter what acid 
we use. We have to use NaOH. So, H2S04 doesn't matter. 
Okay. So, are we actually printing out the graph, so we don't have to actually write all of our 
information in here? 
You don't have to, just print it out. 
Okay. 
TAPE TURNED OVER. 
Na2S04. Are all the H2S04 over 2's? 
You need in front of the Na and a 2 in front of the H20 too. Yeah. 
Okay, so. We'll use ... 
H2S04 being ... 
Is the constant. Then we'll use that, should we use, one liter of point 5M ? 
That works. 
5 mil, and we'll use, and then we'll use, we have to use NaOH. That's the variable. 
What range do you want to head for? 
Well, let's do, should we do at least 6, maybe we should do just 10. point 1 liters through 
one liter. 
Okay, that would give a mix .... 
Yeah .... liters through one liter by point one. And ... 
Can we keep the molarity the same? 
I think we should. Keep the molarity the same. It doesn't say that we have to change it. No 
it doesn't. So we'll use point 5 M? 
Yeah. 
Okay. So ........ hit new trial. Clear that out. 
And we'll use .lliter to start out with. Accept .... .is there a way that we can save this into a 
table or something? 
Yeah. Uhm, mix tanks. Okay. That didn't raise very much. 
No, but that's because it was a very, very small volume ofNaOH. 
Use Store Data? Did you do that? 
Yes. Yes. That's all. 
Yep. 
This part is tedious. 
Slowly but surely the temperature is rising. 
Yeah. 
It added right? 
Yeah. 
For this one you have, NaOH is the limiting agent throughout? You do at least two signs 
with HCl as the limiting reagents. 
Okay. 
So you have to decide how much you have to take to make HCl as the limiting reagent. 
WE have to have to go out past the one liter in the NaOH. 
We can't do that. 
Oh we can't. 
We'd have to change this .... yeah, we'd have to change the volume in the H2S04. 
Is there any other way you can do it? 
No because this simulation doesn't allow us to go any higher than one liter. 
Can we change molarity? 
Well, that's. You can try that. You can decide how much it would take . 
. . . point 6 and .7 of the molarity of the NaOH? 
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Just enough so that there's a few more mols. NaOH than there is, well, it shows before. 
If you want HCl as, the limiting reagent, how do you, should they be less of HCl or more of 
the HCl? 
Less. Which liters-wise we kept this as our constant, so we can't change anything over there. 
We can't change anything over there, so ..... 
All you can do is change something here. 
Yeah. And we want the maximum ... 
. . . we have the maximum volume already ..... 
... .ifwe made more concentration then there'd be more mols ... 
... yeah, there'd be more mols to mix, so that should work. Nope, it didn't work. 
You want the HCl as a limiting? 
Yeah. 
So you need how of that HCl? Which should be more HCl or NaOH. 
It should be more NaOH, which we altered . 
. . . NaOH means what mol? 
More mols. 
Yes, so what are you looking at here? 
The molarity, which we already altered. 
So are you saying that molarity and mols are the same? 
Well if you have a, well a higher molarity means there are more mols per liter, so, by that 
fact, if you increase the molarity, you have more mols to react. 
Mols over here are .5 .... no. 
The last one should have worked because there are more mols ofNaOH than H2S04, that's 
why I don't...see ... 
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Point 5 mols. 
That's how I don't see how, because there was .9 mols ofNaOH in the last one. Unless we 
don't have our equation right there. Unless we haven't balanced our equation in the last one, 
should have also. 
Our temperature change has to be higher than this. Meaning ..... 
Do you want to do one more point with that? 
We'll go back down to 9. 
Okay. 
It better work. Makes me nervous. 
I know. I'm thinking right now, ..... . 
Do you want to print that out? 
... no it's up here. 
You can draw the graph. 
Do you want to add more points? 
No. So, print the graph of dT versus mols, 
Moles of which one? 
it doesn't say. We'll probably, well, they'll have to be mols ofNaOH. Because that's the 
only one that we varied. 
Did you check the equation once more? 
And it needs to be a 3 in front of this. 
Why? 
Because we have 6 H's over on this side, and that's the only place where H fits in there. And 
that throws off our O's. 
What do you mean? We have four, there is ... 
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... four. Five six. 
No, there shouldn't be a two there. 
Oh, okay. That's right. 
Okay, I can mix 500 milliliters of 1 molar H2S04. 500, .... plus solution .... 500 ...... nope . 
. . . of the solution is 1100 grams. 
Because we have to do, when we have to add in the molecular weight of this, I think we have 
to add in the molecular weight of, I mean the formula weight ofNaOH and an H2S04. So 
it'll be 5 hundred, plus 5 hundred, plus 600. 
Why do you have to have molecular weight? 
I think that's probably what they're asking for. 
It shouldn't be. Because before we did added two with those. We don't need to do 
molecular weight. 
Yeah. Because we didn't do it before. So it's going to be 1600 grams. If solid acids such as, 
oxalic acids, is mixed with solid, NaOH, what do you think will happen? Explain. There 
would be a slow exothermic reaction, but it would be slow because .... 
This question is what is a mass to calculate q? 
You have to calculate q. 
That's not it. 
Okay so it's 1600 grams times ....... grams ...... per ... .J per grams degree Celsius, times .. . 
We don't have a /1 T. 
Yeah. 
The problem would be set up /1 t degree Celsius. 
Do you want us to actually ..... 
No you don't have to. 
So that answer would be complete. 
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Yeah. 
Okay. If solid acid, this is a solid acid, ... .I still say it would be a slow exothermic reaction. 
But it would be slow because they are both solid. It takes more of it to react. 
Would you have to mix a vigorously? 
Yeah. 
It takes energy to break bonds and to make bonds. 
Yeah. 
Which is ..... 
. . . what is the thermometer measuring? 
Thermometers measure vibration in the atmosphere? 
I didn't know if it was going to go into that technical but .... 
Vibrations .... 
Well, molecules bumping into each other and it. 
... and what? 
Each other and it. 
And the thermometer. 
Oh. technically is what it is measuring from is that little metal piece on the bottom, they 
have to bump into it for it to measure it. 
So, in the previous question, do you think that all acids and bases would react salt and water? 
I mean, sorry .... would they be exothermic all acid base reactions? 
Yes . 
... ..... right? 
Are all acid and based reactions exothermic? 
No, they aren't exothermic, some of them heat up when ..... 
...... well heating up when mixed would make it an endothermic, or would make it 
exothermic. 
She's saying are all of them exothermic? 
No, they are not. 
Some cool down when they are mixed? 
Yeah. So, some of these, the one constant is that they all form a salt and water. 
Yeah. 
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So we don't want to put that exothermic reaction. We want to go with whatever is constant 
on all acid based reactions . 
. . . acid based reactions ..... 
Okay now if you look at these graphs, why do you think the temperature is increasing? 
Uhm, the temperature is increasing because more and more mo ls of the substance are 
reacting. 
Because we're adding more mols. 
Yeah, we're adding more mols so that more may react. 
Okay. And, ah, what happens after the equal amounts, is it decreasing? 
There is a slight decrease after that. 
So what happens after that point? 
They basically just form an arc when the limiting reagent changes, because ahm, then there is 
less mo ls of the opposite substance reacting. 
Yeah. 
Okay. 
Now when you calculated the ~ H, does the sign matter for ~ H and q? 
Yes. It does. 
Yeah. 
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So what does the sign depend on? 
The exothermic endothermic. 
The sign depends on the change in temperature. 
Yeah. 
Which is the either the actual exothermic or the endothermic reaction affects the change in 
temperature. 
Now, you don't have to change things, but I always like to ask questions on this. Now on 
this, when I asked you what gained and what gave up, okay when you mixed those two 
substances, is there still an acid and a base remaining after you mixed it? 
No. 
So what is remaining? 
Salt and water. 
Okay, so it's a solution, right? 
Yeah. 
So what do you think is gaining the heat, where do you feel the heat? 
In the solution? 
So that's what? You don't have to change it. Just what gained it? 
The solution ... 
So what do you think gave up there? From where did the heat come up? 
From the bonds breaking. 
If you just had H2S04 ... .is there heat? 
No. 
When you just had a ?? was there heat? 
No. No. 
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What did you mix in and there was heat? So what happened then? 
They drew energy from the surrounding atmosphere. 
Yeah, but what is happening? 
The bonds are breaking and the new ones are forming. 
What is taking place? If you are trying to think of reaction, reactions taking place, right? So 
when you say gave up heat, it's the reaction that's giving up the heat. You don't have these 
ones started ... 
Yeah. 
Now in this one you say it depends on the temperature change. When you measure the 
temperature change, what are you measuring? You are measuring the heat? Is it, are you 
measuring the heat of the solution? Or are you measuring the heat of the reaction? 
The solution. 
Solution. So it in this the heat, the q is actually solution, right? You got a positive sign there, 
but how do you get the reaction? 
Negative, or opposite side of the solution. 
Yeah. 
So whatever you are measuring? the solution? And when you want to go to the reaction, it's 
opposite. And so, one thing that would help you, exothermic would always be, so what do 
you think exothermic reactions would be? Positive or negative? 
Negative. 
So all exothermic reaction has a negative sign. If you don't put a sign it's an endothermic 
reaction. 
Yeah. 
If someone doesn't read this, and they are just looking at, okay, what would the reaction be ... 
That should be a negative though. 
It should be a negative. You got a negative read in temperature. So does that help you at all, 
what I'm trying to say? 
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Yeah. 
Now, this is what you said, ~H doesn't change because the mols remained constant. And, 
ah, okay now the change, here, you got the 56.038,. And then you got the 56, 1792. And 
what can below do? 
56 point 38 kilodrews per mol. 
And this one? 
56.178. 
Yeah. So when you look at a larger, this thing, it doesn't make much, because it's like one 
like one. There is that much of a difference. Is it a big difference or a small difference? 
Small difference. 
Small. 
So that doesn't really matter, right? So that shows you that~ His going to be the same for 
both, all. All of these reactions. That's what I was trying to get at earlier. And then, you're, 
a, again it might have messed up your values because your balance equation wasn't right. So, 
... and this graph, you started it and you should leave it because you need to consider the two 
is to one, right, the ratio is two to one, for that reason you should have considered your, this 
way when you add a large NaOH and even then it was even shifting to a H2S04. Because it 
needs twice the amount. 
Yeah. 
So how you go about doing this is look at the mols. Of both and see how many mo ls for each 
rather than going by the molarity. See what I'm saying? 
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Assume 4.184 J "C' g·' as specific heat of water. 
1. The computer will simulate a calorimetry experiment involving dissolving various 
ionic salts in water. The following compounds should be available for testing: 
ammonium nitrate, sodium nitrate, cal.cium nitrate, magnesium nitrate, sodium 
chloride, calcium chloride, ammonium chloride, magnesium chloride. One of 
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Nl and Tl (Heat of Solution) 
All right. I was here last week, and I don't care much for????? 
You need one that increases temperature and one that causes a decrease. 
All right. So, should we try the NH4N03, first? 
Sure. 
NH4N03. The equation, solid, CAN ONLY PICK UP WORDS, THEY ARE NOT 
TALKING IN COMPLETE SENTENCES. HN03. NH .. 
We're dissolving a salt and water. Wouldn't that give us an acid and a base? 
Yeah, it does. 
So H, oh, it'd be, NOH and ah, HN03. 
Yeah. Okay N03, it would be H2N03, or am I wrong? 
I think it's H2N03. There is two n's over here. I'm sorry, I suck at balancing equations. 
Now do at the 177 level if you can't balance the first shot, there is something wrong with 
your balance. It should be easy balance, you don't have to think so. 
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Yeah, I don't think it's, yeah, that doesn't look right because usually when you have OHN 
and then negative 3, it shouldn't be, uhm, I don't have a clue. 
I don't either. I can never memorize these stinking charges. 
Okay, any salt if you have sodium chloride, that's your common solid, at home, when you 
use it, and you put it in water, what do you think happens? 
The NaCl, CO, H20, or like that's what we're doing is that. And you're, and your end 
product is NaOH plus HCl. 
I think anything that when you use NaOH, have you used any ?? 
Yeah. 
I mean in lab, I mean, use, as a household item, have you seen any NaOH being used? 
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NOH or .. 
NaOH. 
NaOH. I'm not, I'm just giving you examples. 
I'm trying to think of. Cleaning. 
Cleaning liquids, soap,??? Soaps usually contains NaOH ... one minute, so you use salt in 
your food right? 
Yeah. 
And it forms, if it forms do you eat it? 
No. 
So do you think salt is being formed? 
No. 
So do you think NaOH is being formed? 
We're doing ... 
Yeah, your doing that, I'm just saying. 
In general? 
In general, when a salt is put in water, that is common salt, and NH4N03 is salt right? 
Yes. 
And when might you use a solid? 
Yes. 
So I'm just giving you an example that is common to you that you know about. So what do 
you think happens there? When you put sodium chloride with this common salt and water. 
If it forms NaOH, will you eat it? 
No. 
So do you think it's forming that? 
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No. 
So what do you think it's forming? 
Could be ammonium hydroxide. 
Liquid salt and water, what do you think it's forming? 
An acid or a base, or just one or the other, or ... 
It forms an acid and ... 
Okay, one minute, when an acid and a base reacts what forms? 
Salt and water. 
Does it go in reverse, do you think? 
No. No. 
So, is that what you are saying NaCL plus water? Is the main acid and a base. An acid and a 
base gives salt and water. So you see it includes both ways? 
No, it doesn't go both ways. 
Okay, so if you dissolve salt in water, what do you think will happen? 
They are going to break apart. 
Is that what you think, they are going to break apart. 
I think it's, I think it's ammonium hydroxide and the H2N03. 
So that's an acid and a base. I am giving you an NaCl because it's easy to ... 
Yes .. Yes .. 
Okay, so just write this first. See it breaks apart, what would happen? 
You get NaOH plus HCL. So that gives you an acid and a base. 
So you say an acid and a base, will give you salt and water. And salt and water will give you 
back acid and base? 
No. 
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Yeah. 
If you react those what would you get? 
A salt and water. 
A salt and water, yeah. 
Would you get that? 
Yeah. 
So if you react these what would you get that back? 
No, it doesn't go. 
Okay, so what do you think you'd get? 
That's what we are trying to think. 
She said something, she said we'd break apart. So if it breaks apart, ... 
Then your components are ... 
... so if you break apart what would you do? 
Those are your components. 
I agree, breaking apart is right. So how would you break this apart? 
The NaCl break, the H20 will break but they can break in so many different ways that you 
don't want to do that until you figure out what the patterns .... 
Okay H20 doesn't break. 
Wouldn't you just get your ions? 
Yeah! 
So down here. 
What is happening with NaCl is a solid, right? 
Yes. 
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So when you add water to it it dissolves. So when it dissolves. 
You get the separate ions. 
What is happening, when you say ions it's surrounded by water. But water is not breaking 
up. 
Okay. Yes. 
So similarly if you write in there. 
Okay, so this is NH4, plus I don't remember the charges. 
That's a plus, N03 minus. 
N03 minus. And H2N03. So, 
So you have H2N03. 
All right. How much should we do? Should we do just what they have set, .5 grams? To 
give us. Should we just do what they have set .5 grams and 20 milliliters? 
No. Should raise them both, to like, let's do that one by 3 maybe. 
Yeah. 
Temperature dropped. The temperature dropped, so. 
24. So q'd 21.7 degrees Celsius. So what. .. negative temperature change for the solution, 
which would make the reaction gaining heat. And when it gains heat it's an endothermic. 
So, 
What is causing the temperature to change -- breaking apart of the ions? Q of the solution, 
the q, od, the q of dissolution. Uhm, is equal to fl. t and the change in temperature. 
Isn't change of temperature on top? I don't remember these. 
fl. q solution. 
Yeah. 
It's not even on top, it's just fl. t times m ... 
Times mass and times specific heat of water. 
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Yeah. 
So, 4, 1 8, 4, joules per grams. Equals, so change in temperature was uhm, minus 21. 73 and 
the mass was 103 grams. And, 
978.261 jewels is what I got. 
26 J. Uhm, then the q of the reaction would be, is that the q of the solution? 
Yeah. The q of reaction would be a negative 978.26 J and the moles of the limiting reagent 
would be, wouldn't the limiting reagent just be the NH3? 
Yes. excess. 
That'd be one, wouldn't it? 
Yeah. Hold on ....... Over, uhm, ..... 
I don't know. I don't know exactly how many moles we have. 
The ratio's is one to one, so we are starting with 3 grams, and we have ... 
Yeah. 
Do you have a periodic table? 
Uhm, n is, oh crap, 14 times, 
14. 
14 plus, or times 2. Plus 4 for the hydrogen and 16 times 3, 80.0134. 
I just get 80. 
3 grams divided by 80 equals .037 mols . 
. 037 mols of that, so we have. So . 
. . . . divided by that is 26,091.3 J per mol. 
Negative 0913 ?? KJ per mol. I just changed it to kJ, because that's what got dH is usually. 
Yeah. 
Oh wait. Yeah. 
Before you go to that page, there are two more parts to it. 
State any assumptions you need to make in order to do your calculations. 
Assume the mol ratio is one to one. 
And q of reaction is negative q of solution. 
Good one. 
And uhm, the mass is additive. 
Yeah. 
Uhm, the specific heat is that of water. 
That's all I can think of. 
Two more, the bottom ones. Do the L1 H. 
The limiting reagent. 
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Yeah, but what should the condition be? How should that possibly be where you are doing 
it. 
Why we are doing it? 
Where you are doing it. 
Oh where. I don't get that. 
What's that?? of, what is surrounding .... how should the setting be? 
No, std temperature pressure. Assuming all the values are at stp, standard temperature 
pressure. 
Can you do it as an open system or a closed system? 
Both. Closed. 
Closed. And .... uhm .... what's the definition of enthalpy. 
The change of temperature? 
No, I don't .... 
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Enthalpy is the energy you need to break the bonds, or is that the dH? Enthalpy is change of 
something. 
Yeah. 
Do you want to print it? 
I did. 
You did? 
Yeah. 
If you don't get that, you can maybe come back to it later. 
Find the difference between q and L1 h. Uhm, q is the heat. q is measuring the mass, L1 His 
measuring using molarity. 
Measure of heat. 
Yeah, but I mean, uhm, like in q, the mass affects. Even if all, even if all of one of the 
reactants is not used. q is affected by how much mass you have. 
q is affected by mass, L1H isn't, but that doesn't explain the difference between them. That 
just. .. 
That is one difference. 
Oh okay. One is extensive and one is an intensive property I don't know which is which. 
By the terms? What do you think? Which would be which? When you say extents ... 
q is intensive. 
What do you think when ...... . 
All right any kind of intensive. 
What do you think of when you think of extensive. Just make those terms. 
Okay, intensive is like, when you are buying something, it's how much you are paying all 
together for the quantity that you are buying. That's the over all quantity. And extensive is 
how much you are paying for an individual item. Or do I have them backwards? 
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When you think of color, the color of your hair, that's one. And the other one you think of 
volumes. You get 50, but you can make it with 10, 10, 10, 10, 10 or you can make it with 20 
and 30. 
All right. 
So those two are different right? If you want to get 50, you can get it by different types of 
ways. But the color of your hair is always constant. Do you see that? A different 
temperature. Or a temperature at this point, at that point, would it be the same? When you 
say temperature. Or do you add up something to get the temperature? 
It would be the same. 
So do you see the difference? 
Yeah. 
So which is which do you think? 
Intensive is when it's the same. Extensive is ........ . 
So what do you say temperature is? 
I say temperature is intensive. 
Why do you say that? 
Because it remains the same. 
I can't use temperature. 
Uhm, I'm not all the way here, so, I mean, 
When you look at those terms, when you say extensive external, intensive internal. So is 
temperature something that's, it's not affected by anything, it has it's own quality. And 
extensive is external things. 
So the temperature is extensive because it can be affected by external. 
No. It's intensive because it's an internal property. It wouldn't change. Extensive is 
changed by external things. 
q is extensive because an external property is mass. 
And~H? 
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Is intensive because there is nothing internal that will affect. Everything that is external, like 
mass, when mass goes up the mols will go up, therefore, it's not being affected by .... 
You're correct. 
Okay, uhm, as mass of salt doubles what happens to LiT and hence q of reaction? 
Nothing. 
I thought you had two differences, both of you have only one? 
q is affected by mass and an internal property. Li H ... 
Is it an internal property? q? 
No, sorry. 
External. All right. I think if the mass of salt doubles, I think Li T should also double because 
twice as much salt is breaking up. 
We should try, it's asking for a prediction. 
Yeah, this will only let us go to 5 grams. But ... 
So if you are predicting it, you'd say it doubles? 
Yeah. 
Do you agree? 
I would say it will rise, but I won't say it doubles. Uh, let's go do it at 2 and then write what 
we did, and then do 4, so we're getting an exact double. 
22 point 4. I'd say 4 4, because it started coming back up at that point. And you want to 
record the lowest. 
There it is 4.4. And 4 grams? 
And 3.02, that's almost double. 
So Li T doubles. q reaction .... should also double. Actually q of reaction double plus adding 
whatever mass. 
So it just rises, it doesn't necessarily double. 
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Yeah. 
What happens to mol and mol change ..... 
Just a second. We have a negative temperature change, which makes q reaction is a positive. 
While having, it will, increase. Okay. 
What happens to mol change in~ H. Uhm, that should stay the same. Because it's affected 
by how many mols of limiting reagent we have. 
Yeah, it should stay the same because of what we said up above. 
Tape turned over ... 
Yeah. 
Okay, ... 
Do you want a separate sheet of paper? 
Oh this is fine. What should we use for our second salt, do you think? 
For the second salt we should use, ah, LiCl. 
All right. 
Lithium chloride. And gains the heat. 
How did we determine the .... wait.. .. 
loses the heat. Uhm, so the solution will gain the heat. 
Reaction is exo. 
And then, what causes the temperature to change the breaking of ions? 
The, yeah, ... 
It would be q of solution, okay, 24.0 and it went to 30.1. 30.10 so the ~Tis 6.1 ... 
What mass did you use? 
3 grams. So it's a 103 grams. And then 4.184 J per gram, Celsius equals ... 
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Have did you get 6.1 O? 
That should be a negative 6.10. 
So is the solution gaining heat or giving up heat? 
The solution gains it. Okay. Uhm, our q solution is 26, negative 26, 28.811. And then it's ... 
It's a negative what? Sorry. 
2628.81. 
Do you have, if you have .... 
I said the, the ~ T would be a negative, which it would be. T f, in the solution, nothing. 
Okay. dT is negative ... Now you do q solution. You calculate the q solution. Do you get a 
negative? 
No I didn't. Down here. I'm trying to relate it back to here. My friend and I always fight 
about endothermic and exothermic and q reactions, like, it, I don't .... 
Okay, I gotta head out now I gotta catch a bus. 
So are you continuing? 
I won't be able to because I am dropping the course. 
Okay. All the very best. Okay. You do a reaction, okay, so when you are measuring water 
you are measuring the temperature. 
The temperature that it takes to break it down. 
Okay, but you're measuring the temperature of what? 
In the solution. 
So you are measuring the temperature. Change in what? Which part? 
Of the solution. So that's why we have a q solution. 
So that's why you have a q solution to begin with. Now when you are taking ~T what do 
you do? 
Final minus initial. 
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So you have a negative. Right there. Once you get your solution and you've got, and you do 
this, what did you get? 
I got a positive because I did not a take a negative. 
But if you had taking a negative what you have got. .. 
A negative. 
Okay, now how do you go to a reaction from there? 
It's the opposite - but I understand that. It's endothermic exothermic reaction deals with the 
reaction, like, q reaction, okay in this case, q solution is negative, so q reaction would be 
positive, and it's positive it's taking in energy would make it endothermic? 
Endothermic means what? 
It means you're bringing energy in. 
One minute, okay you see endothermic means your taking it, it's taking in energy. The 
reaction is taking in energy, is that what you are saying? 
Yes. 
So when the reaction takes in energy what happens to the water? 
It should rise. It should ... 
You have a reaction, that's taking in energy. 
Oh, from the solution. 
Oh what should happen to the solution? 
It should drop, the temperature should drop. 
Is that what you saw? 
Yeah. 
Okay, so I didn't understand what was the question, are you saying when ... 
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When q reaction is a positive, does that mean it's an endothermic reaction? Okay, I thought 
you were telling us that was what we did wrong. 
No, this is right. Your signs were completely wrong. So if you were writing a report on this, 
okay, you are going to write what you did. You just say I reacted this with NH4N03 with 
water. .... and negative 26point 0913. So when somebody else is reading it, when Jason is 
reading it, what would he think the reaction was? Would he think it was endothermic or 
exothermic? 
He'd think it was exothermic. 
But what did you actually get. 
Endothermic 
So when you report it, the sign is really important. Though you don't consider that, you'd 
think that science, most people would think science is a positive, but it's not a big thing. But 
if you report it, people would interpret it at least two different opposite things. That's not 
what got it. So if a reaction is endothermic, this is the number one part of it, if a reaction is 
endothermic what should q reaction or ~ H be? 
Positive. 
So even if you get messed up with the calculations just think of the positive part that you 
get ... the sign right. 
All right. That's a very touchy subject between me and my friends. 
Now you can explain it to them and be knowledgeable. 
Be right. 
So what do you want us, Vanityuhm, ... Do they have? 
If not, then American Eagle. 
Okay, you'd like twenty. 
Yeah. Yeah. 
You might have to work alone, is that okay with you? I'll try and find someone who can 
walk with but ifl can't, you might have to work alone. 
That's fine. 
Thank you very much. 
Thank you. 
Bye Jason. 
Bye Tess. See you in lab. 
Will do. 
So she got a low score in her exam? And Nicole? 
She's okay, she's fine. She's way, way lower than I thought I was ever going to get. 
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I. The computer will simulate a calorimetry experiment involving dissolving various 
ionic salts in water. The following compounds should be available for testing: 
ammonium nitrate, sodium nitrate. calcimn nitrate, magnesium nitrate, sodium 
chloride, calcium chloride, ammonium chloride, magnesium chloride. One of 
your compounds should cause an increase in temperature of the solution; the 
other compound should cause a decrease in the temperature of the solution. 
a. Write the formula of the salt you are using Mg QJ0~2 
b. 
c. What gains heat? 
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d. In your experiment, explain what generates the heat or what absorbs heat. 
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f. Explain the difference between q and AH 
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1. The computer will simulate a calorimetry experiment involving dissolving various 
ionic salts in water. The following compounds should be available for testing: 
ammonium nitrate, sodium nitrate, calcium nitrate, magnesium nitrate, sodium 
chloride, calcium chloride, ammonium chloride, magnesium chloride. One of 
your compounds should cause an increase in temperature of the solution; the 
other compound should cause a decrease in the temperature of the solution. 
a. Write the formula of the salt you are using 
q ':'f01'1S 
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b. Write an equation that describes the dissolving process for the salt. Classify 
this process as endothermic, exothermic, or neither. T nCl. \ ~ f' -zi.f, 02 
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g, As mass of salt doubles, what happens to AT and hence qn:n? What happens to 
molar Ml? 
Answer the same questions as above for your second salt. 
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I. The computer will simulate a calorimetry experiment involving dissolving various 
ionic salts in water. lbe following compounds should be available for testing: 
ammonium nitrate, sodium nitrate, calcium nitrate, magnesium nitrate, sodium 
chloride, calcium chloride, ammonium chloride, magnesium chloride. One of 
your compounds should cause an increase in temperature of the solution; the 
other compound should cause a decrease iu the temperature of the solution. 
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f. Explain the difference between q and D.H 
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Ll and Kl (Heat of Solution) 
So you have not done this simulation right? 
Right. 
The instructions are the same as before, just speak loud. 
Okay. Okay, so change m and be for dissolving salt and water. We first have to measure 
temperature change, and mass of water and how much we're going to put in. 
Yep. 
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Okay, and then we want the?? dissolved in water, okay. So there is a correlation between B. 
So, okay whether like nitrates are the chlorides have an effect. All right. So, we just pick a 
salt. 
How, like magnesium nitrate? 
That's one possibility. Yeah. Okay. 
And how much do we want? 
Uhm, nitrate negative one or negative two? Two. Mg-- +2? 
Okay. 
So, ah, we just have to choose how much we want. Ahm, all right, let's make it something 
substantial, so an even number too. Yeah, all right. There we go. How much water do we 
want? Should we make it a little more? 
Yeah. 
Let's fill her up. Okay. Then do one of this. 
Okay. 
Four is a good one. Salt and, 100 milliliters Water. 
Okay, write an equation that describes the dissolving process for salt, classifies, endo or exo. 
When using nitrate ??? .•.•.... ??? 
Solid. A little H20 thing over the arrow. Isn't that how you do it? 
Yeah. 
They're just going to break up and do it's ... Mg .... plus 2 and 2 N03 negative. Okay, Ti 
initial is 24.02. Oh we are supposed to figure on what gains are, as far as answering 
questions, are we supposed to know that? 
What gains heat? 
We can run it? 
You can run it. Yeah. Sorry. You can run it. 
Okay. 9.29 degrees. 
Yep. Change the T equals 5.29. Mass is going to be 104 plus solution. 
Okay. Okay. Yeah. Gains heat will be the solution? 
Okay. The solution what loses heat would be the chemical reaction? 
To the compound. Yeah. Yeah. Dissolving reaction. 
Uhm, is it endo exo or neither? Endo. A positive. Can we temp it? 
But it increased temperature, so it's letting out heat. 
Yeah. 
So it'd be exo ... where do you write exo? 
Here. I got it. 
In your experiment explain what generates the heat or absorbs the heat. Okay. 
The chemical. .. 
Breaking the bonds always takes energy. 
Forming the bonds. 
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-- It's supposed to be what releases the energy. Nothing really forms this time, but I suppose 
it could be the attraction of the polar water molecules to the ions. That attraction, of course, 
is supposed to do something. 
Oh. 
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Okay, so, ... 
Chemical bonds attraction to water molecules and solution ... would generate heat .... and then 
the water of the solution absorbs the heat. 
Solution absorbs heat. Calculate the heat of the reaction dissolving the MgN03 in water. 
And, water. Oh, okay. 
q equals 2301.7 J 2.302 kJ. 
Yeah. Okay. So calculate the heat of the reaction .... 
Heat of the reaction to the q of the solution. 
It's kinda funny how they put that. Absorbing one with ... so what do they want in the slot? 
The number. 
I know but do they want the heat of the reaction or the heat of the solution? 
It's heat of the Solution. 
Ready to do it until just this ...... 2 ... 
I went an extra ... sig fig 
Did you go 3? 
I went 4.1 and 4. So, that's where we differ. 
Oh, I see. 
3.2, all right. Let the molar enthalpy reaction, so q ofreaction will equal a negative 2.32 kJ. 
Okay, so negative 2.3 kJ divide by whatever, okay so we need to compare magnesium nitrate 
grams to mols. 
Okay. No molar messed that up, okay. 
40 .... 16 x 6 ...... l 4point 101 times 6. Magnesium is the twenty six difference. 
All right. Magnesium is .43.3 
Point 0 2 and 26. 
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Did you get 148 point 3? Or so? 
Yeah. 
That's what I got. 148 grams per mol. Oops, switch that. That goes in 48 ... it's point 0269 
instead of 70 mols ...... All right, so. 2 point 3 divided .027 mols is 85point 2 kJ. See any 
assumptions you need to make in order to do calculations? 
You need to assume the specific heat of water. 
Yeah. That pressure is constant. 
Yeah. 
And the one about the density of water is one point ... 
Oh yea. What did you just say before that? 
Pressure is constant. 
Oh yeah. 
And the density of water equals 1 point 00. I think I am missing one. 
Yeah, there are 4 of them. 
And this is ......... pressure, specific heat and this is another that contains, like on Cape 
Cod ... you know? 
You are talking about see that woman we talked about? Like not letting heat out, but closed 
container system type thing. 
I didn't think I'd remember all of that. 
No heat ... or no outside influence .... okay ..... 
Are you saying the bonds are breaking? attracts ... molecules are giving out heat? 
Yeah, like they say it takes energy to break the bonds but the attraction between the polar 
water molecules and the ions should be the given ... should be giving off the heat and energy. 
Okay. 
So I gotta write this down. 
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Tell me the difference between q and ~H Well,~ His the enthalpy. 
Q is the total amount of energy. Energy ........ or heat ........ in a given system, 
or ...... reaction. And change in H or enthalpy is amount of heat per mo ls of limiting agent. 
Or so it's ..... . 
Say that again. 
The enthalpy is the amount of heat or energy per ... 
Just contained in that ...... . 
For mols of limited reagent. 
Yeah. 
Are there any differences do you think? Like properties, extensive .. ? 
Yeah. Like q is extensive because it depends on amount. 
So like, gas. 
Well, like, and then enthalpy is intensive because it should be the same no matter how much 
you use. Like you know, if you don't do any more, just have more heat but you'd still be 
divide by ... limiting reagent .... 
Because of more ....... . 
You'd be going by the limiting reagent. 
Because it is constant with the limiting reagent, then? 
Oh, I mean it stays constant as you vary. Okay. 
As mass of salt doubles what happens to ~Tin the heat of the reaction? 
Okay, so the mass of salt doubles and the change in temperature should double, so the q of 
the reaction doubles and then you'll be dividing it by twice the mols ..... 
. . . . so ~ H doesn't change. 
Right. 
Okay, so, in doubling mass ...... ~T and q ofreaction should double. But because we double 
limiting reagent is ... 
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Change in H will a stay same .... because ..... double q reaction energy heat.. . .is divided by 
double the moles of limiting reagent. 
This part you need to choose a salt that has an opposite effect of what you choose as ... so that 
the exothermic is made right for you? Now you choose the opposite one. 
So, most likely more ?????? 
Right. So, let's do ... 
Do you remember any of these in the lab? 
You want to just do nitrates? 
The ones we did in lab, didn't work. Okay ... 
So he said not to do a Cl, so should we try carbonate? 
Yeah. 
You want to do that? 
Yeah. 
You go right in this case, but it's all right. 
That way it'd be ....... probably be a good idea ....... .it seems to be getting more .... pick 
another one ........ . 
How about? 
Do sulfate. Whoops. We're back to it, sorry. 
I want to do, ...... . 
All right ......... . 
Yeah. 
Getting colder. 
That's right. 
Here we go. 
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So when you said you think all nitrates would have, would be exothermic? 
Probably. 
I had all chlorides. I'm assuming. 
It worked all right the other day for bicarbonates and ah, what was the other thing? Sodium 
hydroxide. 
Yeah. Baking soda and citric acids. Yeah. 
Okay, so ... NH4Cl, is that the one we did? Er, Na .. so ~T equals negative 2.62 degree 
Celsius. 
Mass still 104. We don't need anything else. And then it adds ... 
Is it endo or exo? Is it endo? 
Yeah. I think we're supposed to write it out. 
We need to write the equation of the dissolving process? NH4Cl should be NH4 plus 
... on the other side. Yeah. Solid and aqueous on the other side ... ions .. 
All right. What gains heat? What losses heat? 
Okay, so, the ... what gains it first? Okay. So the dissolving reaction gains heat. And the 
water solution loses, I think. 
And what generates the heat or what absorbs the heat? 
Uhm, .... So I suppose this time around, the, breaking the chemical bonds was more than the 
attraction of ... molecules .... 
Attraction of????????? 
Yeah. 
So therefore, the solution gives off the heat instead of absorbing it? 
Yeah. Okay, so. Like ..... . 
So the energy ...... . 
It took more energy to break the bonds then was released by the attraction of polar H20 
molecules to the ions so, what was the question again? 
So therefore, the solution is going to give off heat. 
Yeah, so ..... the solution transfers heat to the reaction and the reaction absorbs it. 
And when you say bonds, what bonds is it? 
The NH4 to the Cl. 
Okay. 
Uhm, calculate q of solution? 
Okay, so, q of solution ... 
NH4Cl. ... 
104 ...... from the grams transfer point 4 J per gram degree Celsius times negative 2.62 
degree Celsius. 
Negative 1140 point 06 J negative 1.14 kJ. 
All right? 
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Okay, and then they probably want molar enthalpy ... change ofH equals q ofreaction over 
the limiting reagent mols. 
And q of solution equals negative q of the reaction. 
Yeah. 
So q ofreaction equals positive 1. KJ divided by the mol or mass of 2H4 CL. CL's 35, or 
point .45. His 4.04. N is 14 and oh one. That's sad that I know those. 
I know, I don't have those memorized. 
Is that right? Did you check on your table? 53.5 
Uhuh. Oh yeah. That's right. That's right. 
Whoops. 
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So that's grams. 55 grams per mol equals 4 point grams. Equals point 074766 plus ... 
What'd you get? 
Point 074766. 
Okay. 
So q of reaction equals 15 point 2475of2.25. 
I'm not writing very neat over here. Okay. Yeah 15 point 25. 
So we're assuming the same things, but we're assuming. Assuming with .............. pressure 
is constant. Density of water is 1.0 ... 
Is it okay ifl don't rewrite I just say the same assumptions as before? 
Yeah, that's fine. Okay, there is that point, and they want to know, explain the difference 
between q and change in H. 
You don't have to rewrite it if it's the same thing. 
Yeah, and the same thing will happen as far as q and the change in H if you double mass. 
So it should be the same thing. Awesome. 
Right. 
Now I have questions for you. Do you want to run that and look at the graph? 
Oops. 
Try a graph. Resubmit. 
Now if you want to show a really good temperature difference, not so slight. If you want to 
show a really good temperature difference, what can you change to make that happen? 
You could put more salt in. Or decrease the amount of water. 
Do you want to write that too. 
To get a better temperature change, or increase or decrease ... 
Increase mass of salt ........... degrees ....... amount of water. 
Do you want to try that with this? 
If you want to increase grams or decrease water? 
Oh I don't know. 
Yeah, we should decrease to 50. 
Yeah, that should be good. Change to like 2 or 2 and one half. 
Should we almost double it? 
Yeah .... 
TAPE TURNED OVER. 
So your gift ... 
TAPE TURNED OVER 
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Y..'t-
lnvestigating the Heat Associated with Dissolving Ionic Salts in Water 
Interview Worksheet URL: hrtp://129.186.l tS.81/LASCAC!index.php 
. r 
Name:_, ·f:'I 1. COMl'l.'E 7£:1> ·- Recitation Section: 
Assume 4. 184 J 0c·1 ~r' as specific heat of water. 
I. The computer will simulate a calorimetry experiment involving dissolving various 
ionic salts in water. The following compounds should he available for testing: 
ammonium nitrate, sodium nitrate, calcium nitrate, magnesium nitrate, sodium 
chloride, calcium chloride, ammonium chloride, magnesium chloride. One of 
your compounds should cause an inerease in temperature of the solution; the 
other compound should cause a deerease in the temperature of the solution. 
a. Write the formula of the salt you are using_L_j_(....._,j,__ _____ _ 
b. Write an equation that describes the dissolving process for the salt. Classify 
this process as endothermic, exothennic, or neither with reasoning. 
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Lr Cl~) +-Hc.,O(() -4 L;~) ~ct~) +-Hz~) 04/t-.er,.,,.,L 
c. What gains heat? 
lk-~ 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
rk b~.~ v+ tk lcrlr ;,,, .1-4. l/c.,( 
e. Calculate: 4ota for dissolving. L,r CI in water is L/ ) "J 0 ~ 
and the molar enthalpy AH for the reaction is'3I k:"r!flMllState any 
assumptions you need to make in order to do your calculations. Print !:!. T 
graph. 
11 N-'1+ \ l,..1 \'- , . ~""bf~ 
~\ C\?'\\1' ~ 6 
~~. 'J-
~ brq'-i l 
f. Explain the difference between q and AfI 
-L"- • a . , I ,, 1 {, Pr..nf!Y>re-T .,....,1£, fie..,, c,;/,/<",,,-
~ i ( 5pCv1r~ (:, 1vll'UVr i1--Vt' »'] ~. '"7 ./ 
(,'.\H">owr- If ~fr, .(Jf-f ;, !r.r 1t-.M 1•)/t.- papc.A<-, Mf-
j ~f. ()/-It... r ,, i- w"N>....,.. f al- ""tlITV-11"' (. 
g. As mass of salt doubles, what happens to L\T and hence qrx11? What happens to 
molar change in enthalpy t::..H? Print !::.. T graph . 
. 6f 5~\J ,'"~1"-'< vJ;ow{O '/)0", 
6+-1 re1~:11 { ../k ~ · 
Answer the same questions as above for your second salt. 
2. To get a better temperature change in the graphs, what measures can you take? 
~~-~~~~~~~~­, 
Us c ~rt, sv., lf- tf1,.,J /e,r ~+rr 
3. lfurca OR sucrose is dissolved in H20, what is t::..T? Interpret your results. 
Tk LU't'P. ,·r s~ (J Ctr 
f/::::.2L/,<J"'C 
Ip:::: Z.'-f1a <-
~( e ~k'..'.ld('., I /c}- d.e r lltJf c)JJ<./Ve f;. f.I 1 tr 
CAf'.1. 'If\ \~ d'-' Ui\ ""~r, t'r ; r tri ())1.1'4.,r h) .'CA • 
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ttc..~ kc I T,r - <-t '1 c 
2' 1'3 I? -:o ) I, o "/ 
~I L 'fl. 
-;i,r ~ , 033S:,t ·- ~ 3~, Ir .3S:4r s4, 
7'-11 5\ 
Cri.Jofler ,,,._ '<# 
Tle tvr.,tv IO)i' -1-h:. 4.,.,t-
1k IC<:/ ~·~ -flr., A~f· 
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60 
50 
20 
10 
45.00 ml 
Energy Exchanges Associated with 
Dissolving Salts in the Water 
5 15 
Time (Socond) 
Final 
Tempemture 
21.09 ¢c 
Change of the 
Temperature 
·2.91 'C 
Mass of the 
Compound 
2.50 g 
M~ss of the 
Solution 
47.50 g 
new triaL 
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to 
60 
50 
~40 
l 3 u Q 0:.. 
~ 30 
,:] 
10 
45.00 ml 
Energy Exchanges Associated with 
Dissolving Salts in the Water 
Final 
Temp0rature 
3501 "C 
Change of tho 
T<imperature 
11.01 •le 
Mass of the 
Compound 
2.50 g 
Mass oi the new trial. 
Solution 
47,50 g 
5 10 15 
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oc 
6() 
50 
20 
10 
45.00 ml 
Energy Exchanges Associated with 
Dissolving Salts in the Water 
cJ f;,-J 
5 10 15 
Final 
fomperalure 
44.93 °C 
Change of the 
Temperature 
20.93 "C 
Mass of the 
Compound 
5.00 9 
Mass of the 
Solution 
50.00 g 
Donel 
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·\VO\;~ ~~,..:J./VL. 
lnvestigating the Heat Associated with Dissolving Ionic Salts in Water 
Interview Worksheet URL: h!.!Q;/1129.186.118.81/LASCAC/index.php 
Recitation Section: 
Assume 4.184 J 'C' g·' as specific heat of water. 
I. The computer will simulate a calorimetry experiment involving dissolving various 
ionic salts in water. The following compounds should be available for testing: 
ammonium nitrate, sodium nitrate, calcium nitrate, magnesium nitrate, sodium 
cbloride, calcium chloride, ammonium chloride, magnesium chloride. One of 
your compounds should cause an increase in temperature of the solution; the 
other compound should cause a decrease in the temperature of the solution. 
a. Write the formula of the salt you are using _~l...._'_c~.(~--------
b. Write an equ~ that describes the dissolving process for the salt. Classify 
this process as endothermic, exothermic, or neiihcr with reasoning. 
c. What gain~hcat? 
,.fi}AALi• 
What loses heat? 
)._,. c..t 
!....-"'' 
d. What is causing the temperature to change? 
b"· .i L«CL f/~{c .. /i t) ,....~. -~ '"1 
e. Calculate: qsnln for dissolving b,,,· c;J in water is-------
M4{/p· [_..P-.._ 
,. J,L/X,, 
and the molar enthalpy AH for the reaction is any 
assumplions you need to make in order to do your calculations. Print AT 
~ 'j,·• Lf-3 
/:), 11;; '?;;:ll\ {j 
ti lp 1 .3 
t ~s·rn~ 
4· fivl-
~~ ~j"' 
;(\ ~1 .Ji<..... (:Ni~~ 1 Vf,L, 
A·r· f ,,i'4C .. 
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f. Explain the difference between q and L\H 
g. As mass of salt doubles, what happens to t~T and hence q,.11? What happens to 
molar change in enthalpy !iH? Print AT graph. 
Answer the same questions as above for your second salt. l.(d. 
t\<fv t:"1n "" ·4 "?" Y1 
'!t:;z. 'b lt1\t ~.t' 
t:i .. ~ ft'~ ~-
2. To get a better temperaturl.'! change in the graphs, what measures can you take? 
\) ~ Kz..O -r- !')\,() ~ ""{ ·~ ,Y.,VJ.;;-
<£. "L 
~ U.)d\."':, n.J:i t /;1.J.1..JL 
~ /';-:((\ 
,rG.A. ~~· uz..J. 
3. If~ OR sucrose is dissolved in H10, what is A TI Inte1vret your results. 
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Ml (Heat of Solution) 
ON THIS TAPE THE VOICES ARE EXTREMELY SOFT. HARD TO HEAR ALL THAT 
IS SAID. 
You can go ahead and start if you are ready. For this one, I'd like you to use one, for one of 
the salts it should be endo, for the other one exo. Work there on the both. 
Is there a way to see which one is which? 
You just have to try it out. Because I don't. .. You can use any of those. 
Can I just run it once to see if it's endo or exo ... 
Uh uh. 
Is this, do you do plus H20 or do you do the H20 over the arrow ... 
Either is okay. If you have plus H20 you have it on the other side too ... 
Do I put reasoning here? 
I'd put it down there. Have you done this simulation before? 
Not this one, no. How can I print this graph? 
You can right click and then print it. 
This way? 
Uhuh. 
q of solution over mo ls of LR So,~ H? 
Uhuh. Yeah. What's that? 
Negative. Because it'd be q of reaction, which is negative q soln. 
This one, what do you think of the assumptions to do the calculations? 
One is probably reliable. 
What is the heat capacity? 
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The salt is the limiting reagent. 
Okay. 
Is there anything else? 
Calorimeter is perfect. 
Okay. What else do you think for MI that you need to do, what is the definition for MI? 
It's q ofreaction over mols of LR. 
Do you know of any other definition? 
I don't know if it's like, it's product, er, like MI of the products minus MI of the reactants, or 
some of the Hess's Law ... 
That's okay, that's fine. Okay. So the q is specific .... 
.. this experiment, it changes depending on how you react of each, and then the MI never 
changes. 
Okay. 
And it's, it turns. When you divide by the mols it changes it too. 
Okay. Then, any other differences that you know of? 
I think I need to figure it out, not really. No. TALKING TOO QUIETLY. ~T should be 
double. Or increase. I already used the ? divide, so. Use 5 the first time, so just. When I 
reacted it the first time, I went up to 5. 
So what do you think will happen? Do you think the same, ~T would? 
Well, if it doubles, the ~T should increase. 
Okay. This one, if you want, the take same thing with a different salt. This should cause a 
decrease in temperature. 
It should? 
Yeah. This salt, whatever salt you choose should cause a decrease. Since you did increase 
before. 
Print the graph, like I did last time? 
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Uh uh . 
. . . . then? Is that ... 
So what type of reaction is it? 
Oh. Endo 
And what ..... . 
TALKING TOO QUIETLY. CAN'T HEAR WHAT IS BEING SAID. 
No you don't have to do it. 
Is that. ... are they asking like, did I notice a bigger drop in the temperature? 
A bigger drop of it. Ya 
Use more solid. Probably decrease the amount of water, too. There is more salt with that. I 
would decrease the amount of water, too. 
Do you want to try it and see? Do one at a time. 
Dissolve one of them or ... ?? 
Uh uh. 
So why do you think that's happening? 
I think it's not dissolving in the water. Would be my guess. Or it's actually mixing with the 
water. 
Like how? How do you see urea is different from the salts that you've used. 
And the urea stays as a whole, so it's not breaking into ion, it's actually staying as a whole. 
Okay. 
So if it's not breaking into ions, what is it then? What type of bonding is it? ... 
... covalent 
For this question, this part, can you see what gains, once you mixed it do you still have the 
salt? 
Not really. You have the parts of it. 
So what do you call the parts, what do you call that? 
The ions. 
Okay. What else do you have? What can you call them together? And where is the heat 
coming from? 
From the breaking of the ions. 
So what do you call that process? 
Dissolving process, er ... ? 
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So. And gaining heat? Do you still have water there, or do you have more than that water? 
The solution. 
You don't have to change it, but you just for you to understand. Okay. So you don't have 
water there, it's already mixed. So what do you put instead of water there? 
You put the solution. 
And here? 
Dissolving of the KCl ... 
So you can put dissolving, or we can say reaction of ... but when you say this it means that 
water is given up heat, the water is not given off, because plain water doesn't have, right? 
It's not doing anything. So when you mix it it's that, that whole solution that's gaining the 
heat. So using the simulation, helps you understand something better? 
It's more accurate than doing in the lab. Because in the lab you get off, and here it's on the 
computer. And if you do something wrong you don't have to, like, do everything over, it's 
just click it and try instead of having to go and mix it and balance it and everything. 
Application of Hess's Law to Calculate Heat of Reactions 
Interview Worksheet 
.. J 
Name::: T 1 Co MP l.!f r:~~. Chem 177 Recitation Section:--~~-·········· 
lJ RL: bttp:/i l 2..'2J.!!<ilL8.,.3.1-iJ .A SC A C/ingnJ!M 
Assume 4.184 J "C" g·' as specific heat of the solutions and l.00 g!mL for the density of the solutions. 
You have access to both the heat of neutralization and heat of solution simulations. 
I. Design an experiment to determine the ht:at of neutralization of aqueous Na OH and aqueous HCL 
Write the thennochemical equation l'tw the reaction process. 
r-bO f~.~· H' t ~,,;;'\'> No {b,if ft 'LO 1.ei 
\tv\ l \J.-\ '!)' 1. 
L t;:)J:) ''II l 
1, ~ 'l L\ • o· c_ 
ff: 1'B.4't:'" 
\f. q.~oc 
2. Design an experiment to determine the heat of solution of solid NaOH in water. Write the 
thermochemical equation for the reaction process. 
275 
3. Based on the above reacrions, detcnnine the heat of neutralization of solid NaOH and aqueous 
HCL The reaction cannot be done directly by mixing the two reagents: 
NaOH (s) + HCI {aq) ~NaCl (aq) + H20 (l) 
0;W\\ t MC,.! qob AJu Cl t:i /} ·:_ -5&1!~1:::.S 
)'v7Qj 
\\ -I -) I .,,.. 
i 
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4. Use the computer simulation to determine the standard enthalpy of reaction, L\H0 rxn , for dissolving 
a. 
potassium chloride in water in a calorimeter. 
"4a} () 
'2-l ,"'! .-
cxr:re111ncr11. heat was transferred from -·--~·~·~~ .. ~ ... , ................................ to i •;t\n'j"""" 
"3"1,i 
30,4') 
_., "<;.{}U.; ~''-''' lr--,. \ 
b. Calculate the heat that was exchanged by the reaction and the molar change in enthalpy. 
Y,l. Ut. )(-2,\) :.b~\n.-/.flle.'15S'J . 
x ' l.I'' J ~") :::-. 11.,4\..\~.i.i·i. ';::::'.. 1i.4'':> ~\ 
,.6~ '?::f»-:> 
5. The following information is provided to help you calculate the standard enthalpy of reaction for: 
K20(s) +2HCl(aq) ~KCl(s)+l'hO(I) 1'.\ll 0 rxn '! -3{fl(),:t3 ':J. l 
MC 
,\H0 r K'(aq) -218.9 kJ 
;,\H"'r CT{aq) ·~ -167.2 kJ 
Data given: 
- p - "!; r 
_ o r-t f 
jL(\ ~1 
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Application of Hess's Law to Calculate Heat of Reactions 
Interview Worksheet 
:.furv. ~~. 
j\~,e,i,;.,..,,... 
-· h.{.(l ~~ 
Chem l77 Recitation Section: ____ _ 
Assume 4.184 J ·•C' g·' as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the solutions .. 
You have access to both the heat of neutralization and heat of solution simulations. 
l. Design an experiment to dete~n1inc the heat of neutralization of aqueous NaOH and aqueous HCL 
Write the the~9,ehemicalleq~Jio1l'{or the reaction process. 
' "'"" \,/ ···-~-· 
. w'LO I{ -) ,.,.,A \ M 
I !Y\ 
278 
/<.. ~ i,~" 
(kv) 
4.4u) =- i4St..1.f·fJ 
.r ~ -l~A~P 
~::; I 4 . 6 4 lf f fGJ L ! "'4( 
li Ii-:. - <IA o '11.\3 "" -)L;;jfb,.CJ( rr..cr..._ 
~~ ~-(' . ~1.l 'l qZ......p 0 ~ ~ ~ M'tt;y H 
2. Design an experiment to detennine the heat of solution of solid NaOH in water. Write the 
thermochemical equation for the reaction process. ·+' t 0 """~ 
Y?'l,·-rl, ) \-\ iP 
N'"AJJ H + 
. t') 
6.r 
)( l{· 
h:( .. ·I". '"'-
~ ~\l...AC·.:::. 
'~ .n"'f .t:f~.-;:;;. ' - El 
•• . / y. • .}J\,;.;~ 
N'VJ H ;u·:oU'+t , 
:24 dll 
':. 3i.·tl 0 c. 
L)T~ i;( ·~C 
,:;~~=----
3. Based on the above reactions, determine the heat ofneuu·a!ization of solid NaOH and aqueous 
llCL The reaction cannot be done directly by mixing the two reagents: 
NaOH (s) + HC! (aq)-:) NaCl (aq) + H20 (l) 
:~1}.J. 
. ~·· 
1cS \ ,,..v 
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b. Calculate the heat that was exchanged by the 
\.i ·:i-··.;;·7 ,r y.. 4 ·Ii';<. 
l/!.::. 033..;.-
5. The following infomrntion is provided to help you calculate the standard enthalpy of reaction for: 
Kz6ls) + 2HC!(aq) ~ ..(KCl(s) + H20(I) AH0 rxn = ----
;-y (A .... 
- i )Ji' «f 
) 
l'lv·zt<..<._ c..t> - ')£~ c..~ "-.() 
:: · e if:;. liH°r K\aq) ~ -218.9 kJ 
.AH°; Cr(aq) ~ -167.2 kl 
L\11°1 KCl(s) ~ I 6 1 p.,. 
Data given: 
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Tl (Hess's Law) 
Talk through ... and do the .... 
Okay. 
Have you done this simulation before? 
I don't remember. 
Okay. 
This is Hess's law. Have you done heat of solution? 
Uah, I think. So pretty much I pick everything, and you want me to write it down. 
You have to decide what you want, how you want to do it. 
Okay. Uhm, when you put NaOH plus HCl, together you salt and water so, NaCl plus H20, 
.... Uhm, for NaOH ..... I'm going to use 250 milliliters. At .... Point one, no, at one 
molarity. For HCl, uhm, I'm going to use twice as much so 500 milliliters at one molarity. 
Initial temperature is 24. The final temperature is 28.48. So now I just go through and do 
like Hess's law,;:.,. H? 
Uh uh. 
My mass is 750 grams. My specific heat is that of water, so it's 4.18 J per degree Celsius. 
Grams degree Celsius. And the change of temperature is a positive 4.4 .......... all that equals 
14,044.8 J. 14.0448 kiloJ. So, uhm, that's positive and q of reaction is the opposite so it'd 
be negative 14.0448 kiloJ. Uhm, so then f:.,. H equals negative 14.0448 divided by mols of 
limiting reagent. Which is ah, point 25 ...... The heat of neutralization or f:.,. H is a negative 
56.18 kiloJ per mol. This is qsoln ...... do I need to read this? Okay. Uhm, my compound is 
NaOH, I'm going to use 3 grams and 60 milliliters .... with my, my initial temperature is 24 
degrees Celsius. My final temperature is 36.66 degrees Celsius. So my change in 
temperature is 12.66 degrees Celsius. Uhm, my mass is 63 grams because they are additive. 
Uhm, the specific heat is 4.18 and then f:.,. T is a positive 12.66. My q of solution equals 
3,333.88 J. So my q ofreaction is negative 3,333.88. My, hmmm, my limiting reagent 
would be NaOH, do you have a periodic table? My mo ls of NaOH is 0.088. My heat of 
solution is a negative 37.889 kiloJ per mol. Because NaOH is a solid, and I'm putting it in 
water, it would just break apart these and not form anything else. 
So what are you, when you break apart what would happen? 
You'd just have ions in water. 
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Okay. 
Are ions aqueous? Or they, do they have any????? 
You write KCl, what did you put for that? 
Aqueous. Does number 3, based on the above reactions determine the heat of neutralization 
of solid NaOH and aqueous HCl, do you want me to do on the computer? 
No, you can't do it, because you don't have solid NaOH. 
Oh okay. Okay. So. Uhm, can I just take this, .... 
You can just do these reactions. 
Yeah, but what I'm asking is like, could I put this in the water, break apart those ones and 
then which will make them aqueous in water, and then, ah, add that to that? 
Uhuh. Yeah, but how would you do it? 
Using my~ H's. 
Uh uh. 
This is what it took to break apart those two and form. 
The equation, when you did the second experiment, was NaOH aqueous when you took it? 
No, just solid. Okay, so, I' 11 just add my ~ H's. 
Yeah. How would you show it using the reactions? 
The reactions? 
Write, do it, how would you get your final ..... 
Oh okay. 56 point. ... .I want NaOH solid on that side. HCl aq, on that side. Uhm, because 
it's, oh wait, I can then, everything that is not solid, I can break apart. Like, no, I want to go, 
I have that, I have that, you know when you get to there, and when you find this, for that. So, 
that's on that side. And that's on that side. So, and that's there. And that's there. So we 
don't have to tum anything. I don't have to flip anything. 
Ok. 
Like the equations or anything. 
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But what about the extra ones things that you have? 
Yeah. I'm not sure. 
So what all do you have extra? 
I have an NaOH aqueous extra and a H20, Na ions, OH ion and a water molecule. 
Do you have an extra H20, too? 
Yeah. NO. Because those will cancel. 
So what else do you have extra? 
Just, ah, the NaOH and the ions. Those cancel. I'm so confused. 
What is it that you're not clear about? 
How can I get rid of those? Couldn't, because ... 
Okay, what does NaOH aqueous mean? 
It's in water. But, it's, not dissolved in water where the ions are floating around, but it has 
water to make it a liquid like substance. 
But NaOHaq like you use in the lab? 
Yeah. 
Do you think it has ions in it? 
Yes. It does. 
It does. 
But there isn't, .... 
Is there a difference between how this and NaOHaq takes Naaq plus, is there a difference? 
No. Because these are both aqueous, so once the water is cancelled, that'll leave those two. 
Like the reason they are not exactly the same because the water here has split them apart to 
where they are completely separate ions because there is enough water molecules not to let 
them stay together. 
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Okay. 
So pretty much that will cancel with that, those were cancelled. So I have NaOH solid plus 
HCl aqueous, yields NaCl aqueous plus H20 liquid and because I didn't do any 
multiplication or turning around of any of the numbers, these just add together? So negative 
56.18 plus negative 37.89, the heated neutralization~ H equals negative 94.065 kiloJ per 
mol. 
So what type of reaction is it? 
Uhm, it's an exothermic reaction. Is that all I need to do? 
Uh uh. 
Potassium chloride. Uhm, okay, I'm going to use 2 Yz grams of potassium chloride. 45 
grams, or 45 milliliters of water. Temperature initial was 24.0 degrees Celsius and the final 
temperature was a 21.9, so it was a loss,~ Twas a negative number. Uhm, which would 
make the solution negative so, in this experiment, heat was transferred from the solution to 
the calorimeter. Or to the reaction. Heat is transferred from the solution because the change 
in temperature was negative. And that means the solution lost heat. So that heat went to the 
reaction . . . . What's part b asking me? 
Molar change in enthalpy for the reaction? 
I don't remember what that is. 
What'd you do there. 
The heat of solution. This? Where I found my mols? 
Enthalpy is ~. right? 
Yeah, but molar changes, I wasjust.. ..... kilograms. Sorry. All right. My ...... .47.5 grams 
times 4.18 times negative 2.1. Equals a negative 416.955 ahm, so the q ofreaction is a 
positive 416.955. Ah, J uhm, ............ my limiting reagent is potassium chloride. And I 
have ..... point 0335 mo ls of it. 416.955 divided by point 0335 equals 12.466 kiloJ per mol 
and it's positive. Because I'm making a compound and I'm just adding these two, would you 
just add these two? Like, I don't know how to do that. 
You have a reaction, right? 
Uhuh. Between these two? 
No how do you write about it ... 
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What's going to be that? 
You just add it up. 
K plus, Cl minus KCI. 
That's aqueous, right? 
Yeah. 
You want solid. 
It would be a solid. 
I think you need to balance it. I need to take my re, no my products ........ minus reactants. 
And for my products I'm given two KCl so it's two times - 386.1 plus H20, which is a 
negative q 85.83 and that gives me a negative 1058.03. My reactants are K20 which is a 
negative 363.2 plus HCl and I need two of them. Negative 167.2. Which is a negative 697.6. 
So that's a, you subtract, so it's a negative 1058.03 plus 697.6. /j,, H for that equation, 
negative 360.43 kiloJ per mol. Is that it? 
Uhuh. Your NaOH aq this and this, is basically the same thing. You just write them 
together, it's basically a split of ions. Since it's in water. So, what you did was right, but this 
here equation is both the same. This one ... okay ifl have a solid KCl, how do I break it up 
into ions? What do I do? 
Add H20?????????? 
Okay, so write an equation for that. 
Okay, was there a change in heat when you did that? Did you do that somewhere? 
Uhm, yeah. Up here. 
Okay. Can you combine that to get KCl solid now? You know, you know this, you know 
that whole reactions one. So could you get KCl solid? You don't have to change it, I'm just 
asking you. 
Yeah, you can. 
How do you do it? 
By taking that and then plus your water ... 
Do you have to do water? 
No because it's on both. So you take that and that and add those together which will give 
you a negative number and then you subtract your KCl, which is a positive number, so. 
Is that KCl solid? 
No that's aqueous. Because I dissolved it in water. 
What is this Li H telling you? What does the Li H for? 
It's telling me how much energy is needed to break apart the ions. 
Okay. Then you had Li HK+ Li H, for Cl minus, right? 
That's forming the ions. 
Okay, from that how do I find forming of KCl? I know those three things. 
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Ah, you need to add these together because you are trying to form those two. And would you 
subtract this one? That's breaking. So, you would subtract it, like, you'd subtract it? Which 
would, ... 
Why do you subtract from those two? 
I don't know. 
Now look at what you did here. What did you do to get the heat of, what is it that you got 
finally? 
Negative 360 ... 
But what is it? 
The Li H for making the salt and water. 
And then how do you get the Li H for making it? 
Check my reactants, my Li H formation of my reactants, the Li H formation. 
So here you are given Li Hof formations ofyour ... what are those two -products or 
reactants? 
Yeah. Those are the reactants. 
Here? 
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I would, ... 
So you have the product, ~ H, right? 
The reactants. Or the ... 
What, K plus Cl minus the products or the reactants? 
They are the reactants. 
So you have that. 
Yes. 
So do you have, this is what you are trying to find out right? 
Yes. 
Are you trying to find the reactions of the~ H? Like in the difference, now, see when you do 
this, products minus reactants, it's not~ H products minus reactants, it's~ H formation of 
the products, minus~ H forms. That's really important. That's f. So now what you've been 
given here is K plus formation. Cl minus formations. That is a product formation. And you 
are asked to find the formation reactant. But you don't know. What this is given you is, of 
the reaction, ... 
The ~ H reactions. 
So here it's the ~ H reactions, right? 
Yeah. And here is the ~ H formation. 
No, that's reaction. So do you get the difference between formation and reaction? If you 
want to form, what do I say, like just take something, what would I say? 
I get the difference between formation and reaction. 
Do you know why this is not heat of formation? This is whole reaction is not heat of 
formation? 
Yeah because we're not, we're breaking apart, just like in the other ones. We're breaking 
apart NaOH and HCl to form NaCl in water. 
Okay, so why is this not a formation, ~ H? 
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Because we're not taking specific ions and forming a compound. 
Okay, so that's the reason. You can say it one way, that way, or you can say, okay ifl am 
taking carbon plus oxygen, carbon dioxide. Okay? Carbon dioxide is gas, right? What is 
oxygen in it's natural state? 
It's a gas. 
And carbon? 
It's a solid. 
Solid. So this would be heat of formation of carbon dioxide. There are many things that you 
have to look at, one is how much is being form, okay. So if one mol is being formed it's heat 
of formation. One mol is the substance should be formed, okay? That's one thing, the 
second thing, if you look at the state, what each of these are in? 
Natural states. 
So ifl write, is that heat of formation? 
No. 
Because this is a liquid. So those are different things that you have to look for. Now the next 
thing is, you have, now whenever these products minus reactants, all the H f that you have 
should be formation one, I!!,. H if you want. Because those are things that you add and 
subtract. 
So I shouldn't .... 
Okay, so in this case you do it as an equation. 
.. Application of Hess's Law to Calculate Heat of Reactions Interview Worksheet 
Name: ~i." (0!1P(,erf::!___ Chem 177 Recitation Section: ___ _ 
URL: http:/Q29Ji!id1~J!V!-d1~'KAC!index.php 
Assume 4.184 J "C' g· 1 as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
You have access to both the heat of neutralization and heat of solution simulations. 
l. Design an experiment to determine the heat of neutralization of aqueous NaOH and aqueous HCI. 
Write the thermochemical equation for the reaction process. 
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2. Design an experiment to determine the heat of solution of solid NaOH in water. Write the P}'. ~ 
thermochemical equation for the reaction process. 
2, r 5 1UMof-l 
... L J..1z 0 
IGtlr-2;. 
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3. Based on the above reactions, determine the heat of neutralization of solid NaOH and aqueous 
HCL The reaction cannot be done directly by mixing the two reagents: 
NaOH (s) + HCI (aq) 7 NaCl (aq) + H20 (l) 
A) I j~({(?> f\1-I ~~·'' _ ~ . .1 ·r''4u 1,f/'57 , l)l./ +-· . "~---7 .JC,;..u~· ·1,~/c ,,.._/ 
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4. Use the computer simulation to determine the standard enthalpy of reaction, i\H0 '"" , for dissolving 
potassium chloride in water in a calorimeter. 
)S,..._L H7 o 
a. In your experiment, heat was transferred from ~-·-- to 
... +k KC...\ lv .. ~~ir 
b. Calculate the heat that was exchanged by the reaction an~ the molar change in enthalpy. 
\ ""'.<Ir ")7, >::>l4,1t'1)( f '(;/1'{- Z'-l'c) :. - 57 '/ J 
- 57 ~ ,&,3'i = - 171<T/ .... 1 
5. The following infonnation is provided to help you calculate the standard enthalpy of reaction for: 
K20(s) + 2HCl(aq) ~ZKCl(s) + H20(l) "1H"rxn =? - ~ 6(), i..f J ~ 
AH0 r K 1(aq) = -218.9 kJ 
.:z; flVJ;..;t - z ~· :; li H c ( 1'" 
<\H"r Cl"{aq) = -167.2 kJ 
,\H°r KCl(s) = 
Data given: 
~ ((: 361, zKt)+ l(-101, vcr)) ~ 
2!{\.~ 
/ 
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Application of Hess's Law to Calculate Heat of Reactions 
Intervim Worksheet 
Name: Jl'l 1. Ob S<lr\l<:t·iio !l.S Chem 177 Recitation Section: ____ _ 
URL: http:!/129.186.118.81/LASCAC/index.php 
Assume 4.184 J°C-1 !f1 as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
You have access to both the beat of neutralization and heat of solution simulations. 
1. Design an experiment to determine the heat of neutralization of aqueous NaOH and aqueous HCL 
Write the thermochemical equation for the reaction process. 
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2. Design ah experiment to determine the heat of solution of solid NaOH in water. Write the "f!!=--
thennochemical equation for the reaction process. 
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3. Based on the above reactions, determine the heat of neutralization of solid NaOH and aqueous 
HCJ. The reaction cannot be done directly by mixing the two reagents: 
NaOH (s) + HCl (aq) 7 NaCl (aq) + l[iO (I) 
+ ~ ({ ) 
'· 
+· ~ ""1 
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4. Use the computer simulation to determine the standard enthalpy of reaction, AH0 rxn, for dissolving 
potassium chloride in water in a calorimeter. ~ rwJ' r r 8 '1 &' "(. 
a. In 
b. Calculate the heat that was exchanged by the reaction and the molar change in enthalpy. 
i,I • J. .. · -r 1:i·~ F -~'),., lo.1 v .; .. r.> 'J 
~\.!. .._. :.~~t~- ,. -· t1 \C:fl~·~· 
v 
5. The following information is provided to help you calculate the standard enthalpy of reaction for: 
;:; 
,6 (1. Y)<. /"\., 
L\H°r K·(aq)=-218.9kJ .ttt<-hl 4, .......... 
AH 0 r (T{aq) -l67.2kJ 
!\H°r KCl(s) '" 
Data given: 
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Ml (Hess's Law) 
So I just write out what I would do? 
Uhuh. You don't have to write, just speak out. 
Okay, I mix an equal amount of same molarities and the same amount ofNaOH and HCl, 
and then see what the change of temperature is. Because it's a one to one and one to one, for 
balancing it, so if you mix equal amounts it'll end up being salt and water. That's what I see. 
2.6 or 06? 
I guess it's ... 
Would that big a change? 
Not really, but I used a small amount of molarity. 
So do you want a bigger change or do you want to go ahead with this? 
I should probably, I think it'd be easier to go with a bigger change. But I could, it should all 
be the same. 
Okay. 
Because molarity and amount really don't have anything to do with it. 
Try changing molarity and see how, whether it is different. 
It changed by a lot. But then when you do the q over /j., or /j. H is q over the limited reagent, 
it should end up being the same. 
Yeah. It shouldn't matter. But what happens is in the lab if you take away ?? molarity, it's 
going to be a more, a tendency to be off, more higher than to be right. You can see a bigger 
change if you have a bigger molarity. 
Do I have to solve all of them? 
Uh uh. You need to find the heat. Heat means enthalpy. 
This kJ .......... Makes sense because every time I, strong acid mixes with bases, it's ... it's 
asking for the reaction or the reaction process? Giving off. ............ That it for the first one? 
Uhuh. 
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This one, just add NaOH to water and see the temperature change? BIG GAP IN HERE 
WITH NOTHING BEING SAID, AND THEN: The mols and limiting reagent on this one, 
too? 
So what are you doing there? 
The, ah, it doesn't matter how you get, or really, cross that out. In Hess's law It doesn't 
matter how you get there, but no matter what reactions takes place that's the same. 
But, what are you doing? How did you get this one? 
This one is from, like, hear which ones you cross out, cancel out. 
So which ones are you canceling? 
This one. Because this ends up with water on this side, too. The water should end up 
canceling it out. There is still water down here, is there water in this reaction too? 
Yeah. ?when you are dissolving you put H20 over that or put it on both sides? 
Okay. And then this one goes there. 
So what are you basically doing to get these equations? Cancel them out, what are you 
doing? 
Whatever is on both sides. 
No but what are you doing to them, what operation are you doing? Subtracting, addition? 
Multiplying and dividing. 
Okay. What would you do with your mix? How do you find them? 
Oh, well, you just add 44.4 plus ... 
So why do you add it? Why not subtract it? 
That's just what we did for it to work out. 
Okay. Do it. 
So switch that, like this one would be hooked over to, make it work, change the sign. But, 
that's just the way we did it, so. Is that all there is? 
Yeah. Have you done this type of thing, this sort of thing, in Hess's law before? 
This is like some of the products, some of the reactants in this, called to mind. 
Have you done this worksheet before though? 
I haven't done this worksheet yet. But .... water. ... It's from the water to the KCl. Or it's 
just .... 
To break the bond? Do that balance. 
Sum of the products combined with sum of the reactants TALKING TOO QUIETLY. 
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???????????Sum of what of the products CANNOT MAKE OUT WHAT YOU SAID. 
Products are KCl solid and H20. 
Some of the products means what? 
Oh, the total of the kilo, total of the~ His 4 for each individual one. That's it. 
Okay. Now in you're, when you did this one, is that an endothermic or an exothermic 
reaction? 
Exothermic. 
Okay, what does your answer tell you? 
It should be negative that. 
So where did you go, you don't need to change it, where did you go wrong? 
I think I still screwed up on my reaction to the solution. 
Okay, so what did you get confused about that? 
The actual equation ... 
So when you say MC ~' which q are measuring when you are using MC ~ T? 
I have no idea. 
Okay. Where are you doing the reaction? 
Like it's happening in the solutions. Negative q. Or q is negative. 
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Okay, instead of writing it this way, how else can you write it that you don't? 
Q solution. 
Uhuh. So take that off. You don't need that. So when you put that you may not get 
confused and still do this. Now, isn't that what you got here, is it exothermic or endothermic 
reaction? 
This one is also exothermic. 
So if those two are messed up, the whole thing goes wrong. The sign, everything goes 
wrong. So be careful of the sign, so it's not something people look for. If it's just reporting 
that answer, it's be a wrong right, it means it's just opposite of what happened. That's where 
you went wrong. Now you said you got this way, what you are basically doing is your 
adding these two equations. Okay? So you add those two equations, and you add them up, 
what is there in the opposite sides gets canceled? So if you add them up, let me write it this 
way, all right. It becomes one big equation, if you add them up, and then you can now cancel 
it out. It should be on two sides, so if this were on opposite sides, just imagine 2 or 3 words 
instead of these and you actually subtract to cancel it out. It has to be on opposite sides as 
well as you know what you are doing, whether you are adding or subtracting. Okay? this 
how this gets affected, basically. So if you are subtracting, this would be negative, instead. 
So it depends, what you want to cancel out should be on opposite sides. So if you just write 
out the whole thing, it helps always, okay? It is okay because it was simple, but if it was a bit 
complicated, I think the one we did in class, the magnesium, I wasn't there, Jason handled for 
you, that is one of the equations. So, but it always helps to write the whole thing out. So that 
you know what gets cancelled out and which one is getting subtracted. And maybe also 
include the values along with that. Like, with this one, you'll include 44.5 and plus, and that 
should be negative, but include the values that when you write the whole thing out, so you 
don't get confused. Okay. 
That one is probably a positive. 
Yeah, that should have been positive. But again the whole, everywhere you, you made a 
mistake, now you don't look at this part. What I was talking about yesterday, you want KCI 
solid. What you used here, this K plus and Cl minus aqueous. Okay? Now I'll just get a 
paper. How do I explain this? Hmm, okay, when will, these are things that don't have an 
equation always - okay - that always helps. At the beginning, that you can use these values 
here. Now how you do that is, now basically you want, now do you understand why you 
don't use this value here? Because you want a KCl solid, and that's not what you have. 
Okay? So now you have, hmmm, okay, you want to find KCI solid, okay, now for that, I 
need to find KCl and water I got Kplus plus Cl minus equals, right? If I dissolve it in water. 
And didn't I get a ~ H here ... yeah ... so you got a~ Hof reaction when you did this. Right? 
So if we just reverse the whole thing, wouldn't it be ... it would be that. So what you basically 
want to do is, think of something that you can do so that you can get KCl on the product side, 
on the reactant side. Which, I mean, what involves all these 3 factors? KCl solid, K plus and 
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Cl minus, because K plus and Cl minus are given to you. And this is what you want to find 
out. So what you want to do first is, you do a products minus reactants with this one, so you 
have, this one is minus 218.9, this one is minus 167.2, and you know the reaction so you can 
find this, right? Once you find this, now again, you don't, you just told me it's L\ H. But the 
important thing is it's L\ H f of the products. If this reaction is given, I mean, if this is not f, 
you can't use that here. Okay does that make sense? If the product is a heat of formationss, 
okay? So you need to find heat of formation, you found the heat of formation from here, 
okay? Based on this and that's this value, okay? And that's the value you substitute there. 
Does that make sense? 
Yeah. 
Okay. So you should have basically used, now you did this to basically use that thing, it's 
what I was explaining in class to you yesterday. There is one thing that people don't really 
understand, I think, at times. Okay, ifl want KCl solid and ifl want to form L\ H formation, 
what should I take as a reactants if I want the formation as, now let me explain it once more. 
Uhm, now in this case, if you look at this equation, I got KCl solid, but it's not L\ H 
formation, it's L\ H reaction. Okay? So I wanted L\ H formation or KCl solid, what would be 
my reactants? What do you think would be the reactants? 
K solid and then Cl, gas. 
Yeah, it's chlorine gas. And you should take half of that, because you should only form one. 
Okay? Does that make sense? Do you know why this is reaction and not formation? Do you 
understand that? Bcos if this was a reaction that you did, this value can be directly 
substituted there. Because it is formation. But since this is a value that you got, you have to 
find formation by working backwards. Does that make sense? I don't know ifl'm making 
sense. 
Those are natural states. 
Yeah, natural states. 
Just forms and ... 
They are not. So when you do anything that is not a natural state and you get the heat, if you 
do it in the natural state and get the heat that is automatically their formation, and you can 
substitute that value to do those calculations. But in this case, what you are getting is not the 
formation, you are getting a reaction one. So you have to work back to get the formation 
one. Does that make sense? Okay. So you have to work, for this you don't have to work 
back, you already get this one. But for this one you get the reaction but you get some of the 
products, like KCl minus, you don't know, x minus this plus this, would give you, whatever 
that value is, and then get that value and then substitute it. So you need to be aware of all of 
that when you do Hess's law, but the thing usually most people, it puts them off so people 
think they are easy. I mean, I think for the class exams I think it's easy, because it's just 
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adding and you can see everything together. But in the lab it's more, not that clear. So just be 
aware of those things when you do it. In signs be careful, because you are going to lose signs 
if you are not aware. So it might be easier to just always put that q solution in there. One 
more thing was, here, heat is transferred from the water. When you have water simply kept, 
do you have any change in heat? 
Just water. No. 
No, so when does it start changing during the heat? 
When you mix something .. 
So is it just plain water there? 
No, it's solution. 
So again that's, I don't' think they'll give you points if you write water, you have to write 
solution. It's not water that's giving off the heat. So even when you mix it something 
happens there. Similarly, I think this would be partially okay, but it would be the reaction 
here. What you are doing here, basically means that, but I think it's expecting the reaction. 
Your concepts are clear, but just be careful of those things. These are the twisted ones. 
Application of Hess's Law to Calculate Heat of Reactions 
Interview Worksheet 
Name: 'Li CoMPLfH1> 
URL: hup:i_!l 2'1.186.JJ 8.8l!l.ASCAC!indc;s,J1!m 
Chem 177 Recitation Section: _____ _ 
Assume 4.184 J "C'' ir' as specific heat of the solutions and LOO g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
You have access to both the heat of neutralization and heat ofsolution simulations. 
L Design an experiment to detennine the heat of neutralization of aqueous NaOH and aqueous HCI. 
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Write the thermochemical equation for the reaction process. N 0 . Ii a.. ~J 
NaORtr~ t- cl fltJ t- z 
.1o'C 
n1(6t 
1f{:J:)( lJ, 
ufi 6 ,~ CJ'6{Di.2i/ .) 
·.;; C:S17:J,.,;, K J 
- '$,"S<o K .) 
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3. Based on the above reactions, determine the heat of neutralization of solid NaOH and aqueous 
HCI. The reaction cannot be done directly by mixing the two reagents: 
NaOH (s) + HCl (aq) 7 NaCl (aq) + H20 (1) 
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4. Use the computer simulation to determine the standard enthalpy of reaction, i\H0 rxn, for dissolving 
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potassium chloride in water in u calorimeter. r,i9 -t ('I# 
~0 Ii) :;. Kttl · d 
a. In 
fs<i (('.) 
b. Calculate the heat that was exchanged by the reaction and the molar change in enthalpy . ..- ?. 5. 4 .5 
,6 H ~ t?· xn 
[_(Mats CD _ 
I ~:.. Oltl 
,:. - tl~l;f;J. ,) bti~ . ( bt\:= \\.3~~)fYlol\ 
5. The following infonnation Is ~1o~ided to help you calculate the standard emn~ 
KiO(s) + 2HCl(aq) ~ LKCl(s) + H?.9~lt. i\H0 ,xn =? -3q'), I f5J 
--"3tt'3.t>" <" J{/1,'2~ ~tl ... -!-> 
,\H°r K'(aq) = -218.9 kJ 
i\ll0 r Cr(aq) = -167.2 k.J 
i\H°r KCJ(s) 
Data given: 
t -\Lo1 - K\ 
-¥.C\-:.::. \\.~\ 
1' :S~(o.\ 
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Application of Hess's Law to Calculate Heat or Reactions 
Interv.iew Worksheet 
Name: k1.. Cot>i?Ct'H]) Chem 1 77 Recitation Section: ~-
URL: 1mn.li129.J_86. U.~JU[.L.ASCt\C/index.phn 
Assume 4.184 J °C1 g·' as specific heat of the solutions and 1.00 g/mL for the density of the soluti.ons. 
You have access to both the heat of neutralization and beat of solution simulations. 
l. Design an experiment to determine the heat of neutralization of aqueous NaOH and aqueous HCL 
Write the thermochemical equation for the reaction process. 
N ~\ 
2. Design an experiment to determine the heat of solution of solid NaOH in water. Write the 
thermochemical equation for the reaction process. 
+ 4· 
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3. Based on the above reactions, detennine the heat of neutralization of solid Na OH and aqueous 
!!Cl. The reaction cannot be done directly by mixing the two reagents: 
·· 'NaOl l (s) + HCI (aq) ~ NaCl (aq) + l:hO (I) 
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4. Use the computer simulation to dctennine the standard enthalpy of reaction, 11H0 "" , for dissolving 
potassium chloride in water in a calorimeter. i~·' ,, 5 l rJ 5: 
()() fl 0 ? 
a. In your experiment, heat was transforred 
---·~-..... ~~~~~~-······ 
,,, r ~ 
b. Calculate the heat that was exchanged by the reaction and the molar change in enthalpy. 
. - I. ""' L>P: 
ll :; 11. 3 \:'.'..:! 
L Ito r:s 
5. following infomrntion is provided to help you calculate the standard enthalpy of reaction for: 
LiH°r K'(aq) = -218.9 k.T 
i\H0 r CT(aq) = -167.2 kJ 
Data given: 
~ ·· 2 ias. '6 z J. 2 (-I it 7, 2J".:\)J= b p. "" 
l DCf2. G. 3kS + q ~KS 
Application of Hess's Law to Calculate Heat of Reaetious 
Intcrvit•w Worksheet 
Name: _IS_;L.~~Qh~~<J)1:i ,.,.S Chem 177 Recitution Section: -----
URL: !J.lllllL1;?.2J86.1l8.8 l/LASCAC!index.php 
Assume 4.J 84 J "C' g·' as specific heat of the solutions and l.00 g/mL for the density of the solutions. 
You have access to both the heat of neutralization and heat of solution simulations, 
CHM :'.iov ;; !M 
l. Design an experiment to determine the heat of neutralization of aqueous NaOH and aqueous HCI. 
Write the thermochemical equation for the reaction process. 
v,..,. 
~ ,,,,..,H 
c.·f-
2. Design an experiment to dete11nine the heat of solution of solid NaOH in water. Write the 
thermochemical equation for the reaction process. ·r - -·? 
Y>!r.,_ C·H t·J'µ ·t· 6h0 , . 6hf '\I ) 
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{ i'"f 
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3. Based on the above reactions. determine the heat of neutralization of solid NaOH and aqueous 
llCI. The reaction cannot be done directly by mixing the two reagents: 
NaOH (s) + HCI (aq) ~ NaCl (aq) + H20 (l) 
rJ A<>l~ I ~ r·H 6 ~6\!:"j) 
1-J ti. b f'\ 4Y 1- ii 0 t£-; --'? AJ 4. C 1 <Yf ,; t1z_ a> 
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4. Use the computer simulation to determine the standard enthalpy of reaction, 6H0 rxn , for dissolving 
potassium chloride in water in a calorimeter. ""g_ ·~-> "'!- ·JM .J::. ~ k i.P_«~A 
./ y/ 
b. Calculate the heat that was exchanged by the reaction and the molar change in enthalpy. 
'\' "·\ \ \./ . 1-'1 . -~ \L'f-f "'4 (;.. r(t • A; .-+- ,.; .. 
AH0 r 
5. The followini; info. rmation is. provided to help you calculate the standard enthalpy of reaction for: 
,j.f ,.µk / J' Jf. '\ v'" 
v;.1 . ·~. Ki{')(s) + 2HCl(aq) 4~Cl(s) f· l{zO(I) 6H0 rxn"' ? ___ _ 
.1i\ " / 
v -LtV'~·.ti 
t..Gl Vy •. I~ -? )\.. ~.J. 1l d 
II . , .D V. ,/('\ . J. I .. .;~ .~ 
<tr.,,_. :11 U"> "' - I""'. 
(_,,,....} o 
K'(aq) = -218.9 kJ 
M!°r CT(aq) = -167.2 kJ 
i\H°r KCl(s) = ·----
Data given: 
~ Ir~ 
.kit .,~ KCxc~) 
t7 3 
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Ll and Kl (Hess's Law) 
Design ... experiment to tum the heat of neutralization of aqueous NaOH and aqueous H20. 
You have both simulations. You have multiple simulations, I mean, ah, neutralization as 
well as dissolving salts. 
Okay. So if we dump aqueous and NaOH into aqueous HCl, and then, ah, figure out 
temperature change, you should be able to figure out the change in heat. 
Yeah. 
Okay. Well, let's do the same amounts because ... 
And then we got no limiting reagent. 
Yeah. Okay, so HCl, you want to dump in the molarity? 
Yeah. 
And how much would you like to dump in? 500? 
Yeah. 
Okay. 500 milliliters at 0.1 molarity. NaOH at 0.1 molarity, same thing ..... okay, and, 
..... yeah. 
For both of them? 
Uh, close enough, yeah. 24 of these ..... we're mixing. 
Oh, watch it change. 
Maybe we should have done stronger molaritys. 
It didn't change. 
It didn't change very much. 
Do you want to pick B? 
It gets, well, I think it, it's the only ways you can do. 
You can try that one. 
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Yeah. All right. 
Point 5? 
Let's go all the way up to one, I suppose. And, we see the same amount. And, same thing 
over here. Put the same, oh it's just a bigger tank. Yeah. There we go. 
Okay. 
Final equals ........ . 
30.70 
30.70 degrees Celsius. So now we figure out q and ~T and ... 
q=mc~ T equals mass being a thousand molars. Or ... 
Yeah. A thousand, okay, so that's the reason that you are, right? Well, grams. Milliliter to 
gram ....... times change in temperature, 30.7 mols ......... We're left with 28.63 ........ . 
So 28.0 KJ? 
Yeah. 
Okay, q solution is negative q reaction. So the q of reaction is negative 28.0? 
Yeah. So, q of reaction is negative 28.0 KJ. They want enthalpy too ... negative q of reaction 
over moles of LR 
Yeah. And mols would be volume times molarity, which is one. Okay, so it'd be point 5 
mo ls. 
Point 5. So ~H would be -56 .... KI.per mol.. ..... 
Yeah. And that'd be the heat of neutralization for that equation. Okay, and then number 2, 
same experiment, just find the T of solution of solid Na OH in water. Okay .... 
. NaOH(s) .plus H20(1) ... 
I'm running this stuff. We can watch it and see if bubbled . 
. .In the ions? 
Yeah. Okay, so, .... all right, so we want NaOH, you want to dump in a lot? 
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Yeah. 
Okay. All right. 
Or do we want to make it more? 
We just want to max on both . 
... so 5g ofNaOH and 200ml of water. At 24 degrees. celsius 
Okay. Did you find anything? ... 09, change in T equals 6.49. Pretty close . 
. . . microscopic level of reaction. 
We, oh, okay. Okay, it's either going to be NaOH ... 
Well, close up to you. Well, okay green is going to be NaOH 
Ok these are the water molecules, and trying to figure out what it has around it. Where would 
the sodium, like, it green could be sodium but where is the OH? Like you would think there 
would be a, ..... . 
That's going to mean it's going to make ...... . 
All these extra waters. 
Yeah. 
I suppose it's probably like .. 
But we can go back, too. 
Yeah. I suppose that's probably the sodium. Okay. 
Disperse the ions. So therefore, it's going to be like ....... . 
Oh it's like a generic picture. And so that's why you can't match up the reactions. So, it's 
just going to break down. 
Oh over, the air? 
Yeah. 
It's going to be Na plus and OH negative? 
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Yeah. Yep. All right. Okay, now we figure out which.q of the solution equals mass times T 
change in T, ... 
So 205 times 4.18 times 6.49 ... 
Degree celsius. 
Divide 61. ....... 5561.281. So that means it's going to be 5.56 kiloJ is the q of solution. Q of 
solution is negative q ofreaction. So q ofreaction equals negative 5.56 kiloJ that?????? ~ H 
equals negative q of reaction over ...... . 
Okay. So why does it say the heat of solution compared to the heat of reaction? On the 
designing the experiment to determine? q equals ....... . 
. . . . . . . negative 5 ....... . 
Change in each ....... reaction ........ mols ..... okay, so we, how many mols ofNaOH would 
that be? 
That's ah, 5.0 equals ....... . 
What sodium? Oh. 
22. 16.0 plus 1.01. 40. Point 125. 
So 5. All right 5 divided by 40, is point 25 mols. 
So ~H equals point 2448 kiloJ. 
Okay 40 ... 
44.8. 
Okay. Hm, KJ per mol. Based on the reactions, determine the heat of neutralization of solid 
NaOH and aqueous HCI. Reaction cannot be done directly by mixing the two reagents. So 
NaOH, so .... or we could do ..... 
Okay determine Hess's law of something like that? 
Yeah, it's going to be some determination of that. 
Because you know, they're both ~H's. 
Well I mean, okay, so this is like, we know this number and we know this number, so we 
should be able to put them together, like these should cancel out to put solid up there. So if 
we add those two equations and then ... .like ..... NaOH solid basically trying to get NaOH 
aqueous with water and then, NaOH aqueous plus HCl aqueous of Na, aqueous is H20 
liquid, and then if you cross out your, oops, that one. 
But we had negative 56 .. 
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Here we go, but now we're come out right? We come up with negative 56. So here we come 
up with, that's supposed to be negative on that one isn't it? 
Yeah. 
Negative .44.44 ....... KJ per mol and we're adding them both so we're going to add those 
numbers together to get ..... 
We have two H20's right here and we only have one here. 
We do? Where'd that come from? 
Well, basically, that is there. 
Oh, I just put it over there, it's just there. It's extra. 500 point 5 KJ per mol. ..... 
yeah .... .it'd be here ..... 
Be a lot of space for that. 
Yeah. It always makes me think I'm supposed to be doing something else. Okay, using 
computers simulation to determine the standard enthalpy of reaction for dissolving Kchloride 
and water in the calorimeter ....... Is this the same thing as calorimeter? It is, okay. How 
much would we like to use? Oh it'd probably needs to be set. 
How much? 
How much? Yeah, 4024 .... 5 grams and water is 20 milliliters. T final was 22.65. 
~ T equals negative I point 36. 
Point 35. 5. Okay, total mass was 205. Okay in your experiment heat was transferred from 
the solution or the water to the reaction. 
Yeah. It q=mc~T, over here, so here equals 205 times 4.18 times negative 1.35. 
205 times 4.184 times negative 1.35, what did you get? 
Negative 1156.82J is negative 1 point 16 KJ q of solution is one q of reaction .... q of reaction 
equals ?????? .16 KJ, er positive. 
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Yeah. Q of reaction 1.16 KJ and to find b, the molar change in enthalpy. Limiting reagent 
mols ...... so we go lpoint 16 KJ over mols, 39 point one, what are we doing, potassium? 
... 5.45. 
Oh yeah. 
So 7.455 grams . 
.... KCl, okay if we had 5 grams, 5 divided by .... Point 067. 7.16 divided by point 067. 
17831 KJ per. ..... . 
Okay, if all the formation is right, to help you calculate the standard enthalpy reaction for 
K20 plus 2 HCl, equals KCl plus, H20 .. 
Oh, so we need to do sum of its products minus reactants, right? Yeah. 
Okay, wait. There should be 2 Cl's on there right? Two KCl's? 
Yep. And two K's. Yeah. So sum of products minus sum of the reactants. 
The Hf of ... of Cl negative ..... .I think we better figure out what the ..... . 
Oh, do we have to do, ... 
It's not simple, it's just, 
Yeah. 
Okay, data given, 2 K plus one half 02 equals K20. 
So therefore K plus plus the Cl negative equals KCl solid, so use those two things and the top 
one? 
I think we need to use all the numbers, don't we? 
Yeah. 
Well, why did they give us the ion formation numbers? 
Because we have to find KCI. 
Okay here, what we got. Negative 363 point 2. Negative 167 point 2. Water is point 285 
point 3. Okay. And then, ... 
We don't know KCl, or the combined. 
We should be able to figure it out. Let's see. We have to work this one backwards. 
Backwards meaning? 
Well, like, when you, 
.. plus .... aqueous is solid, KCI. 
Solids but we don't know them. 
Why we getting in ????????? 
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I think you can just put, just to figure out. K20 formation. Is there anything, like the only 
thing, like, 
Isn't this ....... zero? Like I mean, look at how they can find this number. So, we know that's 
zero because it doesn't have ....... any formation. So, .. . 
It's gotta be something about making ions ........ Are we supposed to use the computer at all 
to help us out, or are we supposed to have this formation on this sheet? 
What did you do here? 
Uhm, we dissolved, we mixed the potassium and chloride into ions. 
So write an equation for that. 
All right so KCl into the water equals K plus aqueous. All right, so use that, 
KCl solid ..... . 
This number, will be 17.3 . 
. . . KJ per mol, right? 
Okay, all right, so we know our K plus, like we're putting in formation numbers, right? So 
you would put in that formation is for that one, and that formation is for that one. 
We already have the ~H's. We figured it out. 
Okay, so then can we get KCl out of that. Whatever number's left over? 
We should be able to. 
All right, so the total thing should be 17point 3. All right, and then, the K plus should be 
.. 18 ... 
and, 
Cl- should be negative 167. So to do this reactants minus in sum of the products should 
equal that right? Just some of ... 
Some of the products minus sum of the reactants, yeah, right. Right. So. 
17.31 equals ....... 
TALKING OVER ONE ANOTHER . 
.. equals ... plus whatever ..... 
Plus negative 1.67 ..... minus something equals ...... 
386.1 minus KCl equals 17.31. Okay. Add these ...... 
Okay. So ........ 
Negative KCl equals 403.41. KCl equals negative 403.41 . 
... one 9 plus 167.2, negative ........ side ....... negative ....... 
All right. Negative 403.41 KJ ...... find the total. 
So, 
It would be 2 mols negative 403.41 plus negative 285.3 minus one mol negative 
20 ...... plus ...... 
Yeah ..... reactants ....... whoops, I'm sorry ........ reaction .......... all right. So we have 
product 2 times. Minus .... point KJ ..... plus 2 times negative 167.2. 
Negative 395.03. 
Point 05. 
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Oh, I'm sorry. 
395.05. Oh. 
The lab practical, if this was given and this wasn't given to you, do you think you'd figure it 
out? lfKCl was provided? 
If it, for some reason I didn't put two and two together that KCl was down here and KCl was 
up there. 
But if this wasn't given to you, do you think you'd have done it in the lab exam or whatever? 
Yeah. It would take some thought. But it would have taken me longer. 
Probably not. 
I'd have had the pieces but I just would have had a hard time putting them together. 
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APPENDIX C: FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 
Questions and transcript 
Follow-up Interview Questions 
1. What do you enjoy about groupwork? 
2. Did lecture help you understand chemistry and if so why? 
o Did lab help you understand chemistry if so why? 
3. How does lecture and/or recitation help motivate your learning of chemistry? 
o How does the textbook help motivate your learning of chemistry? 
o How does lab help motivate your learning of chemistry? 
o How did writing about chemistry in your reports help you to learn 
chemistry? 
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4. In lab: do you feel comfortable with an experiment set out for you by following the 
lab manual, or do you prefer discussing about a given topic/question with the group 
and coming up with an approach? 
5. What were the positive aspects of the lab? What aspects of the lab would you change? 
6. How did the computer simulations help in getting you ready to do the lab experiment? 
Would you have preferred using a simulation as a pre-lab and making the lab more 
application- based? 
7. Do you think doing computer simulations as part of a pre-lecture assignment would 
be worthwhile? 
8. What were the positive aspects of the lecture? What aspects of the lecture would you 
change? 
9. What teaching approaches used by your professor, your recitation TA, or any other 
chemistry instructor, worked for you? 
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Follow-up Interview Transcript 
This is going to be 20 to 30 minutes. 
That's fine. Test, test. Test. Okay, the first thing we'd like to know is how do you feel about 
group work? When you're working in the laboratory, how do you feel about the group work 
aspect of it? 
I think it can be a good thing. I also think it can be a bad thing. It depends on the experiment 
a lot, whether you have like five things going on at the same time. You need more than one 
person to keep things straight or if it's something that's relatively simple that you can 
probably get done faster on your own and understand it on your own so somebody's not just 
taking it over and doing it all. And some people are just too shy to stand up and say, hey. I 
don't understand what you just did. I'm not that type of person, so I didn't have that problem. 
But I don't know if other people would have had that problem. That they wouldn't say, hold 
on. Wait. I don't understand that. Can you explain that to me? They just kind of go with the 
flow because other people take it on. But I think group work can be a good thing. Because 
sometimes especially in chemistry lab that you have a lot of things going on at once, try to 
get it figured out and it's easier to have another set of hands and another person running 
around getting stuff, so. 
Would you say you spent more time or less time in group work through the semester. 
More. 
So the majority of your time is spent in group work mainly with the same person or persons. 
Yeah. 
And you were comfortable with that particular person or persons. 
Uh hmm. 
Was there every a time when you felt like you were doing it all or when you felt like the 
other person was doing it all or was it? 
Not really. In my group, we pretty much shared what we had to do. It was me saying, oh I'll 
go do this while you go do that. Things like that. So it really wasn't a one person did 
everything. We kind of all chipped in and did a little bit and made sure we understood 
everything. 
How many were there? 
Sometimes there was just two, sometimes there were three, sometimes there was four, 
depending on who showed up that day and how difficult the experiment was. Sometimes if it 
was something that was really difficult, then we'd just all four work together because it'd 
make it easier to set up two different parts of the experiment at once. 
Did you depend more on yourselves? Did you depends on TA? Or was it a combination. 
A combination. 
Combination. 
Mm hmm. 
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Were there any times where you just said, hey we can figure this out on our own rather than 
having to go ask somebody else. 
Yeah. Yeah. 
Okay. How did, oop. 
Do you think your group mates had explained things better than when TA explained things? 
Did you understand that better? Like is more of your? 
In some instances, yes. Because they understand it at the level that I understand it. So it's 
easier to talk it. Cause like, the students talk in one set of terms and the teachers talk in 
another set of terms. Sometimes it's hard to understand how the teacher explains it. But 
sometimes the students who are at the level you're at can explain it a little better. It's not that, 
you know, it's wrong one way or another, it's just easier in that set of terms and that cause 
they would explain it more in the words I would use, make it easier to understand. It's just a 
different perspective of looking at it. 
When your TA was coming around to check on you and see how things were going, did that 
make you as a member of the group nervous? Or 
No, I wasn't nervous about her watching what we were doing. I was just, hoped she'd say 
something if we were doing something wrong. I was glad when she came over and said, oh 
no, no, no. Don't do it that way. Do it this way. It's a lot easier. It didn't make me 
comfortable having her watch me. I was just glad that she came over and was interacting 
with us, making sure we were doing things right instead of letting us do it completely wrong 
and then having to redo the whole thing. That she'd stop us in the middle and say, you need 
to do it this way, cause you're doing it wrong. It made it a lot easier. 
And the rest of your group, were they somewhat similar in their views about it? 
Yeah, I think so. I don't think anybody was real nervous about her watching us. 
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To follow up with on the question that TA asked, um, suppose that you had asked her a 
question after she answered it, most of the time did you, as a group, say got it. Or after she 
moved on to the next group, did you say what was that? Did anybody figure that out? 
Sometimes, it was what was that? I didn't understand that. We haven't gone over that in class 
yet. I don't know how to do that. Um, sometimes it was oh duh. We should have known that. 
It just kind of depended on the concept, on what we were doing whether it was a hard 
concept or not when we understood it. 
But most of the time, the explanation you got was sufficient? 
Yeah, or we'd just ask her again and she'd come and explain it different. 
Okay. 
We'd get it. 
How did you feel that lab, itself, the process of going through the laboratory helped you to 
understand chemistry and the 177 course. 
I thought it went well. I'm not very pleased with my lectures. Um, so, and I had, it was really 
hard for me to understand in my lecture what we're doing. Because I'm not very pleased with 
the professor that I have. And I think that the lab really helped a lot with some of it, with the 
calculation type things, just in the fact that you could see it and do it and you had to go over 
the calculation again and it helped me learn it for, like especially the lecture test and things 
like that. So, I think it helped a lot in reinforcing what happened in lecture and showing you 
how this stuff actually works. And like taking substances and then figuring out that their 
chemical formula that goes with the substances, that it's not just letters and numbers. It's 
actually stuff. And I'd go from one to the other. I think that helped a lot. 
How did you feel about the pacing of when a particular lab came compared to when the topic 
was covered? 
I think that was good. I think we, then there again, our lecture has been kind of frustrating. 
That there's things that I think we should of talked about that we never did. And things we 
talked about that we didn't really have to. But, um, when we're on that subject in the book, 
on like that was what we were taking quizzes and tests and lectures over, that's what we did 
lab. I think that went really well. 
Okay. 
Can you estimate about what percentage at a time lecture was ahead of lab or lab was ahead 
of lecture? 
Um, I'm probably going to say that 90% of the time, that they were at the same point. 
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Good! 
At that same week. 
Good. 
That that's what I was reading. The chapters that I was reading in the book was what I was 
going over in lab for that week, so. 
You were comfortable with the pace, then, right? 
Yeah. 
If you had to characterize yourself, would you characterize yourself as a self-starter and a 
motivated person? 
Yeah, when I want to be. 
Okay. In that you're saying that I could read and pick up rather than I sit in lecture and wait 
for it to come to me. My impression that I'm getting from you is that you're going to take it 
in hands. 
Yeah. I do realize, I do feel that I learn better when I talk to somebody about it or I have 
somebody explain it to me. I learned a lot in recitation, because my recitation TA is really 
good. And she's really good at explaining things. And I learned a lot in lab, because TA was 
really good at explaining things and calculations, but I also, if I have to just read the chapter 
and get it from there, I can do that, too. 
All right. We, could we ask you who your recitation instructor is? 
BY. 
All right. Another of the questions that we were going to ask was about lecture and how 
lecture has helped you. You've shared some of your opinions of how lecture has helped you. 
Have you found some positive aspects of lecture that you can share in terms of helping you 
in chemistry? 
Not particularly. I learned 99% of chemistry from reading my book, recitation, and my lab. 
All right. All right. So in terms of the support it provided your learning, it was minimal 
instead of maximal. 
Hhmm. 
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All righty. What was your favorite lab out of the course of the semester? 
Hhmm. 
And why? 
I have to think about that. Um, I did like the gas phase that we did. Even though I dumped 
water all over the table. There was another one that I remember that I liked. 
Just think about it maybe while you're talking about the gas lab one, you'll think about which 
other one it was. What about the gas lab one, did you find? 
I just thought that it was interesting how the gas would stay in there and the water, I just 
thought that was kind of cool, the gas and liquid thing and mixing them and the reaction that 
it made. That was interesting. 
Okay. 
Do you want a list of the labs? 
I don't know. 
First was Mesasurements, and then observing chemical reactions and then preparation of salt, 
adding the copper sulfate, Alum preparation, and ? was um, then we had ?? 
Heat of reaction. 
Heat of reaction. Gas phase. Optics was the last. Atomic fingerprints, the dark room. We had 
spectrum. 
Um, there was communics? too wasn't there? 
Communics. 
Yeah. I remember that one. Everything is kind of blurry. 
Is there any one of those, even those it's a little blurry, is there any one of those that you 
would say, I would have learned more if I had done something different from that? Or did 
they all sort of fit your needs? 
Yeah, I think so. 
As compared to lecture or recitation, how does the hands on aspect of laboratory help your 
mind? 
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I like hands on. I learn a lot from hands on stuff. It's kind of the person that I am. Um, that if 
I can see something, and I can do it and I can work with it. Then I'll learn it a lot better then 
ifl just read it or something. So I like that. And uh, being able to relate the calculations to 
what I did, helped a lot for me to remember this is how I do this calculation. 
Can you actually remember sitting in your room as you were studying the reading material or 
as you were doing your homework or third, as you were sitting in the test room, taking an 
exam, and making a mental connection and saying, oh yeah. Lab. 
Yeah. Yeah. Especially when I was doing, when we were doing like, um, at the beginning of 
the year, first and second test that we took and the quizzes that the reactions that happened 
and the calculations that we did with them and the formulas that we made from them. I would 
remember that, oh yeah. This went to that. And you know. It ended up being like that, so. 
And especially the, when we did, we did crystals. And we talked about how we went from 
like from a solid to a crystal or something like that. 
Are you talking about the one with the copper sulfate? Where you add a little bit? 
Yeah. Yeah. That. There was a question really similar to that on the test. And I remembered 
her explaining it to me in lab, because I was really confused in lab. I remember her 
explaining it to me, and that's how I did it on the test. 
Okay. Great. Can you put a number, a percentage oftime that kind of happened? Obviously 
not 100% of the time, but more than half? 
Probably less than half. But that was mostly because our instructor's tests on the questions 
we take out of the book and the quiz questions he gives us. So, it's kind of like if you do 
those, then you can do the test. So on the test, it was more remembering the homework that I 
did because that's exactly, it was basically, the same exact thing. 
Okay. 
So. 
When you had the experience of a laboratory practical, was that do you think representative 
of what you had been through? 
I think two of the questions were. One of them was kind of, I thought, was kind of off. That 
there was stuff in there that I didn't remember talking about. And I talked to some other 
people that were like, where did they come up with that? Um, but, probably 75-80% of it was 
there was just a little bit of it that I don't remember talking about that I knew how to do 
because of the math classes that I've taken, but I don't remember ever talking about it 
specifically in chemistry. 
Okay. 
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Was it the measurements? 
Yeah. And the graphing and the sloping and that kind of stuff. Like, I didn't remember what 
they were talking about. 
How do you feel about taking hands on practical as opposed to a pencil and paper exam? 
I liked it. A lot. I compared the chemistry practical to a biology practical, which I just took 
yesterday. And I liked chemistry practical a lot better. 
Than biology? 
Yeah. Because I've had it with so much better way to show what you've done by actually 
doing it and getting tested over what you do instead of what you can memorize. Because, I 
thought, that's kind of what labs are all about, is being able to do the things, the reactions, the 
experiments, things like that, instead of being able to memorize stuff. To me, that's what 
lecture is for. So. 
How dependent are you on your notebook when you're in a practical situation? 
In the practical, it took, I only used it a couple of times. 
So, in other words, it's not your life line? 
No, it wasn't. 
Okay. All righty. If someone had taken your notebook away from you and said, do the 
practical without it. 
I would have been okay. 
You would have been okay. 
I wouldn't have done as good as I did, but I would have been okay. I wouldn't have been 
like, oh god. I can't do anything. 
So you wouldn't characterize yourself as immediately panicking when you saw the practical 
and flipping the pages and stuff. 
No. 
How did writing about chemistry in your reports help you to learn chemistry? 
The lab reports we did or the article? 
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The lab. 
The lab reports. I thought they were good. Um, at the beginning, I wasn't exactly sure what 
she wanted and what we were supposed to write. So I had beginning questions, and things 
like that. Then I emailed her and asked her and she told me. She said, I got a lot better 
writing them after that. So, um, but I felt they helped because you can go back. After you've 
done it and remember it and reflect on it, and write it down on paper. So, I thought it helped 
me to understand it better, to kind of think about it again and write it down. 
Did you like writing reflections about the lab after your lab was over? Or did you find that 
constraining? 
I didn't do it most of the time, because I just kind of forgot. But, um, I don't know. Like, the 
only reason I would have would've been to say it was a good lab or it was a bad lab or you 
know. But I don't know. I just didn't think it was necessary to every single time say, I like 
this lab. I didn't like this lab. Like if I would have said, like had an opinion of, we should 
have done this. Or this could have been better or something like that. Then I think that would 
be okay. But I didn't think it was completely necessary to just say I like it or I don't like it 
every time. Cause I don't think that one little lab section's opinion of half the people like it, 
half the people don't like it is going to change anything. But like suggestions as to this could 
have been easier if we would've done it this way. Or you know, something like that. That 
would be okay. 
Hhmm. 
From the time you started doing these labs until the last one you wrote, did you feel there 
was a progression in your in your ability to just sit down feel a lot more comfortable about 
writing? 
Yeah. 
Yeah. And when do you think that happened? 
I think it was just kind of a slow progression. It wasn't like, the next week or something like 
that, I was okay with. And some of the labs were harder than others. And some of the 
calculations were harder, so that kind of made it different. When you had easier ones, it was 
like oh yeah. I know what I'm doing. And then next week, you're like. Oh geez. But, um, I 
just think it was slowly then I started kind of being able to understand the lab book better. 
And um, just being able to understand the whole thing better. That type of thing. 
When you were in class, in the laboratory classroom, you did a certain amount of work while 
you were then. Then after you left, you had posted some information on the board or you 
posted some information on Web CT or you exchanged information. About how often did 
you have most of all the work done, other than the write-up when you left? As compared to 
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the number of times when you still had work to do to get to that part where you understood 
what the write-up would be? 
Um, most of the time I tried to make sure that before I left the lab that I knew how to do the 
calculations and knew what I needed to write about, all that kind of stuff. Because it just 
made it easier then when I went home. All I had to do was write it up. So, most of the time, I 
made sure that I understood everything and I had everything written down in my notebook as 
to calculations and what needed to be included before I left. 
And how about the rest of your group? 
I don't know. I didn't really pay that much attention. 
Okay. All right. 
Did the final group switch and help you? 
In the lab? 
Or was it that to come to each group and me explaining things or was the whole group? 
The whole group thing was fine with me, because I know that like everybody had mostly the 
same questions as to how to do calculations and things like that. The whole group thing at the 
end, that when you'd say, okay now. Let me make sure you understand the whole thing that 
we just did, I bet that helped a lot. And the whole group thing was fine with me. 
It wasn't ten minutes to noon, and the whole group discussion was over, and you still didn't 
understand it, would you have asked a question in front of the whole group and say, could 
you clarify? Or would you have waited until most of them left and then asked a private 
question? 
I don't know. I think I ended up doing both sometimes. 
You commented that you weren't certain how your group felt when they left. Does that mean 
that afterwards, you did or didn't get together as a group to sort of prepare your report? 
No. No, we didn't. We just all did it on our own. 
Okay. And were you comfortable going away and starting on that right away or did it depend 
on what your week looked like as to when you wrote your lab report? 
Depending on the week. Sometimes it was Tuesday night before it was due, sometimes it was 
Wednesday afternoon after I did the lab. It just depended on how I felt or when I wanted to 
do it or how much other things I had to do. It was never the same. 
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That same vein, thinking along those same lines, did you just live for 10 minutes to 12, or 
was it sort of you got in there and you were there for three hours and you got as much 
accomplished as you could? I mean, some people just want to get out at 10:00 if they could. 
And other people say, well. I'm going to make something, so. How do you characterize 
yourself? 
Um, I didn't want to drag it out the whole three hours if we didn't have to. Um, especially on 
test days. We all kind of wanted to get out of there. But if it was going to take longer, that 
was okay with me because the only thing I had after that was lecture, so. Most of the time, I 
wasn't really hurrying to get it done. I was making sure that we got it done right. Sometimes 
we did get out of there pretty early, and that was nice. Sometimes it went longer. It didn't 
bother me real much. 
Okay. Did the fact that you did a group discussion before going into lecture on the day of the 
exams, it would help you? Was there ever a time when the discussion that TA did with you 
as a group just happened to work out to be on the test when you walked in? 
Um, specific examples, I don't remember. Um, then again, that's kind of hard because our 
tests were weird. Um, and usually she tried to help us get out of there a little bit early so we 
could go look over stuff before the test, so. 
The reason I ask is because once a few students have commented that, oh, we had our test at 
6:30 and at 6:00 we were just finishing a discussion about something, on accident, was on the 
test. That was good. That's the reason I thought of that. All right. In the lab, do you feel 
comfortable with an experiment that's been set out for you by following a lab manual? Or do 
you prefer discussing given topics and questions with the group and coming up with an 
approach on your own. In other words, here's a canned lab or we can put together our own 
idea of how to do the lab? 
Um, to some extent, I like things explained to me because I really don't want to go throwing 
chemicals together that I don't know what's going to happen. Or like as a freshman and this 
is my first chemistry class, I really don't know that much. And I don't want to just go 
experimenting with things not knowing what I'm doing. Or knowing whether it will work or 
not. So to some extent, I do like things explained to me. So I wouldn't want to just say, figure 
this out. Find out how to do it yourself, because I wouldn't have the first clue as to where to 
start. But um, sometimes, it's nice to be able to say, oh we could do it this way. or we could 
do it that way, depending on what we want to find out. So, I mean, I don't' think it needs to 
be dried out step-by-step, every little thing you need to do. But to some extent, it does need 
to be explained to us, because we're not, you know, doctors in chemistry and know exactly 
what to do or how things are going to work, so. 
Sure. Can you, I'm sorry. 
Did, in the lab manual, give step-by-step was it confusing or? 
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Yeah, I thought it was really confusing. I didn't like the lab manual all that well. I, I thought 
it was really hard to read because it was pretty confusing. And sometimes it gave like, a lot of 
background information that I think was kind of irrelevant as to what we were doing. And 
um, sometimes it didn't, it left out steps that were kind of important, I think. So. 
And what about the worksheets I used to give you? 
Uh, those worksheets were good because you gave those to us on the labs that were really 
confusing in the lab manual. And we wouldn't have, we would have screwed it up majorly. 
But we did that smaller lab that you gave us. And then we were like, oh. We just do it this 
way. So that's what we did. 
That wasn't really wasn't, if they made it more broader so that you need to think about 
certain things. But the lab manuals was very specific. So I just wanted a comparison. 
I thought, I thought the ones you gave us were kind of easier, and they were a good 
introduction to what was in the lab manual to help us understand the lab manual. I thought 
those were good. And they didn't take, like, an hour or anything. They were just something 
to kind of help you understand the lab. I mean, I thought they were a good idea. 
Can you tell us a little bit about your background before coming into this course, in terms of 
there's a pre-requisite for 177, so high school community college, some kind of prep course 
that brought you to this. 
Um, I took high school chemistry. That was basically it. I took, like chemistry and physics 
and anatomy and biology in high school, so that is all I've had before this. And I'm an animal 
science, pre-vet major, so 177 is required, so that's why I'm taking it instead of 163, so. 
With your background that you had, when did you take the chemistry in high school, with 
your high school career? Junior? 
Sophomore or junior. I can't remember. 
Sophomore or junior. Okay. And what was the laboratory experience like in that? Was there 
ever a time when you had an open lab like TA prepared for you, or? 
Yeah. My high school chemistry teacher was really good. He was really informative. He was 
a really, really good teacher. Um, and he let us do a lot of neat experiments and different 
things and kind of let us go with ideas that we had and things like that. 
Okay. From Iowa? Or from another state? 
Iowa. 
Iowa. Which? 
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Southeast Polk. It's just east of Des Moines. 
And who's the teacher there? 
Uh, Mr. K. That's who I had anyway. There's some different chemistry teachers. 
What were the positive aspects of lab and what aspects of lab would you change? 
Positive aspects were that, it uh, it was good hands on work. I thought most of the 
experiments were good. Um, they were good help to understanding calculations and things 
that were explained in the book. Um, things I would change? I didn't think the lab manual 
was all that great at explaining things to 177 students that don't have any other, really, big 
time chemistry background, that are just getting into chemistry, their first college chemistry 
lab. Um, I didn't think that was the best, did the best at explaining what we needed to do and 
how we needed to do it or calculations or things like that. Um, that's about it, I think. 
Okay. Did you find a transition from your high school lab to your college lab to be a huge 
one? Or? 
Not really. There's a lot more neat things to play with in college than there were in high 
school. 
Okay. All right. How did the computer simulations help on getting you ready to do the lab 
experiments? And would you have preferred using the simulation a pre-lab and making the 
lab more application based? 
I liked the simulations. Um, I think, I'm pretty sure I ended up doing them, some of them, 
after the, what we did in class. Um, and actually, I used those to help me write out, um, my 
lab report. Because I thought it did a really good job of showing you what exactly was 
happening, and what was changing, and little things that you would miss doing the 
experiment in the lab. I thought it was really good. Um, I wouldn't have minded using it as a 
pre-lab, and then so when you got in the lab, you would know what you were supposed to be 
doing and how it was going to work and what you were looking for before you did the 
experiment and was like, what did I do that for? Or what changed, you know? If you missed 
something small or something like that. 
So you think that would've been a useful tool? 
Hmmm. 
Would you have found it at all, um, boring to do exactly the same thing that would take you 
probably three times as long in lab because you had to stand in line and measure and all that 
sort of thing? 
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Not really, because, you, it wouldn't end up exactly the same because of the human error 
aspect. Um, and the simulations didn't take very long at all. I mean, they took probably five 
or ten minutes top to actually do it and then you were like, oh that's what's going on. And 
then to get to the lab, I think it would make the labs a lot easier because you would know the 
procedure a lot better. And you would know, you know, am I looking for a change of mass? 
Am I looking for a change in temperature? Or you know, what am I looking for here? Instead 
of, you know, just doing it and then saying, shoot! I didn't check that or I forgot to measure 
that or something like that. Yeah. 
How do you think computer simulation is part of pre-lecture assignment would be worth 
while? 
Um, they would be good. 
So before going in to lecture, is that what you had in mind there with that question? 
Hmmm. 
Not before going into lecture when they started the topic to show something related and then 
talk about it. Would that help you understand something better? Like maybe??. 
Yeah, like some of the things it tries to explain in the book, that it's hard to explain in words 
but when they show it to you, it would make it a lot easier. 
Um, perhaps we've covered this question, if there's anything you'd like to add. What were 
the positive aspects of the lecture and what aspects of the lecture would you change? 
Well, I have not been very happy with Dr. K2? lectures. I think that he spent an awful lot of 
time talking about things that we really don't need to know about. I think he hasn't done a 
very good job of explaining things in terms of a introduction to chemistry, general chemistry 
course. I don't doubt that he knows his chemistry, that he's a very good chemist. But I don't 
think he knows how to teach a general chemistry course, that he teaches way above our heads 
90% of the time. And he spends a lot of time talking about history and theories and things 
that we really don't need to know about, that we need to learn the calculations. Then later we 
can learn the history and the theory behind it, things like that he'll spend 30 minutes talking 
about and everybody will walk out of there going, okay. What were we supposed to get out 
of that? Um, and then his tests hardly reflect his lectures. And sometimes I felt like, ifI don't 
like, in order to pass the test, I would have had to memorize the entire book, the entire 
chapters that we were supposed to read. You know, I read them all. And I do all the 
homework. And I go to all recitations, and you get to the tests and you're totally lost. I don't 
understand that. And, I, every time if we get out of lab early, I would go up to a help room 
and I'd talk to my TA and before (end of side 1) about him that he just should not be teaching 
a general chemistry course because he can't put it at the level of the students he's teaching at. 
And, he teaches things that don't need to be taught in a general chemistry class, that need to 
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be saved for higher chemistry classes that focus on smaller subjects of chemistry. That's just 
what I think. 
Okay. Were there any positive aspects about lecture at all? 
Um, I, I have learned some. I'm going to be interested to see how much I don't know next 
semester when I take 178. And I'm supposed to know all these things from 177, and I'm like, 
I don't know. Um, that's about it. 
How about reflecting on recitation the same way? 
Recitation, I learned, 90% of what I learned was from recitation, because she would go over 
calculations and she would explain them in terms that we could understand. And she would 
explain them and as a general chemistry type of this is what you need to know to learn in this 
class. And she wouldn't spent time talking about the history behind it, that would just make 
sure we understood the calculation and why we would the calculation and how you would it. 
Instead of the guy that came up with it in 1902. But, you know, ifl wanted to take the history 
of chemistry class, then that would come later. I just need to learn general chemistry right 
now, so. 
Do you think it's more because of the huge class size and lecture as compared to recitation 
where you have to ? around ? 
I think that helps because you can, um, focus on some individual questions that we have. But, 
I still think he goes way over board talking about stuff that we don't need to know about, that 
and, he has the weirdest way of explaining things sometimes. And then we go into recitation 
and she goes, oh. This is how you do it. And we're like, oh. Well, that's easy. And he spends 
20 minutes beating around the bush and talking about it in some difficult, weird way, 
deriving it and using calculus. And we're totally confused. And then she's like this is easy. 
This is how you do it, in general, this is how you use it terms, that makes it a lot easier. And I 
think he could do that in a 200 people lecture. I just don't think he knows how to do that. 
Okay. What did you approach as used by Professor Kl?, your recitation TA, or any other 
chemistry instructor have worked for you? 
Nothing Dr. Kl has done has worked for me. My recitation TA is really good at like, 
explaining things in terms I can understand, and especially like formulas and how to use the 
formulas that, you know, she'll go through, do an example and make sure you understand 
that. Um, TA did a good job, I think, explaining, like molecular formulas and saying when 
you put those two things together, so that makes this formula. And then you ended up with 
this and balancing equations and things like that. I think those were good, just being able to 
explain things in terms that students can understand is the biggest thing. 
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Would you say thinking by your recitation instructor, that she took charge of the class more 
often than not? Came in and delivered to you guys? Or did you ask questions and interact 
with her to help her to know what you needed? How was that? 
Um, I think she did a good job of kind of balancing that, where she'd come in and say, okay. 
This is what I think, what you guys need to get out of this. And that I know 90% of you 
don't, so this what I want you, what I want to go over today. She'd come in and say, I want 
to go over this and this and this. So we'll do that first, and then afterwards, you guys can ask 
questions. Or she'll come in and say, you know I think this chapter was pretty self-
explanatory. Do you guys have any questions that you want me to go over that you don't 
understand? And then we'd go over questions. I think she did a good job of balancing the 
stuff, that she knew 90% of us didn't get, so then she'd just go over it. And she knew those 
were important points that we needed to understand. So she'd just go over it whether we 
needed to or not. And also being open to questions and specific things that people needed. 
She did a good job balancing that. 
Okay. And how about if you think lab in the same way? 
I think she did a good job of doing the same thing. That she knew, she could kind of tell by 
walking around, like what we were confused about and things like that. So then when we 
came together as a group, she would say okay. This is what I saw you guys were confused 
about, and um, would explain it to us. Then if we had any questions, she could answer those, 
too. , 
So if you would be sitting back and if somebody was saying to you, what about your lab TA? 
Pretty much have the idea that she knows what's going on? Is she, had enough experience 
that you don't feel that she's lost at the same time that you're lost. 
I, I never felt that she didn't know what she was talking about, that she was totally lost. And 
if, if it was some above and beyond question that we would ask that, you know, I saw many 
times, that she'd post here's a website you can go to for more information. She'd go look it 
up and explain to us. And so, I mean, I didn't have any of those questions specifically, but I 
know other people had some other questions that were kind of like well, what, how does this 
relate to this? And she would make sure that she answered those questions. But as far as like, 
the things that we needed to know specifically for the lab course, that she, as far as I could 
tell, she knew what she was talking about and she answered all our questions. 
Same thing with your recitation TA? 
Yeah. 
How about, oh I'm sorry. 
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Lacontics? I know I explained it to the lab, but I didn't have enough time since we've all 
missed running out of a few hours. And most of them, with a few ?? , I really got to know. So 
do you think after that when you go to lecture or recitation, that helps better? 
Um, I think it helps some. I remember you posted an email to us, some extra explanation 
about what we needed to write up and different things we had to explain. I think that helped 
too. Because when I'd stay at home, I could read it and reread it and I was like, oh. Duh. I 
understand that now. And when we went through it in, um, lecture, I remember Taya? was 
like, you did this in lab, so if you don't understand it there, this is how you do it, so. 
Is web CT a useful tool? 
Yeah. In chem lab, I think it really was. But she could post like, little explanations about 
what we needed to write up and clarifications about things that we did. 
When you thought about coming in here, for going through this interview, was there anything 
in the back in your mind you thought, oh I hope I get a chance to talk about this because it's 
important to me? Um, is there anything that we haven't asked you that you could talk about 
that? 
Thinking off the top of my head, I was just hoping you wouldn't make me give like a 
presentation or something! I'll answer your questions, but. 
Okay. 
As compared to the write up that you did for the newspaper article, which do you think uh, 
had to think more about the subject matter as compared to just calculations and that sort of 
thing? 
I think, it depends, I think on that particular lab, I thought the article was a really good thing. 
Because I think it would have been really hard to write up a regular lab report for it because 
there wasn't calculations really to do with it or anything like that. And I think, and I posted 
this on Web CT, but um, the article is a good idea for labs that really don't have any 
calculations, they just have more of an explanatory type of concept to it instead of a putting 
numbers or formulas together. And uh, I think that would be a really good idea for those 
types of labs. But for the labs that we actually had to figure out a formula and do calculations 
and things like that, I think the lab write ups were, were better than writing a paragraph or 
something. 
Okay. Do you think when you write an article using the ? , those sort of things, to make it 
more scientific? 
I think you could. I think on some of them, it would be really hard and take a lot of time to 
try and put in complete paragraphs and sentence as to what you did that, that it was easier, it 
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would have been easier for me to do the write-up that you just write out the calculations and 
then say, this is the conclusion I drew from it. Instead of trying to make a report out of it. 
How many times did you find yourself going to either friends or family and talking about 
your experiences? Oh, we did this really cool thing in lab today. Or, anything like that every 
come up? 
I don't know. A couple times. My roommate took this class last semester, so I talked to her 
some about it. I was like, do you know this? Or do you know that one? She, we'd talk about 
how they were different and the different things I should know. 
All righty. Great. 
Is there anything else you want to ask me, or? 
I don't think so. 
Any suggestions for teaching? Okay. 
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Final Lab Practical Thermochemistry-Related Questions 
Task 1: You will be given a salt. Set up and run an experiment that will allow you to 
calculate the MI for the salt dissolving in water. We will call this Mfrxn. 
My salt is a. Mfrxn= (5 pts) 
b. Write the balanced chemical equation for the dissolving process. Include the states of 
matter with each species. (1 pt) 
c. Record all data and observations. Clearly indicate what you did with what items. Indicate 
units with all measurements. (4 pts) 
d. Classify this reaction as endothermic, exothermic, or neither. Justify your response. (2 pts) 
e. Calculations: Show all steps, include units and follow the rules for working with 
significant figures. (5 pts) 
Identify what is gaining heat.---------------
Identify what is losing heat. ---------------
f. Write a brief explanation of how the dissolving process for your salt generates heat, 
absorbs heat, or does not exchange heat. 
(3 pts) 
Task 3: a. (4 pts) Determine ~H for the reaction: Zn(s) + 2 HCl(aq) ~ ZnC12 (aq) + H2 (g) 
Mirxn -----
you may use the following information. 
b. ( 6 pts) Clearly provide an outline of your procedure. Record all 
data. 
Show all calculations (include units). 
There is a missing piece of information you will have to find by 
doing an experiment. You will have zinc oxide, hydrochloric acid, 
and water to use in your experiment. 
Substance 
H20 (g) 
H20 (t) 
02 (g) 
Zn (s) 
ZnC12 (s) 
ZnO (s) 
MIO! 
(kJ/mol) 
-241.82 
-285.83 
0 
0 
-415.1 
-348.0 
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pu) 
Jo; le<. 7 i"t(. lsu) 
f11. """ • c,. T.''111.t.. ./..11..,.,., 
. (;.,. 
,(:s-4 • 2. o< J =~b~ t> sec. :t. {) • .3. Iii~' 1'i6 
'} I> I'\. 'I d/1/..1- $<I~ - :t, 10 I 't ,'$' 
l. 'f J c-o tlif· f 
.$4(1-- (. Jf') 'A~ 'f o 
,:Z"tll> 
". 'f lt:t. 7 
f:lt? :t 1• 11. 'i t,::; .:ltJ, .:t ·~ f <t.. 7 
I To Ii." 
1co f'7. < 
l f!. : l'f. lf. (;,. ( Cla.<sify lhl• reaction as endothermic, e;oothcrmic, or neither. Justiry your response. (2 pts) 
343 
e. Cllcullllions: Show all •tep.S. i11tlude wliG Md follow the rules for working w11h sillnifieaut figull:s. CS pis) 
~,., 20. l*<: t,-lC,.., ·£t~.oj 'Kif.lfl:Jl,·c x • O·f' J 
ic:: !'l.f. (. tr-.<'\: - 33'f., J/_J ·c. 
bt. =tf.:r- Po • .,~ ... 1>.t•e. 
Jdemify what is gainilla bein. ~t>f;..~ \b'<"' 
ldcnllfy what is losing heat. __ JJ_~-+-' _l-_M._.1,...._t}<..._\ _ _ 
f. Write a brief cllplanalian of bow the dissolving proccu fur yoar salt pnerllC.I beat, obwbs ""41. QI' docs not txclllnge bc:at. 
(3p!S) 
- -""·r j/~·c:: ... 
• /t 2 - te r JJ,..,t;. I -
xrJ-; 
Al.er ls 4' • :sJo Ive,,/ 
,· ;i 
Wk J'\ ~~ i.tA.tf 
fl.z,t> ;./- p~ct.$ ke..I 
--<. µ..,:/. 07, 
"'o ~ fi..t. )f U ,.,.,,_,$' I.e.-./ A. 
h-,._ ,_J' d..w~-
344 
•· (4 ptsl Determine .11:{ for th• reaction: Z11i,, + 2 HCI,.,,-> ZnCI,,,., + H, ,,. 
-t 2 
Ml ... - .P,. £" i "-,Y.,.. (, Task 3 (18 points, c.stimatcd tim• required 30 minuleS) 
You may us• the following informa1ion. 
b. (6 pts) Cleat!)' provide a11 outline of your procedure. Re<:o!d al! dau. 
! Alf 
Subsiam:• J fkll~l 
Sho"' all c&lculations (u1dude units). !i.O(•l -:24l.S1 
There is a rnm!ng pi«• of information you will have 10 find by doing an experiment. You will 
have line oxide. hydrochloric acid. and water to use Jn your experiment. 
H,O (() 
0>!£) 
·'.!85.83 
0 
t.) 
:I.) 
l) 
'9 
>.) 
wci> I, c.,.,/. /. ") .f z .. o 
/);(.,.,k,. f/ll 
./.4.h. +, ..... ,, ~ Net ;'J'l {..,.,f-. .'t•Ht.ftu-
t;,J. f:.;-.,. .... I /.,,,..,, c.P l.,, C./-<. 
lo.l. f J.e f.rK"1 
;,f' 2." c { J.. 
tc-'I"' "'L~"G.l. 't.1sr.rtj•}t 'f.. l*C..) 
ti) beat 
f'et1t.c./.io"' , .-t.. ~c. t... 
iii! enthalpy 
iv) Law of Conservation of Energy 
Zn Isl 0 
ZnC!.(Si -115.! 
ZnO(s) ·348.0 
I."~ Z11 0 
{. .1.1'-o -.f;.)~6.r,.,,): 11.z C~.o~ 
V.z: ;u -1. He/ 
.L • , T.' . 
345 
Dr, Grnnbowr 
fall 2003 
70Poinl!I 
SP 
Name--.~~~~~~-
lSUID# fui lflc{.'/(:(j'[ 
This l• llll exam! \'011 must work 011 your Lah Section Numl>er~ 
own tu enmplel< lb< task. Only partial i11structi1111S are 
provld«d in each tASk. You will need to decide whal proadurc{s) 
10 use and wllat measurt>ment(s) IU lflllkf, Rerord all data and Gboervat!ons and slww all calculations. Write tM word "baek" 
ill Ille l•fl-lwid marctn btilde tlul lalil< number If you hav• llS•d th.e: bad< of !ht Pll&e 10 rtceord some of your work. 
·····-····················································································! Task I i:20 J"'inu, eslim:iti:d time required: 30 min) 
You wltl he given a salt. Set up and Ml an experiment rbal will allow you !Ocalcubte the AH fottbe salt dissolving in watet. We 
wi!I call !his AH,,... . • . )\ ? 
My sa11 ;, h )a Q, \ .. AH..,= o'O(.o. H . ¥::.:;. /rne> I (5 v1•1 
b. 
c. 
346 
c, Cak:ul•tioo>: Show illl •teps, indulk uni!< and follow rho rule< for workini; with •lgnifkOant fisures, Cl pt5) 
Identify what h goining heat ..J.be.. ceaQfi ()0 ~\ 
Identify wllot is losing heat. . tt1e .!!J 11.>f\ on ~ 
Write• hrid expl:111ation of how !he dissolving proc"" for your <3lt gcncrlll•s heal, abostbs heat, or doe• Ml eX<:hange he11t. 
(3 pts) 
~)tlUJ'i -tttu ~{ !':> ffi~Vtrl i~ i U)J/1t' ~ ()~.;OlP3 /L!JL1J , 
TY11"':i \? ~CDJLdt tl \-:;: £1.Yl \O:Jt"CJOWA/~t1 ~ 1 ~1Mfion wnrt!it 
rtt>oL \HDrtt tHf u1ltu · OfJ tlJJj(ll l:ud 
r--fV) 
347 
Task 3 {18 poinl!, estim.aled lime required 31) minlllCO 
a. (4 pu) Detennme Afl for !he reaction: Zn,,.+ 2 HC~.,,...., Zna, '"'' • Hi,., 
You Ol>J use the follnwing mfo!l!Ullion. 
-1.t~w- .....• __ _ 
b. (6 pts1 Cie1rly provide an outline of your procedure. Record all data. 
Show •ll cakuluion• {include units). 
There is • mluing piece of information you will have 10 find by doing >n eJtperiment. You will 
have zinc oxide. bydrochlonc a<1d, and waier to use in your experiment. 
't> ~ ~~n, 0 + 2 t\ C.J ....:::;, 2nC.l 2 ~· .1.~1 2-D 
mW5 Of;'ZrtO ~ 'C(f7Lf3 I "" , . . , . 
~00~ -~ ~-1' r.J · . . 11 · · ·· 
[l· :::. '20 , 4 °l i~1{1.,.. '3Dmt..l1.1.1~ .. ~ .... :v. 1 •c.. ';.: o1o<L ~:; t:::r,,, 19(_ • 'Q~c)·· 
T _(: ;: ;;! '\, L{ 0 C.. ltcin " - ;}Dll • 2J 
, 6DlL.J 3 f<JZnO(kF~ '\,.. q, Jj.,. l6.:,m.ol~ 
AH::: -~.~3 · ~ J 
Zn0+'24C.\ ~lnCl-z. ~ ll.-01~ro·l5l'Y&'.'>l., :::. -:la'-17 'IC-1/f(ll) I 
.r1Z-n + ~0-r..., 2no 6.i-1 :-~-.z.u,lt:..J/rr.o ly 
-348.0 
-t[ ~'.2 4 ~ ~ -"7' 142 0 l:..H - - ,,'-\~ tz/ me I 
J,~'b ,;;ci~~~ '-•H": =r:~_:~~~~~ ·~:r/!, 1' @ 
...Y c. (8 pts)faplain 1hc ienns "tcmperatnre". "heat". "en~py", "Law of Conservation of Encrllf' and how these 111~related IO this wk 
i) temperawre 
~z HiQ t~:~,tl>~lJHt~ v~~~~t;~~u~;,~~H·1~~ 
Nl.r'l(i'\i':l'J H Ol'I ·HK. l'!",IXS \j[ ;y '•." i; ' • I 
H~r b 
r2~~.~~i{;;\·~~~l\~ Q\\~~~ ·0~(tn:~{(~~j(~~·A;1lQ ./1~ ~~, .. i.. 
v1 
iv) Law of Conservation of Energy \.; 
348 
. (?/ 
Dr. Gremoowt 
i:a111003 
701'oints 
This Is rn l!xam! You musl work on your 
et...utey t17L 
Laboratory :Exam Z 
own I<> <'3mplc't~ lbe task. Only partial inslrUcliOflS an 
pro>id1>d In tll<'h wk. Yo11 will need to dedde wlult prondure{s) 
Name~_..._T_v ...... _....._ ____ ~ 
lSUID# S ') \ \ S.S.'.S'(S 
Lab smion Number_}__ 
to uso aiid whal mcasureiuent(•) to m11klf.. R1C11rchll dBi.a and ubservalious and show all ukulatlons. Write tht wvrd "back" 
in !lie lell.Jumd margin beside th• iask nll'lllber if you have used the back or the pago lo record some of you.r work. ...•.••••••....•.•......••••••••.•.•..••••....••.....••...•••••••............••......•.... , 
Task 1 {211 points, estimated lime required: 30 min) 
You will be given a salL $et up aod nm an exper\mentlhatwill a!low Yoll roc:alcula1e tlteAl.Horlhesaltdmolvmg in water. We 
wt!! call !hi' All,.,,. .\' t.,. \ 
Myial:n \IJ\~SQq a.AH,..- - 5().1\ 'ti-)/ •. ,, (5ptS). 
b. 
;).,~\,\\r(\ ' '. \ \., ' ~ ;t' ~.., 1.-~r11 (.:-.,,i ".'J':J(V r' ,, \CO,. l ~+ 
:;i\ . ) 0 (. ~;, ..• \ \c"'p "~" .. ~"'"""\' 
\....i •• d,_\.I 'l ·~>· i\M + ..... \ \,,~ f> 
lr("\l,; v.P "'\-:,\.- \¥1.f,t'l\i (""~'( /!,.,,,,.\; 
.,.,... .. \.1.( ~'~ ""' 
(1.v~cr.,., < ti.:"('~·;Ol', 
349 
t:.t\ ":. :5.q' .1•\ ~ 
.otog~i .... 
~~-.. 
or\:.· 561\1.\ ~ 
f. Wrire a brief ""J>lanalion Df bow !he dissolving procen fw )'Our sah generarcs beat, ahosrl>s heat, or does .Ji~~e heat 
[3 pu) 
\\1. 
s ... \\ 
v .... \~ 
+\.(. 
<;.t. \\: (~~ <;o..,~ S•"'"'"'s "'t<-1 . \>, .... ; \;i.-c;~, .. ""P•'+ I"\• ·~ 
bt '\IA, \4i. -;;,, I.\ ..... 1 (,.,\ 
st-It ; s 'b; ... ~ br;k ... Jc..., .. 
~<•-. J..~ •• \,.-1 Ixc~"'" Th<. 
P.. ~\tw .;.,_\)d.,.,r t..l...r\.. 
t\.. ~'\jl o rn7. 1.,-') • ~ir<><·~ 
h11·f n r,1,.st.I.· 
-\) 
350 
b. (6 p!sJ Cl••rly provide an o·•tline of your procedure. Record •II data. 
Show all cakulorions (include units). 
There ls •missing piece of information you .,.;11 have 10 find by doing"" experiment. You will 
ba\'e tine nxide, hydrochloric acid, ~Jtd w:atcr to us~ in your experiment 
'1 S•\•.' ~ """ : 0 
>11.'i'· ';''< r ,, o 
Subs ranee 
H,0(R) 
H,O (f) 
O·(Jii' 
Zn(>) 
'Zi1Chtsl 
ZnO (s\ 
-· ·~n-f) --
'i ''"" ' 3\1.'fJ 
~o ~ \\<h; \~), !\.(l ";, \. 17 --.1" ~\< \ 
')L,,tl'.t::,l'><'I 
l. ,, .•. J .. 
~\V':. -~~"\ ') 
'~) 
l.J\\0 ,..= ·<\\t;,\ \.i.)/u\-1{·. '}).!'\ 'h';i !,,\) 
t> \.\r'l.1-."" - L\ I~\. (., \..'l J ...,,\ 
Mi, 
(U/ni<>l\ 
-~41.S~ 
·!85.l!3 
() 
0 
415-1 
-348.0 
'· (8 pts)upl•in liu: tenn> "temperature", "lu:at". "entholpy". "Law of Con<er.-otion of Energy" and how the"' m related 10 this wk 
11 
\ti'<. " c\At 1--; {' .... ' t.'6""' O"'t ~U•" ..\,,) 
r·cy..:f;tr.,c f.,,.l'I 
, ..... ~;,,, . <;¥.,~ 
,.,.1,J. fd.•f }·;l,.,i'_\ 
'tj( C.t~\Jrr\r~ (.Q" 
.. , \ ~ ~ .. "''''CT>'.,,., . 
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Dr. Greenb<iw~ 
Pall1003 
Chemistry 177L 
Labotlllory t~•m 2 
70 Point< 
This islUI exam! You musl workoo your 
ow11 10 cumjlltlt !ht task. Only partial lrultrlldions 11tt 
providtd in each Wk. You will need to decide what pr-.lurt(s) 
to u91> and whaJ measutt,...,nt(•) to make. lUlcord all dala aru! omrvatiens aod show all Clllculallons. Wrl&e the word. "back" 
in Ill• Mt-band nw-11ln bfflde me wk numw If yw ha•·• wed the back ur tl!o page to record some ot ymir work. ..............••.•••••••••...••..••.••••..•.•..•••.••..•.••••.•..........••.•••••••.•....... 
Ta•k l .;20 point<, estimat«I time required: 30 min) 
You will be given • slllL Set up and run an experiment tliat will allow you to calculate the AH for !he salt dissolving in water. We 
wlll rall this AH,,.. ~0 
Mysaltis !\JC>:- C \ a.<lli,,."' l/,55 l<J:.-;::.,,, I (5pts) 
b. Write the balanced cltomlcal equation for•.,,..--.....:::• 
~ ~.;'"] µ:>_()l1 "+\ ~ 
Re~ord •ll data und observa1ions. Clearly indicate whnt you did with what items, Indicate unilli with all measureme111S. (4 
p!S) 
f, 7) j 
A,J::: '.2 O·j - J._(J,/ ::: .. (_p 
1-" \I'\• .::.·6. r 
f.:: <S'Cl(<l ·~ 11 ·) •• u 
ff.•;> - '). "S' ' $ {').. ') s - '1 .... ~ 
f,.h::. I).<;",$' L:;U,.x.,::: ~'T - '.J.; 
Classify thll reaction a•endothermi,, e><0U,.,.rmi<. or neither. Justify your rcspon•c. {2 pts) 
T\.,.\ S ~..._(..{;,. ..... tS "" ....... Jq -t-\.-er""i<., +\...... ~....._,, 
~ . ..._l-.,,·r·t .. J 
352 
e. Caltulatic>ns: Show all steps, i11dude units and follow the rules for working with >ignifican1 firurc» ($ ptsl 
11 <...-;;, $"0 I 4. 1'<_'1) - •v 
<?0 ...._[ H;,.() I 
I. N .... (I 4> .~;:._"' ..,_,.,\r f,,1':'.'.. -1;25'.~ 
Identify what is lo>mi h<aL 
f, Write• brief eAplanatiou of how the dissolving process for your salt gclll!u1es hcai, aboubi heat, or doi:s not achange heat. 
(3 prs) 
·, +- -+·<>o k. 
~""' •+ 
~\.. ... h +{ .... 
;+. " ~ ... "". 
t h.. '-" -J-r. r 
"'"' ""' L .. " ~ ~ e~'"j'< 
+ ... ;..__ ""'"'•'""' e.v·~.r·•Jy t<> ..,,,..,kt.,, ......,.._, lo1-1lJ 
b r< ·- '"' ;- ' l, ....... J. ':. 'u "\,.\. ; t· ~ - .-.. 1 ~ .,,,» c:> 
c-~~'! ,; t:.ro .,.,,..,._ t-l.&. ( - \ .,. ~.,..,..., ~r-
353 
Task 3 (18 points. c0>timatcd time required 30 minutes) @ 
•• (4 pt!) Determine AH fur the reaction: Zl\.,+ 2 HCL..,.-> ZnCI,, .. , + H,.,, 
You m.iy use the following lnformatioa. 
b. (5 pt<l Clearly pro,·Jde an outHno oi your procedure. Record all Jina. 
Show all calculations (in<:lude units). 
t-2 
Ml - s-.o,'B' "'h ttt1----~ kV.t I 
Substance 
AH, I 
(kl/moll . 
H.0 le\ ·~41.8~ 
Tmc is a mis.mg piece -0f information you 111·ill have to find b}' doin~ an experiment You will 
have '1'!"~· hydrochloric acid and ~o use in your experimcm. 
H,O(ti 
Q.(g) 
·28S.83 
0 
2. t~C \ .r c.,...o 
.<fl'J..') 
L gl)'f '.J 
l!:f} 
.3 
&"-·•·!(if .. (, 
~ ti " . ~ l.i ' 
D. »,. -:i~. £5 
Zn t>l 0 
ZnCI· (S) ·415.l 
ZnO(<l ; ·34S.O 
c. (8 pts)E>pl.aln the term> "temperature". "heat". ··enthalpy". "Law of Contervation of Energy'' and how these m relll!Cd to llDs task 
lJ temperature '"' "' .. + k "" "" f.L... -1.., ,.... f ,:· V- -· :.:~ 
"(""L ..... ie ~- ·," ""'-, ~. . """' +\ ... < .'(("' c ·-t ..... .,. .1,,. 
ii) heat l...H tv< ... J H,,.4 k ... ,,..J +- ( \...~ ,-~. Al 
.(:,..,,,... r<-'- i:.t' ;n) tor , .. Jq, / ,,)·«··~ .5 
iii) enthalpy ,khV'-')t"' {*"• .t 
'~ \~~ ~. ,.~ \ < ... \;.; 
iv) Law of Conservation of Energy e "'-e<')/ 
K,(,.'),..\.. 
l ,. ... ,.,,. ..... \.! 
• .i:. • .t4 
r.._l«(-..4-c ~ H 
(' t 1,....... ... i 
v·" 
+~,. ;~~ {.. 
"' .. 
354 
355 
Namt.~~K-G ....... _.~...-~ 
tSUIDll ]"(]lgBJ 937 
e. Calculations: Show all steps. include units and follow the rules for workinf with significant figure>. 15 ptsi 
'.)lnouJI\ l)f\ t?tlo.r po.~ -po.. r + C. 
Identify wluu is gaining neat. ff-.- \¢) a,:k.< SO / U .f-14 ~ \ 
..j-') 
Identify what h losif1¥ heat. fu J j $ s 0 I vi n 5 !{' e t:i.. c. f-,· 0 h. 
Write a brief explanation ofllow the dissolving process for your 1al1 generates bu~ abosrbs heat. or docs not excb.w~ beat. 
c3 pis) '].:+· .+o. f:.cs "'-~_e...+ or el'\e.r-~t.J -lo br~tA ~ ~nJ.s -1r-,-l{f$ 
CCA..$e. -fo J, >'1)-.'SSPS u::L~ -f1._.d.~dl. i- fn;u·'' ff.._ ::,6._f, 6't.r~\ c.y-
1--o . .\- 1'5 re..le.a..f<' 5;.ror'V'\fu 0<t-t'rc...ch111 o~ +;~ rclC\rl.\1..l> 
l'Yl11l-t.nd-t$ -1- ..14J,. n~wl~ ~r,..,(d) 'ioriS, r~ -fk.... 17end J.re6k:i' 
h_t°'-+er(.1·1~r~«.\ h::-· di<><Jt:'S.,;·<;1'e1k ~ UV\'\.p"t'nc( Is ~-reo..·kr~ 
-?'Ll ~l'\ lf~ ~ rdtc..tet9 &or;' !.\ z.6 o. +fv~d t c.,_, -11'c-"' +4 f~o.c-lto,, 
fS e (,1 &t~,,....., k ~ ()'Pt" O'S, j +.::. ts .e )I. f;, :>:-+-· -+l<..~ <.Y~ CC(,"'-"'"' -~(( 
\t; l'i IJ Y\(. ~ '-'._..,.,~ (.:(( U..o- ... ,,_t 
356 
357 
aH..., -12s. 131C.T 
.:\H'; 
Substance iUlmoll 
ff,0(2) ·241.SZ 
I H..O(f) -~85.83 
o.tgl 0 
Zn(s) 0 
ZnCl.(s) I -415J 
ZnO(sl -348.0 
Chemistry 177L 
Lalxlrawry Exam J 
s .. -~ ,,_ ·-- . 
ISlJID# _____ _ 
I.ab Sectio11Numt.cr_l_ 
You wJ! be given a salt. Set up and run an cxperimen1 that will allow you 10 calculllie the AH for the !.lllt dissolving in water. We 
Q~~~aJ thlS AH,,... ,rl f-·~ . 
~~I: is ~~'\ a.AH...,= -W •!Cl ~/'fr4..(s pu) 
I 
b. Write the balan<c<l chemical equation fot the disaolving procen. lru:ludc !he stales of maucr with each species. (1 pt) 
358 
359 
e. Calculations: Show all steps. inchwe units and folio"' the rules for working with significant figures. (5 ptsl 
CaJcujtJJwnS QI plf+- c 
Yi!/--- Identify what;, gaining heat. Tu. ~t\00 ,.\' \ 
Identify wh~t ii lo>ing beaL ~ lft(U::t,Cl'Y) -\" \ 
360 
T .. i.: 3 (18 points, estim:11cd lime required;)() ininures) 
• (4 pt>) Dclermint Mi for !Ire reaction; Z11r., + 2 HCI,.,, _, ZnCI~, .. , + H,,,. 
You may use the fotlowmg inforinalloo 
Dr.Gr..,.,tmwc 
r .. nu11» 
7&Poinl$ 
Clmnistry 177L 
Labocratory Eum l 
This 1$ art txaml You must work att your Lab Secdon Number~ 
own 11> «implett th• task. Only parllal imlructlom art 
provided ln tacll task. You will nHd lo deddt what proudllft(s) 
lo llllt attd whal measurcimnt{t} lo mal«t. It-..! all data artd obstrvadons and ibow all ukuhrtions. Write tbe word "bad" 
111 lbe lofl-lwid margin beside !ht• numbel" If ymi have astd the back or the page 10 record same of your work. •••..•..•••..................•.••.........•.••.••.•.••••.••.....•......•..•...•........... , 
Task t (211 points. estima1ed lime required: JO min) 
You wJI be given a salt. Set up and run an e~perimcnt that will •llow you 10 cakulatc the Mi for the salt dissolvmg in water. We 
will ca'! this AH~. 
Mplllt is ,Ut\ CL a. AH,.,= lf 1"()( ~ Mr!?l (5 ~ 4 
b. Write t1w balanced chemical equation for w dissolving process. Include the states of mailer wilh eacll speciea. (1 pt) 
f\.IQL\_-:'°'~ w "" + c..,~ . ....... I 
Record all dala and observaoon~tllfly indi~what 1ov did wllh what itcnu. Indica"' units with oll "'"''""''""'"..., (4 
d. 
p!S) 
5,.\t'l-80,+ 
+ .Z1?<..~ 
+f 
';),\11.\I~ N•tl 
Cla•sify this tellC!ion ns endolhermlc. exothermic, or neither, Justify your respoosc:. (2 ptsl 
'1i-.,· ~ <el:l~GW"I ~ i ~t'ldG1~<m<:. due. to 11tt ~:t 'Wla-t -tn.e.. 
tt~n:..-tu1~ \(51.Ue't'td Clf\Q. mt fdL\-iCJ>\ too\.".. \'f\ \\ea.+ 
-fcON\ #\(. "5..A{toun~J\~"h, ;.. {.,,. 
361 
ld<ntify what is losing heal. +bt ~ \.l t ; Of\ 
"' 
{. Write a brief explanation of how the dissolving procos for your salt gencmo heat. ah!:wbs heat. ru docs llO! e:«:han$C heat. 
(3pis1 ::c+ ~w..('\A..ct n;e.o...+-Grom ~ ~f\,""W\;-.. wo.<.. c.wo..-c~+: 
w°\.A..I\ .lr\t\..t... ~~:<"o..~<.tt d..<o~, 
+ I 
362 
0 
Task 3 (18 points. atimattd time required 3-0 minutes) 
a, (4 pu) Determine AH for the reaction: Zn,.,+ 2 Hq,., .... Znc1,.,.,+ H,,,, 
You may ui.e the following infonnation. 
{_) AH... ____ _ 
b.(6pt>) Clearly provi<k an outline of your procedure. Record all data. 
Show all calculations {include units). 
Thel:e i~ ~missing piece of infonnation you will have ro find by doing an experiment. You will 
hove z.inc oxide. hydre<;hloric acid, and water to use in your cxpenmeut. 
A~{. - q.\S , l 
-2: ('\C,\z. 
A 't\.C -i'15'"~ 
~-i. 
\ 
Mfr 
Subs~ ilJ/moll 
H•O(gl ·!4LS1 
H-O(fl -!8S.S3 
0·{2) 0 
Znts) 0 
: ZnCh ts) -41S.l 
ZnO\s) ·3480 
/ ) c. (8 pu)Explain 1he terros "temperature", "heaf', "en1ha!py", "Law of Cor.;ervation of Energy" and how these are ttlated to this task 
v 
I 
i) temperature \ 
v .. lii) heat :\ 
I 
ili) enthalpy 
iv) Law of Conservation of Energy 
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54)70 
Tbl!i is an exam! You must work on your Lab Sttlloo Nomber..2.a..... 
0•11 t" complde the Wk. Only panial inslrll(liOllS art 
pro»iiled m each wk. You will need to declcle what prneedure{s) 
to usuml what measurementtsi to make. llet0rd all data and ~adom uml show all Cikulatiom. Write the word "bacli" 
111 lilt !tl'M•uml margin besldt the tusk nomb<r If ymi ban llSfd tilt blldt of tlw page to rttnnl lt>llll' of your work. .•.......•.........••••••..•••.•.•••••..••••.•....••••••.••..•••••..............••.•....•.. 
Task I (10 f'OllllS, e>timated tune n:quucd: 30 min) 
Writ• th< bala11ccd <b<ntical equation furtbe dissolving procc ... lnelude !he m«:s of Jllllller with each sp«:ies. (I pt) 
Rel~~~ ~d ~~ ~ooic~~ ~u~}ilt6 ~t ~'!9;2a1c uuit:ti:b !, ~mc~ou (4 c, 
pis) 
- fi1W uJ-01"4-#kr v:+i- t..b,.t. rfr. o +. \ 
-~ -te'"'f'10"tl:: \rJbr,.f-eJ. 
• 4UcJ kGI f.. ~o 
-r-e4)j)R}.d. /~<1 *"f ();\ th,.f,..~ 
l. . 3 7 ..?'if j kc ( -+ 
(a:i,..~ Heu 
I;,: 2J, I J L 
'ff=. z_Z., (} u(_ 
d. Classify thl• reaction .. endothermic. exotbcrrmc. or neilbcr. Justify your response. (2 pt<) 
-rl.,~ 1 ~tr WM e',....J,,~,..,'.., '~ Jk....,J" ~ fl..4, ~t.Kr<- Ar. 
('"h;,. jl,l\,J'S' ~+-' +k s'of.,.-ti'•• b~t Ch<'.! r~'f 1¥..) + l.e, ~ol ... ·tc.S" ab.>D)oo.l. 
e~'I +.h b~t.c 1J;1..,lc &h+j,..u,..,' ... ~~,, .. t<.b:»rh rN.fJ'( · ..+ 2-
364 
Identify what is losing heat. f1..e. S<>f """1 ~ 
f. Wrire a brief cxpllnatioo of how 1he dissolving pnl'CSS for your salt generates he.a~ abosrtn beat. or does nor el(chan~ hea1. 
(3 pts) 
1'\.t, t'l\ ~.~ ~ -1{.e- SoW"" fb onAA +Lt.b:vJ.5" ~/\ 
ff.A I< d- +k. c..l 1l ~ l<-t~) ov-J_ c,1~) ..} I 
365 
Task 3 (~~ints. ••limated time required 30 minntts) 
a. f4 pt-s) Determine Mi for the reaction: Z~~, -t<! HCI, 1111 , _. ZnCl:uai + Hz 1~, 
ti;P:1 You may use the following information. 
b.(6pts) Clearly provide an outline of your procedure. Record all <iQla. 
Show all ~akulatious (include units). 
.~ There is a missing piece of information you will have to find by doing an experiment You will have zinc oxide. hydrochloric acid. and water to""° in your experiment. 
iv) I.ow of Conservation of Energy 
..J.S13, Le_ 
1 i~Vo5 "'2~ a 
AH 1 
Sub$tan« OJ/moll 
H..Oi•l -m.s~ 
n.om ·285.83 
0·(•) 0 
Zn1>) 0 
ZnCl·(S) ·415.l 
ZnO (sl ·348.0 
lkt- .;,,i•\.-"'- ;" fA. S4 >~, P~l c.g,,. ~:t-t-1.o.c.. ~or r,4,.~4hf. 
1.,., J..l.ir ~ ;I- ,,...,~11"-''H- ;,... f'-" C1tfo_.,;,_fc.r1 ~ ~'t ;, (ot{. 
366 
367 
Ttt;i:::-3 - to ro 
~1.HCt~) ..____,.,~ Z 2nll2e.~ -f"'--tole)"J:;~( 
4'\ ;)_ "2.nb)+ ~ =") ~ - 2'710 /::Jjf'-.)1 
~ t Ozr.;,) ==- '}' Hco"J . ~ -~I 
'l~ ~ {jb-g.f}.H-r- 11 ~f;:fFt 'H'1.6'1 
?~--)~ +(fd,oltr/f'-1)1 
j 
f 
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70 Points 
Laboratory Exa@ml 
~5" 
own to cumpleu tile task. Only partial inscructiollS arr 
provided in each Wk. You will need to decide what prondure(s) 
This is an nam! You mun work on y1>ur LabSttl.ionNumber___l__ 
to - and What measurement(>) to makt. ltec&rd all data alld observations and 5how all calculations. Write the ward "back" 
In the left-hand margin beside tile lilSk number if you llavt llStd tile back of the pagt> to rteord some <>f your work. 
·····························································-····························· Task 1 (20 points, estimllled ame requi.,,d: 30 min) 
You w1!1be11iven a salt Set up and run an experiment thnt will allow you to Clllculate the Ml for the salt diswlvJng in water. We 
will call this AH,,.. ,+-·JS / 
Mysak'' \.A~2£1+ lLAH:;: -n,, l.C k.1{#'r4~ pcsl 
b. Writt' the balanced chemical equation fur the dissolving proi:es•. Include tbe s!Ates of mauer with each species. (I pt) 
o. RccoN all da~ andobserva~?~l~~~t~1w ~~~ti.~:~~.~ measurc~u. (4 
pt.I) I o.dd..PJ \.?.Vil}~ or H~3J4 -tv~~ ~l of w~v 
<f>'!C\n··'bvx-n J?\.1'iq(q,\~)(3.lt) "-,-72..'5''::>'S 
d, C\ .. sify this reattiOO as endothermic, tXothemlil:. or neither. Justify your response. (2 ptS) 
exa~c"\1c.. ~ eac:hov1 
f3oco;w of'fftv<t lhR. ::olv-hoo 1:> ~ ~ ~ 
'J-1 'f:ietp J (}x\& ~ ie.a,ci1on \:la-' 'D ~ 
e ao~f tjN \~ l 1 up 
~~ ~u. xeo..c:hOVI 'C)(~~ \J{:I ~- \\ \ ":> C.V\ 
e_,1<0#\QXM'fC 
VeuH'iCM, 
368 
f. 
Identify what is gaining heat, ~ so\ 011 OV\ 
Identify what is losing heat. '( e f, C ,-f\ () Y\ 
Write a brief explanAlian of how the dissolving process for yuur salt gener.ates heat ~bosrbs heat. or does not exchange heat. 
(3 pts) 
!-+ ~etV-ts enertyj fb mcJe O'f brea It- hfJ()ds . 
.£'.em us-e w~ o.vc a-dcl1115 1i to ~v +h.o~ cVU . 
5011'\() 13 buwk I H M {Mtqf to Pl~wjl stJf1 
l(JJ (ICA 5 I 
369 
Task 3 (18 points. es1im11ed time required 30 mi11ut~l 
a. (4 pts) Deu:nni11e AH for thc'reaaioo: Zil.,. +:? Hc,,., ..,znci, ... , + H,,,, AH,,. 111. ll i-j 
You may use Ille following infonnatioll. 
b. {6 pts) Clearly provide an oudine of your pro;;edure. Record all data.. 
AH, 
Substanrt 1kJ1mol1 
Show all calculatioos (include units). ff.0(1?1 -~4J.S1 
Then! is a missing piccc of infonnation you will have to find by doing an experiment. You "ill ff.,()(() ·285-8~ 
have zinc oxide. hydrochloric Acid, and water to use in your experiment. O·M 0 
Znls) 0 
ZllCh(s) -115-1 .~l'\CJ -O'\.~lf3~t 'Zn0 ltbrriL .OOHCl 
-:;_~ A. 
~ 'ZnO:.t "CJ>A ,>ai~\" '1\')) 
ZnOtsl -348.0 
- 2..ttl .~1 
f- -~"r.() 
~e.·h 
- ?<g"°l.tl. 
Zn-) "' -:.. n~ 
0·) IC... 
~?."'< 
c. (B ptS)E..plaln tile l¢TlllS "lemperalllre", "heat~. "enthalpy", "Llw of CollseMrioa of Enetgy" and how lhese""' llllaled Ill this iask 
iv) Law of Conservation of Energy 
~soln ---cyxn 
on'\. ~ lo<if{ ~~ _j\.)c~~+ (4 
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